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PREFACE 

This Report presents the final results of an evaluation of the 

operations of the Manhattan Criminal Court. The work has been spon

sored by the Appellate Division of the State Supreme Cou.rt, the Crim

inal Court of the City of New York, and the Mayor's Criminal Justice 

Coordinating Council. The first phase of the evaluation covered the 

five month period beginning on February 1, 1971, when the Master 

Calendar Project and All-Purpose Parts were initiated; the results 

are reported in "Evaluation of the Manhattan Criminal Court's Master 

Calendar Project: Phase l--February I-June 30,197111 (R-I013-NYC). 

The second and final phase covers the first five months of 1972. 

This work was supported by Grant No. C-57710 from the New York 

State Office of Planning Services, Division of Criminal Justice to 

the City of New York. 

In this Report we compare the effectiveness of two alternative 

modes of court operation: the Master Calendar System and the All

Purpose Part System. Based in part on the findings of this study, 

the court's administration concluded that the Master Calendar 

System was not performing as effectively as the All-Purpose Part Sys

tem and converted the resources which had been devoted to the former 

into additional all-purpose·parts. 
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SUMMARY.' 

On February l~ 1971, the Manhattan branch. of ,the New York City 

Criminal Court underwent: a major internal reo;cganization. The fo-.rmer 

system of speciali.zed courtrooms, or Ilparts," was replaced with two 

new systems: an experimental Master Calendar (or "Master All-Purpose" 

or "MAP") Complex, and a system of "all-purpose parts." The conversion 

to the all-purpose system was accomplished with a minimum of difficulty 

and with relatively few substantive changes in Court procedure.s. The 

creation of the MAP system involved more major Changes and has proved 

more difficult. The purpose of this Report is to evaluate the performance 

of the MAP complex during the period from January through May of 1972, 

and to compare its performance with that of the all-purpose parts and, to 

a lesser extent, with that of the former system. 

Reflecting the broad range of the reforms introduced, this 

evaluation is based on the analysis of a large number of measur~s of 

Court performance, divided into the following categories: 

• Factors affecting the quality of justice in the Court; 

• Efficiency with whiCh cases are processed; 

e Burdens placed on participants in Court actions; 

• Peripheral criteria. 

The data required to determine the performance of the Court with 

respect to each criterion were obtained from a variety of sources, 

including Court records and statistical reports, observation, inter

views, and questionnaires. Together', they provide a comprehensive 

basis for evaluating Court performance. 

Some of the results of this evaluation ara summarized below. 

Overall, both the MAP System and the all-purpose parts have exhibited 
relative ,advantages and disadvantages. In no instance, however, can 

the differences be called major (except, perhaps, for the additional_costs 

of the MAP experiment). In fact, the ,performance of the two systems has 

become closer over time. 
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MAP's relative. advantages have been found to stem primarily' from 

the added numbers of staff at all levels: Assistant District Attorneys, 

Legal Aid attorneys, Court Clerks, administrative staff, and Uniformed 

Court Officers. These additional personnel have enabled attorneys to 

devote more time and attention to each case and have made it possi1?le to 

achieve a moderate saving of wasted courtroom time in the "calendar part." 

MAP's relative disadvantages are due primarily to a failure to 

effecti.vely coordinate the many pieces of the complex. Thus, while the 

pace has been more pressured in the calendar part, more time has been 

wasted in the backup parts, and the rate at which c~ses have been dis

posed of (per part or per attorney or per dollar) has been lower. 

On the basis of these findings, it is reasonably clear that MAP, 

as it has operated, has not achieved its goals and should, at a 

minimum, be substantially modified. However, our analysis of MAP has 

made it possible to identify four principles which should guide future 

reform efforts: 

• 
• 

• 
• 

Eliminate extraneous activity in the courtroom; 

Coordinate case-processing activities to minimize 
wasted time; 

Reduce unwarranted absences; 

Encourage more intensive case preparation. 

To achieve these general goals, we recommend a score of specific actions 

which our evaluation has shown to be effective toward these ends. In 

addition, we recommend a series of specific experiments to investigate 

three major issues which have been ra,ised by the MAP experiment, but 

remain unresolved: 

• 

• 

• 

Is it cost-effective to add clerical and administrative 
personnel in an attempt to save the time of judges? 

Is it cost-effective to increase the numbers of Assistant 
District Attorneys and Legal Aid attorneys in an attempt 
to save the time of judges (as well as to provide im
proved prosecutic~ and defense repres~ntation?) 
Is the distinction between "calendar" and "backup" parts 
operationally useful, how many parts should comprise 
the basic Court unit, and what functions should each 
perform? 
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GLOSSARY 

This glossary defines some of the terms which the reader ~ay ~ind 

unfamiliar. 

Adjournment 

Administrative 
Adjournment 

All-Purpose Part 

Ar~aignment 

Assistant District 
Attorney 

Backup Part 

Calendar Part 

Court Part 
Disposition 

The process of scheduling a new date 
for the continuation of a case in which 
processing has not been co~pleted. 

An adjournment granted by so~eone other 
than a judge. 

A court part which can handle any type 
of case and all stages in the processing 
of a case. 

The first court appearance following 
arrest. 

A lawyer on the staff of one of the City's 
District Attorneys' Offices. 

A court part used primarily to conduct 
~~arings and trials in cases transferred 
from calendar parts. 

A court part in which a relatively large 
number of cases are scheduled for appear
ances of short duration. Typically, as 
each case is called, the various parties 
are assembled, quick conferences are held, 
guilty pleas can be accepted and sentences 
imposed, charges can be dismissed, and 
cases may be adjourned to future dates. 
Cases requiring hearings or trials ~re 
generally transferred to a "hackup" 
part. 

The completion of court processing of a 
given case. In general, disposition sig
nifies that no further appearances are to 
be made. One exception to this rule occurs 
when a defendant has been convicted but the 
case is adjourned to a later date for sen
tencing. Here, the disposition is recorded 
by the Criminal Court on tbe date of convic
tion, ~ather than the date of sentencing. 
We follow this convention in' this report. 



Dis tribu don of 
Dispositions 

District Attorneys 

Legal Aid Society 

Parole 

Part 

Preliminary Hearing 
or Examination 

ROR 

-xvi-

The breakdown of a total number of ~iS~~:~-
t;i.ons into the component cat.egoriel'i. h 

i .d pleaded guilty, transfer~ed to t e 
m SSe , . '11 result 
State Supreme Court (usua Y as a ' 
of Grand Jury indictment), and Sq on. 

Each o~ the five counties co~p~i~ing the 
City has its own independent (elected) 
prosecutor, or District Attorney. 

The public defender agency in New York City. 

Release on the defendant's own recognizance 
pending disposition (same as ROR). 

i f the court, consisting of 
The basic un t ~ d d all the ancillary 
a courtroom, a JU ge, an 
personnel required to conduct the business 
of the court. 
A proceeding during which testimony ~Siheard 
by a judge for the purpose of dete~~~e~~eve 
whether there is reasonable cause . 0 

that a defendant charged with a felony or 
or did commit such crime. If cause 

~~s~~~~~: prosecution of the cas~ c~~~;~~::~. 
if cause is fiot found, the case s 

Release on the defendant's own recognizance 
pending disposition (also called parole). 
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L. LNTRODUCTLON 

On February 1; 1971~ the Manhattan branch of the New York City 

Criminal Court underwent a major internal reorganization. Prior to 

this date, adult felony and ~sdemeanor cases were processed through 

a fragmented, three-tier system of some 15 specialized courts, or 

parts.* Arraignments were handled by one group of parts, hearings by 

a second, and trials by a third. Within each of the latter two 

groups, court parts were further specialized according to the crime 

charged and whether or not the defendant was being detained in jail. 

It was not uncommon for a single case to appear in as many as half a 

dozen parts, each time before a different judge, and with as many 

different Assistant District Attorneys and Legal Aid Society Lawyers. 

As a result, no single judge, prosecutor, or Legal Aid attorney was 

responsible for the disposition of a case; it was not difficult for 

either side to obtain unnecessary delays and to "shop" for a desirable 

judge, and both the number of appearances and the length of time 

required to dispose of a case were inordinately large. 

'By late 1970, there had deve.loped a broad consensus that the 

Court had become over-specialized and that a reversal of the earlier 

trend was in order. Toward this end, two primary alternatives had been 

proposed: 

(a) a system of simple "all-purpose" parts in which individual 
parts or, perhaps, pairs of parts would conduct all post
arraignment processing of assigned cases, operating rather 
independently from the rest of the Court; and 

(b) a Master Calendar System in which a small group of pal;'ts 
would be coordinated c'entrally and supported by an 
"administrative unit." 

*A Court "part" is a courtroom, a judge, and all the other personnel 
required to conduct the ~usiness of the Court. The annual cost of opera
ting each such part is approximately $250,000,. For a description of the 
specialized system"seeJ~ B. Jennings, The Flow 'of Arrested Adult 
pefendarttSTnr6ugh'theNew Y6rk'CityCriminal Court in 1968 and 1969 

(R-638-NYC), The New York City-Rand Institute, January 1971. 
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A grant from the. Federal Law Enforcement Assi.stance Admini.stration 

for the purpose of. operating a Master Calendar System on an experimental 

basis in the Manhattan Criminal Court was recei,ved by the. Court (and 

subseq,uently rene'«ed), .and the Master Calendar operation (usually- referred 

to as the MAP - for Master All-Purpose -- system or complex} was begun 

on February 1, 1971. At fhe same time, the Court administration, feeling 

certaiu that the "simple all-purpose ll system represented a significant 

improvement over the specialized system, converted the remainder of the 

Manhattan branch of the Court, as well as the four other branches, into 

simple all-purpose parts. 

In principle, each of these systems is composed of only two tiers: 

arraignment, and post-arraignment, the distinction between hearing parts 

and (one-judge) trial parts having been removed. In addition, each part 

can handle both felonies and misdemeanors, and all types of defendants 

(whether in jailor not). However, two jury trial parts continue to 

operate, serving the entire county except the MAP complex.* 

THE REORGANIZED PART-STRUCTURE 

'The current structure of felony and misdemeanor arrest, parts in 

the Manhattan Criminal Court is presented diagranunatically in Fig. 1. ** 

As shown, felony and misdemeanor cases not disposed of at arraign

ment are divided among the MAP complex and the various all-purpose 

parts. *** 

* Jury trials are provided in the Master Calendar Complex by bringing 
the jury into one of the regular backup parts. 

**Prior to February 7, 1972, there was a fourth pair of all-purpose 
parts, AP-7 and .AP-8, as well as a fourth MAP backup part. 

***The mechanism used to divide new cases among the various pa:rts is 
as follows: each month, an "intake schedule" is prepared for the next 
month designating the days on whic~ all felonies and misdemeanors, exclud
ing gambling and prostituti.on cases, not disposed of at arraignment are 
to be assigned to each. part. During the evaluation period, the MAP complex 
was assigned approximately one-third of all such intake sessions, and parts 
AP-l, AP-3, and AP-5 were each. assigned two-ninths. As a result of this 
procedure, cases w'ere randomly divided among the various pa:r'ts. Beginning 
on February 7. new narcotics felony cases were all assigned to separate 
parts which. we do not consider here. 
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During the current evaluation period, all of the all~purpose parts 

have operated in pairs. In each pair there is a clear definition of roles: 

Parts AP-I, AP-3, and AP-5 act as "calendar parts," while Parts AP-2, 

AP-4, and AP-6 act as "backup parts." In the former, the various parties 

involved in each case would be assembled, quick conferences would be held, 

guilty pleas could be accepted and sentences imposed, or charges could 

be dismissed; cases requiring hearings or (one-judge) trials are trans-

ferred to the respective backup parts. 
The MAP complex, on the other hand., is currently composed of four 

parts: the central "calendar" part, designated MP-l, and three "backup" 
* (or hearing and trial) parts, designated HT-2, HT-3, and HT-4. In terms 

of the movement of cases through these parts, the MAP complex has been 

quite similar to a pair of all-purpose parts, the primary structural dif

ferences being that there have been three backup parts instead of one. 

However, the procedures followed and resources available in the 

two systems are not the same. Among the more important of these distinc-

tions are the following: 

Pre-Calendar Conferences and Additional Assistant District 

Attorneys and Le~al Aid Society Attorneys in the MAP Complex 

In the all-purpose parts, the defense and prosecuting attorneys do 

not generally confer with each other with regard to the potential dis

position of a case until that case is called before the judge in the 

calendar part. As a result, these c(;:mferences are hurried and tend to 
,\ 

waste the time of the judg-e. In order to encourage a more substantive 

confer~nce without taking up the time of the Court, the MAP system 

"r~quires"** 2L ,defense-prosecution conference before a case is called. 

In addition, !extra Legal Aid and Assistant District Attorneys are pro-

~Prior t:o February 7, there was a fourth backup part, HT-L While 
the closed plait was sometimes referred to as HT-2, and one of the open 
parts alternately as HT-l, HT-2, .and HT-1/2, we shall consider HT-I to 
have been the closed part and HT':':2 to have been the continuously opera-

'" ting part. c 

**While conferences do take place for most cases, the practice is by 

no means uniform. 
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vided to compensate for the time consumed in these conferences. 

Clerical and Administrative Staff to Assemble Ready Cases 

in the MAP Complex 

One of the substantial causes of wasted time in the all 
calendar parts has been the . ~purpose difficulty involved in determinin which 

cases were ready for judiCial attention prior to call' h g 
the judge. In an atte 1ng t em before 
clerical and ad .. mp~ to reduce this wasted effort, additional 

m1n1strat1ve staff are provided' MAP 
cases that are ready t b 1 1n to (a) identify 
for a hearing or trialo e ca led, (b) transfer cases which are ready 

directly to a bac~up 'part, ( 
istrative adjournments . and c) grant admin-

1n certain situations when b * ' oth the defense and 

prosecution consent. Th e particular methods used 
goals have b h to achieve these 

een a c eck-in desk for defendants 
additional C 1. and their attorneys, 

ourt c erks, a Police coordinator a d Ad ' a MAP staff coordinator 
n an ministrative Unit empowered to ' grant adjournments. 

Centralization of Administrative and Calendar Part 

Functions in MAP 

no e above were designed largely to h' The procedures t d 
of the MAP calendar save t e t1me 

judge. The MAP system was designed so . d b to fill the time 
ga1ne y simply increasing the number of 

t 

cases calendared. I d 
o accommodate the extra he i n or er ar ngs and trials generated by th 1 

cale.ndar, additional backup parts were created. e arger The result . 
zat10n of administrative 1S a centrali-and calendar-part functions. 

Availability of Immediate Jury Trials 

In the all-purpose portion of the Court, requests for jury trials 

to the special jury trial parts on 

needlessly prolong cases in which both 

are met by adjourning such cases 

later dates. Thi s procedure may 

* The establishing directive is presented in Appendix A. 
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sides are ready to proceed, rnay require an otherwise unnecessary extra 

appearance by defendants, witnesses, and private attorneys, and provi~e~ 
a means for improperly delaying a case by :requesting a jury trial and 

later withdrawing that request. To avoid these problems, the MAP system 

was designed to provide sufficient backup parts equipped with ju~y facili

ties to be able to meet a rE!quest for a jury trial on the day of the 

request. 

.9.2Evenience Factors in l1AP for. Parties not Emploved 

in the Court 

Three aspects of normal Court operations tend to inconvenience 

parties such as witnesses, private defense counsel, and defendants, who 

normally do not spend their entire day in Court: (a) the inability to 

obtain an adjournment in advance of a scheduled appearance for which 

one party will be absent or which, for some other reason, cannot be 

productive; (b) the necessity of spending an entire day in Court for 

a sin~le, short appearance; and (c) the difficulty often involved in 

determining whether one is in 'the right courtroom or whether one's client 

or attorney has arrived. Asa result of these inconveniences, necessary 

parties are often not in the right place at the right time, leading to 

a waste of the Court's time. To ease these inconveniences, the MAP 

system has provided an Accelerated Adjournment Office;* a calendar 

split into two sections, one scheduled for. 9:30 a.m. and the other 

for 12 noon; and a check-in desk, whose primary function is related 

to the assembly of ready cases (see above), but wbich also serves as 

a source of information. 

REVIEW OF THE FXPERIMENT 

To summarize, the adult felony and misdemeanor portions of the 

Manhattan Criminal Court were reorganized into two modes of operation: 

the MAP system and the all-purpose parts. They operated in parallel for 

*See the establishing directive in Appendix A. 
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a year and a half to determine which fostered a more effective use of 

the Court's resources. Th ' d'ff e maJor ~ erences between the two modes of 

operation, summarized in Table 1, are the following: 

• 

• 

Structurally, MAP centralized administrative and calendar
part functions 1'.1 one of four parts. Under the all-purpose 
plan, these functions were performed in one of every pair 
~f parts. In.addit.lon, an Administrative Unit was provided 
~n ~ to ass~st the :-alendar-part judge 'with nonjudicial 
dut~es. 

Procedurally, MAP incJud\\d a number of features designed to 
ensure that no case woullJ. be called before a judge until 
all the necessary parties were present and the two sides 
had conferred with regard to the direction of future action 
on the case. In addition, several convenience factors were 
introduced to reduce the burdens on participants in Court 
actions. 

This comparati~e test of the two modes of operation was not an 

" i ". exper ment ~n the classical, carefully controlled, laboratory-like 

atmosphere. A great many complex changes were intr.oduced simultane

ously, procedures were modified continuously during the test period, 

and no r 1" I" ea contro portion of the Court was available to provide 

a base of comparison (recall that the former mode of operation 

specialized parts -- was eliminated with the start of the test period). 

Nevertheless, two very important court systems b' d were su Jecte to 

an extended test. The fact that they were operated simultaneously and 

that new cases were divided between them at random has made it possible 

to conduct a meaningful comparison of the performance of the two portions 

of the Court. The results of this i compar sOn are presented in following 

sections. 

* See the establishing directive in Appendix A. 
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Table 1 

COMPARISON OF THE MAP AND ALL-PURPOSE 
MODES OF OPERATION 

MAP ALL-PURPOSE 

STRUCTURE 

Number of Backup Parts 
per Calendar Part 

Administrative Unit 

PROCEDURES 

Defense-Prosecution 
Conferences 

Assembly of Cases 

C:a1endar-Part Functions 

1~ai1abi1ity of Jury 
Trials 

Convenience Factors 
(Accelerated Adjournment, 

Split Calendar, and 
Check-In Desk) 

3 

Yes 

Prior to 
Calendar Call 

Prior to 
Calendar Call 

Centralized 

Inunediate 

Yes 

1 

No 

After 
Calendar Cai1 

As Called 

Decentralized 

By Adjournment 

No 

n i I 
~ I 
, .\ 
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II. DESIGN OF THE EVALUATION 

Our analysis of the MAP and all-purpose projects has been divided 

into two phases. The first phase consisted of the following steps: 

• Selection of measures of Court performance; 

• Development .of data collection and ana1ysi8; 
procedures 

• Determination of the performance of the MAP 
complex from February through June 1971, and 
comparison with the performance of the a11-
purpose parts duri.ng the same period and with 
the earlier system of specialized parts. 

This first phase demonstrated that the conversion from specialized 

to all-purpose parts had been successful and advantageous. Further, 

it:ide~tffied relative advantages and disadvantages associated with 

both the Master and simple all-purpose part systems. The central con

clusion of the first-phase evaluation was that the MAP system offered 

a number of important advantages arid should be tested further with a 

number of changes (some of which were subsequently made, others of 

which were not). The results of the first phase are presented in 

detail e1sewhere.* 

has 

The second-phase evaluation, which is the subject of 

also consisted of three steps: 

• Refinement of the evaluation' criteria; 

• Refinement of the data collection and analysis 
techniques; 

• Comparison of the performance of the MAP and 
all-purpose systems during the period January 
through May 1972. 

this report, 

The criteria and techniques utilized are described below; our 

findings are discussed in Section III. 

* Jennings, J., "Evaluation of the Manhattan Criminal Court's 
Master Calendar Project; Final Report: Febl:uary 1 - June 30, 19.?!." 
(R-I013-NYC), The New York City-Rand Institute, January 1972. where
e~er findings from the earlier period differ from those of the current 
period, we sh~ll note the differences. 

I 

!' . 
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SELECTION OF MEASURES OF COURT PERFO~~CE 

The criteria, or measures of Court performance, which could be 

us~d in evaluating the operations of a criminal court are very large 

in number. The Dnes selected for this study are shown in Table 2, 

divided into the following categories: 

• Quality of justice; 

• Processing efficiency; 

• Burden on participants; 

• Peripheral criteria. 

These criteria were selected after consultation with m~mbers of the 

Court's administration and other interested parties. We believe that 

they represent a fairly complete compendium of the most important 

measures for evaluating the performance of the Project. The reader 

may note that this list of criteria covers a much broader range of 

performance· than .the experimetlt was designed to affect. The reason, 

of course, is to ensure that side-effects of the very important 

reforms that were introduced would not be overlooked. In discussing 

our findings, though, we shall focus on those which were found to be 

most s:l.gnificant in the present study. 

On~ common measure of court performance case backlogs -- has 

been excluded. While this measure is important when viewing a court 

as a whole, it has little significance for the comparison of portions 

of the same court. The reason for this is that such backlogs depend 

on two factors: the rate at which cases are received and the rate 

at which they are disposed of. Fm: a court as a whole, the backlog 

figure indj.cates whether the cour.t is keeping up with its caseload. 

J-Iowever, for a pOl;~ion of a court, the caseload is the result of an 

arbitrary decision as to how to allocate new cases. If too many or 

too few cases are ass~gned, the pprtion can look bad or good, regard

less of how well it is really performing. 
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Table 2 

CRITERIA FOR EVALUATING THE MANHATTAN MASTER 
CALENDAR PROJECT 

Quality of Justice 

• 

• 
• 

• 

Amount ~f individual attention 
- Number of cases cal end d given to each case 

N are per part pe d 
- umber of cases handled per As 't r. ay 

Attorney and per Legal A'd S1S ant D1strict 
- Time spent per case ap 1 attorney per day 

- p.earance 
Nature of the dispositions rendered 

Speed with which cases are processed 
- Number of appearances er c ' 

and time bet p ase,durat10n of cases 
ween successive appearances ' 

Quality of prosecution and def 
- Continuity of def ense representation 

ense representation 
- SU~jective ratings of the effects of 

1~ th: tactics or procedures of 
Sub]ect1ve ratings of the quality 

and the quality of justice 

any changes 
COunsel and judges 
of representation 

ProceSSing EfficiencX 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 

• 

Utilization of judicial time 

Rate at which cases are disposed of 
_- Number of cases disposed of per 

Numb f part per day 
Att

er a cases disposed of 1! ,~r ASSistant 
orney and per Legal . District 

F Aid attorney pe d raction of calendared r ay cases disposed of 
Cost per case disposed of 

Loss of defendants throu h b i 
- Fraction of cases ingwhi~hlb andhParOle-jumPing 

issued and executed enc warrants are 

Speed with which cases are proces~~d 
- Number Of appearances per case 

and duration of cases* 
Causes of adjournments and delay 

- Reasons for adjournment 
Fraction of c ' 

and th ases requir1ng multiple calendar calls 
e reasons for multiple cal d 

Subjective assessments of effici en ardcalls 
ency an wasted time '--------

* Repeated earlier in the table. 

I 
I 

I' 

I 
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Table 2 (Cont'd.) 

Burden on Participants 
* 

• 
• 
• 

r ances per case Number of Court appea 
on the Department of Correction 

Burden of Court proceedings 

t of burdens and conveniences 
Subjective assessmen s 

Peripheral Criteria 

• 
• 

of Court personnel Job satisfaction 
Dignity and decorum of the courtroom 

*Repeated earlier in the table. 
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COLLECTION OF DATA 

In order to obtain the information required to determine the 

effects of the Court reorganization on the selected measures'of per

formance, four primary sources of information were utilized: 

• Case-history information gathered from Court reaords. 
Information concerning the complete history of Court 
appearances was collected for samples processed 
through the MAP complex and through the (felony and 
misdemeanor) all-purpose parts. In addition, data 
collected for earlier studies* have been supplement
ed and .reprocessed to yield similar information for 
cases which entered the Court in 1969, 1970, and 
1971. A more detailed description of these samples 
is provided in Appendix C. These data were used to 
determine such ~n£ormation as: the number of adjourn
ments per case, the duration of cases, the time 
between successive appearances, and the pattern of 
flow through the Court. 

• Aativity data obtained from Court aalendars and Court 
reports derive a therefrom. Data obtained either di
rectly from Court calendars or from the Court's "F4" 
Calendar Summaries of such calendars** were used to 
determine such measures as: the number of ca~es 
calendared per part per day, the number of cases dis
posed of per part per day, the number of bench warrants 
issued and executed per part per day, and the number 
of cases transferred per day between Court parts. 

• Statistiaal and other reports produaed by the MAP 
projeat staff and the criminal Court. Reports pro
duced by the Court and by the MAP project staff were 
used to supplement and verify data from other sources. 
Included here, for example, are the monthly statisti
cal reports of the HAP project, and tabulations by 
the staff of the MAP~\roject concerning reasons for 
adjournments. \ 

• Observation3 interviews3 and questionnaires. Those 
kinds of information which are not available from any 
existing recorda were obtained through observation of 

* Jennings, J., "The Flow of Arrested Adult Defendants through the 
Manhattan Criminal Court in 1968 and 1969," R-638-NYC, Jan;uary 1971; 
and Jennings, J., "Evaluation of the Manhattan Master Calendar Project; 
Final Report: February 1 - June 30, 197111

, August 1971. 

**Whi1e the accuracy 0f these summaries has been questioned, the 
investigation described in Appendix D indicates that they are sufficient
ly accurate for our purposes. 
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, d b interviewing and adminis-
courtroom activ~t~es an y les of all participants, 

i stionna~res to srump , 
ter ng que defense attorneys, Ass~stant 
including defendants! d and Court employees. 
Dictrict Attorneys, JU ges, 

~ f examples of which are 
The data collection orms, 'i f the 

E ermit a determ~nat on 0 
shown in Appendix '~ the various participants in 
amount of time spent y, 'ties related to processing 
Court procedures on ~ct~v~ . More than 190 part.,.. 

wa~ting and ~n recess. cases, ... , 
days were so observed. , 

, order to obtain subjective evaluat~ons 
Finally, ~~ lement the observations of 

of Court operat~ons to sUPP
th 40 Legal Aid Society 

the evaluation staff, mO~~icta~ttorneys, Court Clerks, 
attorneys, Assistan: Dis d judges were interviewed 
Uniformed Court Off~~ers a~ f an interview outline 
or questionnaired. samp eo, A endix F 
for Lega 1 Aid attorneys is included ~n pp . 

TECHNIQUES OF ANALYSIS 

Of Court performance, three crucial method
In any evaluation 

ological problems arise: 

• 

• 

erformance of the Court from the 
How to separaite t~ethe particular judges who happened 
characterist cs 0 • t 
to be sitting during some period of ~nteres . 

b f appearances and the 
How to determine the num er 0 bich 
length of time reqUire: ~~x~~s~~~er~ia.~~~:~yWshort 
were processed durin~ d of which many cases have 
period of time, at teen 
not been completed. 

• How to determine thea!:a~~!~~dO~U~~~:ead~!~:~~~~~yfOr 
whom bench warrants b ill eventually return or be 
short period of time wow , 
retu'rned for the completion of the~r cases. 

w analytical tech
To solve these problems, several important, ne 

1 , These tech-
dId in the course of this eva uat~on. 

niques were eve ope h' evaluation, 
, hich transcend the particular findings of t ~s 

n~ques, w 

are summarized below. 
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Separation of Court Performance from Judicial Characteristics 

Three of the most important aspects of Court performance inves

tigated in this evaluation are very closely dependent on the charac

teristics of the judge who presides in each Court part. 

• The fraction of the cases on a day's calendar which 
are disposed of that day, which in turn determines 
the number of dispositions per part per day, the 
number of dispositions per Assistant District Attor
ney and per Legal Aid attorney per day, and the cost 
per case disposed of. 

• The nature of the dispositions - in particular, the 
ratio of dismissals to guilty pleas. 

• The amount of time devoted to each case called and 
the amount of time spent processing cases each day. 

In addition to the characteristics of the judge, these measures 

of Court performance depend on the number of cases on the daily calen

dar and on the type of Court part under consideration. All three of 

these factors must be considered if meaningful conclusions are to be 

drawn. 

Briefly, we have found that one can identify, for each judge sitting 

in each type of Court partp characteristic relationships between calendar 

size on the one hand. and, on the other hand, the fraction of cases dis

posed of, the ratio of dismissals to guilty.pleas, and the amount of time 

spent on each case. We have found that the same relationships apply to 

different Cpurt parts of -the same type and. to different periods of time. 

Further, we have. found that, to, simplify tlie analysis, groups of judges can 

be identifiea, within 't"hieh the relationships do not differ significantly, 

but between which statistical differences are highly significant. 

We have used these relationships, particularly for the fraction 

of cases disposed of, to compare the performance of the MAP and all~ 

purpose portions of the Court which would have been found had the 

same judges sat in each portion of the Court. The methods used are 

described more fully in the detailed discussion of findings presented 

in Appendix B. 
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Determination of the Number pf Appearances and Lengt<h of Time 

Required to Dispose of Cases 

Because the focus of this evaluation is on the January-through

May period of this yl~ar, the case-history data collected for. the 

purpose of determining the post-arraignment number of appearances 

per case and the post-arraignment duration of cases was cut off at 

May 15. Cases which were still pending on that date could be clas

sified only as lIinc!omplete." 

Clearly, if one simply discards all cases which were incomplete, 

one biases the results in favor of the shorter cases. The alternative 

of assuming (conservatively) that all incomplete cases will .make only 

one additional appearance -- which has been used in some past studies 

-- also biases the results, particularly if one is comparing sets of 

cases containing different fractions of incomplete cases. A third 

alternative, that of taking only cases which began early in the five

month period, reduces the problem but does not solve it and makes it 

impossible to utilize data pertaining to that period of operation 

which would reflect the effects of refinements nlade in the course of 

* the proj ect. 

A. final alternative developed for this evaluation avoids all of 

these difficulties: it utilizes information pertaining to the entire 

period of operation and yields the1'frequency distribution for the 

number of appearances or the case duration which is most likely to 

have produced the pattern of appearances or case duration observed 

for both complete and incomplete cases. In addition, it provides a 

method of making statistical comparisons between two sets of cases. 

*An alternative at the other extreme -- that of looking only at 
incomplete cases and estimating total appearances from the number al
ready made and total duration from the time already consumed -- has 
its own difficulties and requires the discarding of information concern
ing the early operation of the project. 
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The method, which is 
an application of what is known as maximum likelihood estimation , is explained further in· Appendix G. 

Determination of the Fraction of Bench 
Warrants Issued that 

Will be Executed 

Defendants for whom bench warrants are 
issued after their failure 

specified date may eventually return volun
tarily, may be arrested on the bench war t 

to appear in Co~rt on a 

ran s, or may be arrested on other charges. I h 
n eac of these instances, the warrant 

"executed," and is considered 
the original case is resumed after 

what may have been 
an extended period of time. If the period 

during which one is evalu

enough and if on~ has data on sufficient 
can use a method of estimatJ."ng h 

ating Court performance is long 

numbers of cases, one 

warrants that will be t e fraction of 

above for case d " 
executed which is analogous t h o t at introduced 

urat10n. For shorter periods one 
tive, estimate h 0 may, as an alterna-

t e fraction of d f d 
the " e en ants who will return as simply 

rat10 of the rate at which 1d 
o warra~ts are being executed (" 

the rate at which defendants wanted on old 1. e. , 
warrants are returning) in 

the part under consideration to the rate at wI . h 
being issued" 11C new warrants are 

It is relatively straightforward 
b to show that this will e the desired f " ract10n in almost any "t " S1 uat10n under stable d F th COn itions. ur er, this ratio provides a useful " 

est1mate even under changing 
conditions" 

L , 
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III. sUMMARY OF FINDINGS 

specialized Court parts to the. 
of the system of 

lished with a.minimum 
all-purpose parts was accomp 

The conversion 

system of pairs of 
of difficulty and with relatively 

few substantive changes in Court 

system of all-purpose parts 
procedures. Therefore, we shall use the 

of the MAP system, 
to compare the performance 

as a base case with which 
d which has proved more difficult 

changes an which involved more major 

to implement. "innovaddentified five features, or 
In the preceding section we 

have differentiated it from the system 
i "of the MAP system which tons, 

of all-purpose parts: 
d extra Assistant District 

Pre-calendar conferences an • 

• 

• 
• 
• 

Attorneys and Legal Aid attorneys; 

administrative staff to assemble ready 
Clerical and 
cases; 

of administrative and calendar-part 
Centralization 
functions; 
Availability of immediate jury trials; 

parties not employed in the 
Convenience factors for 
Court. 

B~low we evaluate each 

summarize our findings 

i of MAP and then 
of these primary innovat ons 

f ce of the two 
relative to the overall per orman 

f ~ndings are presented based on these ... 
systems. Our recommendations 

i Section IV. T bl 2 n h criteria introduced in a e 
In Appendix B we enumerate t e In the discussion 

and present detailed findings with respect to each. i of 
. f the reader to the relevant port ons 

which follows, we re er 

Appendix B. 
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BENEFITS AND COSTS OF MAP INNOVATIONS 

Pre-Calendar Conferences and Extra Assistant District Attorneys 

and Legal Aid Attorneys 

The pre-calendar conferences and associated extra atto~neys were 

designed to meet two objectives: (a) to encourage more substantive 

discussion of the merits of each case between opposing counsel, and 

(b) to reduce the amount of time wasted by the calendar judge. 

The first of these objectives has been achieved rather successfully. 

Both defense and prosecuting attorneys seem to feel that the conferences 

enable them to obtain a better understanding of each case and to arrive 

at more equitable dispositions. The ability of both Legal Aid attorneys 

and Assistant District Attorneys to devote more time to each case is 

indicated by our finding that the average daily caseload per attorney 

has been 21 per cent smaller for Legal Aid attorneys in MAP than for 

those in the all-purpose parts, and 37 per cent smaller for Assistant 

District Attorneys in MAP (see Criterion 112 - Number of Cases Handled 

per Assistant District Attorney and per Legal Aid Attorney, p. 51).* 

The second objective--that of saving the time of the calendar 

judge--has also been achieved to some extent. While it is difficult 

to determine the precise saving, we estimate it to have been in the 

neighborhood of one-half to three-quarters or an hour per day (see 

Criterion 113 - Time Spent per Case Appearance, p. 54, and Criterion 

1111 - Time Spent by Judges Hearing Cases, Waiting for Cases, and in 

Recess, p. 73). We believe, however, that, with adequate coordination, 

the same numbers of attorneys could have handled substantially larger 

case-loads; in that event, the saving of judges' time would have been 

. correspondingly greater. 

*Comparable differences were found in the first-phase evaluation. 
Howe~er, the daily caseloads for both types of attorneys are lower 
than last year, reflecting the smaller calendar sizes' throughout the 
Court. 
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In evaluating the overall success of the conferences and extra 

attorneys, one must compare the above benefits with four associated 

costs: 

• Reduaed p~oduativity of attorneys. The conference policy 
has had no aDparent effect on the likelihood that a case 
would be disilosed of on a particular appearance. As a re
sult, the number of dispositions per attorney per day has 
been 22 percent less for Legal Aid attorneys in MAP than 
those in the all-purpose parts, and 31 percent less for 
Assistant District Attorneys in MAP (see Criterion #14 -
Number of Cases disposed of per Assistant District Attor
ney and per Legal Aid Attorney per Day, p. 89). Corre
spondingly, the cost per case disposed of in MAP was sig
nificantly larger than that in the all-purpose parts 
(see Criterion #15 - Cost per Case Disposed of, p. 90). 

We did not attempt to determine whether the conferences 
could have been conducted with fewer attorneys. 

• Reduced judiciaZ contact with each case. \Vhile the 
holding of a defense-prosecution conference in the 
presence of a judge is in some ways unproductive for the 
judge, it does give the judge the opportunity to review 
the appropriateness of an agreed-upon disposition. Since 
the contact of an all-purpose calendar judge with each 
case is usually no more than a few minutes including the 
conference time, any reduction, such as that in MAP, carries 
with it the possibility of insufficient judicial review. 

• Added noise and confusion. The conduct of the conferences 
in the MAP project has suffered from inadequate coordina
tion and control. The conferences are frequently held in the 
front of the courtroom, distracting everyone's attention 
from the case before the judge (see Criterion #23 - Subjective 
Ratings of Changes in the Dignity and Decorum of the Court
room, p. 110). In addition, many attorneys have expressed 
substantial frustration at the inability to re.adi1y identi-
fy and 8ssertiqle the necessary parties. In addition, Assis
tant District Atto):'neys cite numerous instances in which 
t"V'o Assistants have conferred with defense counsel in the 
same case. Further, the conference system provides an 
opportunity for "DA-shopping" on the part of defense counsel 
(see Criterion #22 - Subjective Ratings of Changes in Job 
Satisfaction, p.108 ). 

• Reduced '-3sistant District Attorney continuity. The manner 
in which the District Attorney's Office has adapted to the 
conference function--.i. e., by assigning several Assistants 
to do nothing but conduct conferences--has meant reduced 
continuity of contact with each case for all Assistants. 
Information is conveyed from the "conference Assistants" to 
the courtroom Assistant by notes in the District Attorney's 
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case files 1 d' , ea ~ng to substantial di 
both ends (see Criterio #22 ssatisfaction at 
Changes in Job Satisfacnti, - SUlbj~ctive Ratings of 

on, p. 0R). 

Finally, it may be noted that th i 
e ex stence of th 

conferences has had no identifiable eff t e pre-calendar 
d'f ec on the relativ b 
~ ferent types of disposiU ( e num ers o,f 

ons e.g., dismissed 1 d d 
etc.; see Criterion #4 _ Di t ib ' P ea e gUilty, 

s r ution of Ca Di se sPositions, p. 58). 

Additional Clerical and Administrative 
Staffing to 

Assemble Ready Cases 

The provision of additional clerical 
assemble ready cases wa d ' and administrative staff to 

s es~gned to serve two main 
to reduc th f purposes: (a) 

e e requency with which cases 
i which are not ready or do not 

requ re judicial attention are called 
(b) before the calendar judge, and 

to reduce the amount f 
cases. 0 time the calendar judge must wait between 

The first of these goals has been met 
In the MAP calendar t with only moderate success. 

, par, some 15.2 percent of all case . 
in recalls, compared to 26 5 s called result 

• percent in the all 
(see Criterion #18 _ F i -purpose calendar parts 

ract on of Cases Requi i M 
Calls and the R r ng ultiple Calendar 
while (',asons for Multiple Calendar Calls, p.l04). * 

t~e assembly staff (and the conferences) Thus, 
q have reduced the fre-

uency of recalls, substantial room 
not for improvement remains. Similarly, 

as ~any cases as could be hoped 
f for are being adjourned or trans-
erred directly to backup 

parts administratively. While a dozen or so 
cases per day are diverted in this manner 

"1 d ' many others continue to be ca.l e b',efore the j d 
11 u ge. For example, approximately 10 percent of 

~ cases called in the MAP calendar 
to a backup part, compared 

a gain, but not enough. 

* 

part are transferred by the judge 
to 17.5 percent in th 11 e a -purpose parts: 

The fi~st-phase of this 
22 percent in both systems. evaluation found a recall rate of about 
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With regard 

icant difference 

to the objective of reduced waiting time, no signif

has been found between the ~ and all-purpose calend:: 

the calendar judge has been spending a.daily average 
parts. In each, 

and 30 minutes on the bench waiting ;or 
;1,bout 40 minutes in recess 
. . i till - Time Spent by Judges Rearing Cases, 
ready cases (see Criter on f 

) During the first phase 0 
Waiting for Cases, and in Recess, p. 73 • 

this eva),uation, only about 25 minutes 'was 
so spent by the 1~ calendar 

judge. However, as the number of cases on 
the calendar has fallen 

(by more than 20 percent), the waiting time has risen .. 
Because of 

f 1 ck time it is not really mean~ngful 
this lurge amount 0 sa, 

t he amount of time saved. to place a value on 
h i are two: balanced against t ese ga ns The costs to be 

to attempt 

. and fusion As in the case of the pre-. 
• Added nO'l-se f aon the' task of assembling ready cases 

calendar con erences, h way as to create substantial 
has been performed idn su~ s~on in the calendar eourtroom 
amounts of noise an con u h i 
( e Criterion #23 - Subjective Ratings of C ang)s n 
t~: Dj.gnity and Decorum of the Courtroom, p. 110 • . 
.' e~ aase disposed of. The assembly staff, wh~ch 

• Addeddaos~h~ee ~ staff assistants and several Court 
inclu as $75 000 in personnel costs to the 
Clerks, adds at least 't f total personnel costs (see 
complex or about 7 percen 0 90 ) 

i ' JI'~ Cost per Case Disposed of, p. . Cr.iter on uJ.:> -

d P t Functions in ~ 
Centralization of Admi~istrative and Calen ar- ar 

~ of cases scheduled 
The simple mechanism ,of increasing the num er 

the 
~.An calendar part was designed to provide sufficient 

each day for J.'J.tU' 

both the ~ caiendar judge and the three (originally 
work to keep 

four) backup judges busy. 
b kept relatively busy, work-

The calendar judge has, in fact, een 

ing some,..,hat longe-r hours that;!. his counterparts in the all-pu~pose 
i till - Time Spent by Judges Hear~ng Cases, 

calendar parts (sea Criter on . 
even more 73) This effect was 

'Waiting for Cases, and in Recess, p. • 
f this evaluation, when the MAP 

'!?'ronounced during the first phase 0 

calendars averaged almost 30 percent more cases. 
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However, the added cases have simply ngt been able to keep the 

backup parts busy: an average of only: 2.8 hours per backup part per 

day has been spent actively processing cases; the first case of the 

day is, on the average, not called until 10:22 a.m.; and an early 

attempt to operate the MAP backup parts without their own calendars 

proved unYlorkable (see Criterion 1111 - Time Spent by Judges Hearing 

Cases, ~waiting for Cases, and in Recess, p. 732. In an attempt to 

keep the complex busy, the MAP calendar part has been operated in an 

extremely pressured atmosphere and for longer hours than most other 

parts of the Court. The result has been a great deal of noise, con

fusion, low job satisfaction for Uniformed Court Officers and Assis

tant Distri~t Attorneys, and a substantial loss of dignity and 

decorum--but still not enough cases for the backup parts. 

Because an insufficient number of cases have been diverted by the 

assembly staff, the MAP calendar part has continued to operate as a 

bottleneck in the flow of cases through the complex. 

Availability of Immediate Jury Trials 

The objectives of providing immediate access to jury trials in 

the MAP complex were to reduce the incidence of dilatory requests for 

adjournments to special jury trial parts, and \~'.o speed cases in which 

jury trials were actually to be conducted. 

Because of the great variety of ways in which cases have come to 

appear in the MAP backup parts (by adjournment or transfer from the 

MAP calendar part, by adjournment from the same backup part, by adjourn

ment or transfe:r from other MAP backup parts, by adjournment or transfer 

from the a1l-pUl~pdR,e parts), it has not been possible to evaluate the 

direct impact of: the availability of immediate jury trials. However, 

the fact that the number of appearances required to dispose of cases 

has been the sa~e in the two portions of the Court suggests that any 

effect must be small (see Criterion lis - Number of Appearances per 

Case, Duration of Cases, and Time between Successive Appearances, 
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there J.'s no indication that the average duration of Simarly, 

. lly affected (see Criterion lIS -cases in MAP has been mater;I..a 

C Duration of Cases, and Time between Number of Appearances per ase, 

63 ) .* Of course, even if there were a Successive Appearances, p. 'of 

i . trials the number 0 significant effect for cases r~quir ng Jury , 

fraction (less than one percent) of the cases such cases is. a tiny 

under consideration. 

t f the immediate-jury-trial policy are several: First, The cos so. 

bl of holding juries are remote from the the only backup parts capa e. t ith 
ult MAP has had to opera e w large calendar courtrooms. As a res , 

(originally three of its four) backup parts on the 
two of its three k t being located on 
f1fth floor, the calendar part and oue bac up par 

the second floor. This separation has contributed significantly to 

the backup parts and has caused substantial the llnde;,;'lltilization of 

inconven~ence in transferring cases to the backup parts and in locating 

Legal Aid attorneys. 

of unscheduled jury trials in the MAP Second, the pl:ovision 

1 Aid attorneys frequently become tied up backup parts means that Lega 

been able to make adequate arrangein extended trials without having 

ments for their rema1n1 . lt other of their cases . 'ng cases. As a resu , 

the Court's time may be wa~ted in attemp~may have to be adjourned, or 

d ti to their absence. ing to locate such ,attorneys or in a ap ng 

hod 1 d 'ury trials in the MAP back-Finally, the provision of unsc ~ u e J , 

up parts needlessly complicates the 

Criminal Court. 

logistics of jury-handling in the 

1'1. "tl shorter overall durat .. on was, , . :! found for cases 
Wh1le a sligh y ~. rce of thiLs advantage is simply a smalJ,er 

in the }1AP complex, the .~ou ti}IAP The number of pending,,'" 
number of pending cases per P~:t ~y de~isions: the original dis
cases is the result of two a~n~ ~~e number of new cases assigned 

. tribution of pendin~ cases~h respective disposition rates. to each part, relat~ve to e 

" -
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Convenience Factors for Parties not Employed in 'the 'COurt 

Several ,features ot MAP~~nQtably, the Accelerated Adjournment Office, 

the split ca,lendar, and the questi.on-answering aspect of the check-in 

table--were designed to, make Court appearances less inconvenient to 

"ex:t:ernal" participants and, thereby, to encourage their punctual atten
dance. 

While both the Accelerated 1djournment capability and the check-in 

desk have provided useful services along these lines, the overall impact 

has been minimal. The Accelerated Adjournment Office, for example, 

granted only eight adjournments from February through May of this year 

(see Criterion 1117 - Reaso,us for Adj ournments, p. 98). 

Likewise, the split '~~alendar has f::.~.led to have any material impact, 

but primarily because it was not given an adequate chance. The first

phase evaluation noted that~ by June of last year, only about 13 percent 

of all cases were being placed on the noon calendar. Currently the 

noon calendar has, for all intents and purposes, been dropped entirely. 

The underlying dissatisfaction of the part on Court personnel with the 

split calendar stemmed from the haphazard manner in which parties in 

a case scheduled for noon were notified of the later time of appearance. 

There resulted a great deal of confusion, with some arriving at 9:30 a.m • 
and others at noon. 

We may note that the costs of these "conveniences," however, have 
also been minimal. 

COMPARISON ;OFJ;rVm~,A~L PERFORMANCE OF THE11AP AND ALI,-PURPOSE SYSTEMS 

We now' turp front the evaluation of the maj or components of MAP to 

a rev~~w of its overall performance. The chart in Table 3 presents, 

at a glance, a comparative summary of our findings for the MAP and all

purpose portions of the Court with respect to the seventeen most 

important measures of performance considered in this study. Items in 

this chart which 'are enclosed in a box indicate an advantage for one 

of the two systems. For measures on which the, two systems did not 
materially differ, no items are boxed. 

As shown, MAP has held an advantage on four of the seventeen 
liieasures~ 
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Table 3 

COMPARATIVE SUMMARY OF THE PERFORMANCE OF THE 
MAP AND ALL-PURPOSE PORTIONS OF THE COURT 

(January through May, 1972) 

MEASURES OF 
PERFORlvt/l.NCE 

gUALITY OF JUSTICE 

ATTENTION DEVOTED TO EACH CASE 
- Judges 

Attorneys 

RATIO OF DISMISSALS TO GUILTY 
PLEAS 

ADJOURNMENTS PER CASE 

D,URATION OF CASES 

CONTINUITY OF LEGAL AID 
REPRESENTATION 

PROCESSING EFFICIENCY 

MAP 

I More Time per casel 

1.03 

2.4 adjs. 

I 3.1 wks.] 

High 

AVERAGE ACTIVE JUDICIAL TIME 14.0 hrs. (Calendar) I 
2.8 hrs. (Backup) 

DISPOSITIONS PER JUDGE PER DAY* 

* FllACTION DISPOSED OF PER DAY 

DISPOSITIONS PER ATTORNEY PER 
DAY~'c 

District Attorneys 
_ Legal Aid Attorneys 

* COST PER CASE DISPOSED OF 

DEFENDANTS LOST THROUGH BAIL
AND PAROLE-JUMPING 

FRACTION OF CASES RECALLED 

10.8 disps. 

32.3% 

7.2 disps. 
4.5 disps. 

$98. 

8.8% 

, 15.2% , 

(-) 

(- ) 

ALL-PURPOSE 
. PARTS 

1.02 

2.4 adjs. 

3.4 wks. 

High 

3.5 hrs. (Calendar) 
I 3.1 hrs. (Backup)\ 

, 11. 6 disps ·1 
32.3% 

10.5 dis12S • 

5.8 disps. 

[iliJ 

9.0% 

26. 4~~ 

IE] 
§I 
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• Attention devoted to eaah oase 'by atto:t'neys. As dis
cussed above, 'the heavier sta~~ing of MAP with Assis
tant District Attorneys and Legal Aid attorneys has 
enabled each to devote more time to each case (see 
Criterion #2 - Number of Cases Handled per Assistant Dis
trict Attorney and per Legal Aid Attorney, p. 51). 

• DuPation of oases. The small advantage shown for MAP 
(see Criterion 115 - Number of Ad;ournments per Case, 
Duration of Cases, and Time between Successive App~ar
ances, p. 63) is essentially artificial, since it 
merely reflects a smaller number of pending cases per 
part in MAP. Pending cases are, in turn, the result of 
(a) the arbitrary initial allocation of pending cases 
to the two systems, and (b) the arbitrary division of 
new cases relative to the respective disposition rates. 

• Aotive Houps in the aaZendar part. As a result of a com
bination of the assembly and conference procedures, 
together with the larger number of cases heard and 
longer hours workea, more time was spent by the MAP 
calendar judge actually processing cases (see Criterion 
1111 - Time Spent by Judges Hearing Case, Waiting For Cases, 
~nd in Recess, p. 73). Still, the average of .four hours 
per day achieved'in MAP is not a very effective use of resources. 

• Fraotion of oases reoaZZed. Again because of the confer
ence and assembly procedures, fewer cases which were 
called in MAP were found to be not yet ready and had 
to be set aside for recall (see Criterion 1118 - Fraction 
of Cases Requiring Multiple Calendar Calls and the Rea
sons for Multiple Calendar Calls, p.l04). 

Thus, the advantages associated with the MAP system stem from 

the extra attorneys and the conference and assembly procedures. 

The all-purpose parts, on the other hand, are shown to have 

held an advantage on eight of the seventeen measures: 

• Attention devoted to eaoh ·oase by the judge. Because 
of the smaller calendar size, the judges in the all~pur
pose calendar parts were able to devote mpre ti.meto 
each case (see Criterion III - Number of ,Cases Calen-: 
dare per Part per Day, p. 45, and Critei':;lon 113 - .Time 
per Case Appearance 5 p. 54). In addition, because of 
the more' orderly atmosphere in the all-purpose parts, 
there were less distractions (see Criterion 1123 ~ Sub
jective ~atings of Changes in Dignity and Decorum of the 
Courtroom, p. 110). 

• Aotive hours in the baokup parts. In spite of the MAP 
assembly staff and the conduct of time-consuming jury 
trials in its backup parts, the MAP system was unable to 

c 

~ .: 
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k arts as busy as those in the a11-
keeps its b~Cmu~s~e Criterion #11 _ Time Spent by 
purpose sys.e W 'tOng for Cases, and in Recess, Judges Hearl.ng Cases, al. l. , . f 

) b th stems the average utill.zatl.on 0 
p. 73 • For 0 sy d '. dicates a great amount of only three hours per ay l.n 
waste. 

. . , ~~e (or part) per day. Based on • Di8p08~t~ons per JU~, 'f the same judges 
our estimate of d!:~~~!:l.~~ ~~:e~o~rt, we estimate 

• 

• 

• 

• 

had sat in both p rtion of the Court would have 
that the all-purpose po d * If the MAP 
disposed of more cases per part Pfer1 ~Y'keePing the 
i ti s had been more success u l.n 
nnova bon MAP might have held the advantage (see 

complex usy, , d ~ r Part 
Criterion #13 - Number of Cases Dl.spose o~ pe 
per Day, p. 87). 

, " Assistant. Distx-iat Attorney and per Dispos~t~ons per aa Reflecting the heavier 
LegaZ Aid at~eYdP~~e l~~er rate of dispositions per 
st~!fi~~ei~ll~pu:~ose parts showed a substantial advan
pa 'i t rms of dispositions per attorney per day ~see 
~:~~er~one#14 - Number of Cases Disposed of per ASs~;
tant District Attorney and per Legal Aid Attorney p 
Day, p. 89). 

d' d of This measure is closely ~~~!t~~rt~a~~e ~~~::ing ~wo"b~t a1~0 refleccts addit-
ional staff in most Court posl.tl.ons 1n MAP see. 
Criterion #15 - Cost per Case Disposed of, p. 90). 

. t' While some of those employed in the ~ob ~a~~!~a~a~~~' the MAP and al1-purV~$e systems equally 
i ourt f their own J' obsatisfactiob, others--notab1y, 

n erms 0 d C rt Officers--Assistant District Attorneys and U~ifo~e hOU ki 
d t dissatisfact10n w1th t e wor ng hav~i~~~:s~: ~~on~n particular, they cite the extremes 

~~nexcess pressure and confu$ion in the ca:endar part, 
d "under10ading" in the conference funct10n and backup 

;~rts (see Criterion 1122 - Su~ject;l..ve Ratings of Changes 
in Job Satisfaction, p. 108 ). 

• . ; c'" .. d o:raum. The MAP c;;dendar part has contin-Dign~i;y ana .. eo.. . .' i' . d onfusion much of 
'l..\~J,ly .i;I\lffered from excess. nO'se and ~ rt Officers (see 
i · .' d py the e'Xtr~ attorneys an .:pu . . 

t ga\lp~ . . . .. Rati gs o£'Changes in D1gn1ty C};'it!!a~J9n 1123'- Subject1ve n . . 
a'l.'!.4'Peco'nlm:, "'P. 110). 

~ 1 dispos~tions, the all-purpose portion ~"'Even coun t;tng nc tua ~ 
of the Court held a slight advantage here. 
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To summarize, the advantages associated with the all-purpose 

parts are really disadvantages 0f'MAP, primarily caused by a failure 

to coordinate the many pieces of the complex in a faster-paced 
atmosphere. 

For the remaining five of the seventeen most important measures, 

there has been no material differences between the two portions of 

the Court during the second-phase evaluation period: the ratio of 

dismissals to guilty pleas (see Criterion #4 - Distribution of Case 

Dispositions, p, 58), the number of adjournments per case (see 

Criterion #5 - Number of Adjournments per Case, Duration of Cases, and 

Time between Successive Appearances, p, 63), continuity of Legal Aid 

representation (see Criterion #6 - Continuity of Representation by 

the Legal Aid SOCiety, p. 68), fraction of cases disposed of per day 

(see Criterion #12 - Fraction of Calendared Cases Disposed of per Day), 

and fraction of defendants lost through bai1- and parole-jumping (see 
Criterion #16 

Fraction of Cases in which Bench Warrants are Issued 
and Executed, p, 96). 

It is particularly interesting to note that these are really 

very basic measures of Court performance and that the MAP and a11-

purpose systems have been virtually identical in all, 

It is noteWOl;'.bhS~~,;that MAP held an advantage in all five areas 

(although advantag~' ~s'~kbt a particularly appropriate description of 

a higher ratio of dismisSl:l1s to gUilty pleas) during the first-phase. 

evaluation .. In the three measures related to dispositions', the 

differences had not been great, and our present finding of no differ

ence reflects pefhriJs more our improved techniques of correcting for 

judiCial characteristics than any large substantive change, The 

cpange in Legal Aid continuity was accomplished simply by a change in 

the policy of the Society. and, together with broader use of the Court's 

adjournment reminder s1'1p, accounts for the equalization of the rate 
of loss of defendants. 
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IV.' CONCLUSIONS AND RECO~ATIONS 

The MAP system was conceived and operated as an experimental pro

ject. While it has left many questions, unanswered and even raised 

some new ones, an analysis of its perf.ormance enables us to draw a 

number of conclusions with important implications concerning directions 

for future reform in the Criminal Court. 
On the whole, the results of the project can only be described as 

disappointing at two levels: as a prototype of future court reform, 

MAP failed to materially out-perfa,rm the all-purpose system, in spite 

of the substantial additional eff()rts and funds devoted to it. Further, 

as an experiment, MAP failed to p'rove or disprove the validity of a 

number of its central concepts, because of ineffective implementation 

of these concepts. 
Nevertheless, two sorts of conclusions may be drawn. First, a 

comparision of the sources of the advantages and disadvantages of the 

two systems makes it possible to enunciate a number of general prin

ciples which should guide future refor.'m efforts. Second, the results 

of the MAP project make it possible to focus in on several important 

unresolved issues which should be the subject of a new experimental 

project. 
In this section,. we identify such princ.iples for future reforms 

and recommend means of effecting them. In ad~ition, we outline several 

unresolved issues in need of further inve!3t.i,~~;~i0;f.~: and suggest several 

experiments which build on.t:he experience gain~Q.i'Zl MAP. 

PRINCIPLES FOR OPERATIONAL COURT REFORMS 

Elimination of Extrane~:~:c:~t.tiVity in the Courtroom 

Although the problem of extraneous noise anc:l cop.fusion in the 
"'-;",1 1:,'1 

courtroom reached critical proportions in the MAP "~a.1.endar part, there 

have been substantial amounts of extraneous noise and activity in the 

all-purpose calendar parts as well. This noise distracts everyo:ae' s 

attention from the case before the judge, causes short tempers, wastes 
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time, and detracts fraIl! the appearance of justice. Several steps which 

should be taken' to put this principle into effect are the following: 

1a. Waiting and Case-Assembly Areas. Much of the extraneous 
noise and confusion is caused by defendants, looking for 
their attorneys, and vice versa; by attorneys looking for 
witnesses and opposing counsel; and by conversations be
tween attorneys and defendants arid between defendants 
and their friends and relatives -- all of whom have no
where to wait other than in the courtroom. Past and cur
rent efforts to deal with the ,problem have unsuccessfully 
attempted to suppress these activities. Instead, waiting 
an~ assembly areas separate from the courtroom should be 
provided where such activity is allowed. 

lb. Interview and Conference Facilities. A second major source 
of noise, confusion, and waste of Court time is the con
duct, again in the courtroom, of conferences between attor
neys and their clients and/or witnesses, or between oppos
ing counsel. Even when attempts are made to keep such 
conferences out of the courtroom, the fact that both 
Assistant District Attorneys au4 I.ega1 Aid attorneys use 
the front of the courtroom~a~t~,~:trJ:lffices undermines the 
success of suc~ efforts. AgaTn', tb.:ii~~'i:i.J:ution is to pro
vide desk space, as well as intervie:-W.,c]Ild conference 
facilities, outside of the courtroom and to exclude from 
the courtroom any activity not related to ~he processing 
of the case before the judge. Such facilities should also 
make it possible and ~onvenient for Legal Aid as well as 
private attorneys to interview clients being h~ld in jail. 

lc. Training of vnifoP.med Court Officers. A third ~ajor cate
gory of extraneous noise is that" produced by the Uniformed 
Court Officers,-- both in.their attempts to keep others 
quiet and in conversations"among themselves, the latter 
particularly having occurred in the MAP calendar part when 
excessive numbers of Court Officers congregated with ,em 
appare-otly inadequate ,definition of responsibility .As , 
a remedy, we recommend a training program which stresses 
the importance of an orderly atmosphere in the courtroom 
and teaches methods of maintaining o'rder. 

2. Coordination of Case-Processing Activities to Minimize 

Wasted Time 

The number of parti.es and facilities which must be brought 

together and the number of preliminary activities which must first be 

completed before a judge can hear a particular case are remarkably 

f, 
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large. In the face of this complexity, too little attention has been 

paid to the need to coordinate or, at least, facilitate these activities. 

Later we raise the issue of trade-offs between the time of certain 

participants and the time of the judges. However, here we are concerned 

with avoiding conditions which waste everyone's time. 

2a. Physical ~oximinity of the Oomponents of a Oourt Complex. 
When cases must be transferred from one part of the Court 
building to another, everyone's time is wasted: the time 
of the parties who are moved; the time of the personnel in 
the remote courtroom, which inevitably is not kept busy; 
the time of those looking for attorneys and others who 
might have gone to the remote courtroom. Accordingly, Court 
parts which routinely exchange cases should be in adjacent 
locations. 

2b. P:!'oviBions of Jury Trials by Adjourn.'TIent to Separate Parts. 
Three factors indicate that jury trials should be provided 
by adj ournment to separate pa'rts, as is done in the all
purpose portion of the Court. First, we have recommended 
above that all parts of a complex be located in close 
physical proximity. Since the small rooms adjacent to the 
large "calendar" courtrooms, now used to house the various 
"backup" parts, are generally too small for the conduct of 
jury trials, the only courtrooms presently suitable for 
jury trials are remote from most of the other courtrooms 
in the building. Second, when personnel or facilities be
come tied-up for extended periods on matters not scheduled 
in. advance, serious disruption and 'waste can occur in 
other parts of the system. In instances where such dis
ruption will not occur and where facilities are available, 
cases could be transferred to the jury parts on the same 
day. Otherwise, adjournments shoul& be the normal procedure. 
Third, the larger the number of courtrooms used ~'or jury 
trials, the more complex are jury-handling logistics. 

2c. Ooordination of P:!'isoner Delivery. Substantial allTlounts of 
time are wasted in the calling of cases in which the de
fendant is in jail but has not yet arrived at the Court 
"holding pens" or has not yet been transferred from the 
holding pens to the "i;eeder penll adjacent to the courtroom. 
Special attention should therefore be paid to the coordi
nation of the calendar call with the distribution of 
prisoners. Perhaps a~l that is needed is an intercom con
necting the holding pens with the courtroom. 

2d. Oontrol of Oalendar Sizes. There exists an optimum number 
of cases which should be calendared for each part, depend
ing on the type of part, the judge assigned, the number of 
auxiliary personnel available, etc. When the number of cases 

-\ 

and 
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calendared: falls below this number, time is wasted and 
either additional delay results or other days must be 
over-scheduled. When· too many cases are calendared 
each one is rushed, temper.s grow short, and, in the' ex
treme, chaos results. In addition, our analysis of the 
fract:on of cases disposed of in a day* indicates that 
most Judges dispose of fewer cases when calendars are 
allml1ed to vary. These optimum calendar sizes should be 
determined and adhered to. One practice which contri~ 
but~s variabili,ty in calendars is the adjournment of all 
cas~s not disposed.of at arraignment on a given day to 
~ s~ngle post-arra~gnment.part. Since these initial ad
Journments are predominantly of only several days' 
duration, there is little opportunity to spread them out. 
We shal~ return to the question of arraignments in 
connect~on with the continuity of Legal Aid representation. 

2e. split Calendars. It is popular for critics to recommend 
~onger working hours as a remedy for Court congestion. However, 
~f one simply increases the number of cases calendared cha s 
and excessive waiting time result. The most straightf;rwar~ 
way of extending working hours without the associated problems 
is to calendar ca·ses for different times of day. Care must be 
taken, however, t9 avoid the confusion that has resulted in th 
p~st from participants' lack of awareness of the existence of e 
d~fferent calendar times. Split calendars could also ease De
partment of Correction transportation requirements. 

2f. Reduction of Recalls. The calling of cases which are not 
yet ready for the attention of the judge -- especially 
?ue to missing parties -- wastes everyone's time. Accord
~ngly, the complementary strategies of punishment and in
centives should be employed: punishment through more 
frequent appli~~tion of the available sanctions for late
nes~· and delay ,and incentives in the form of early 
calendar calls of cases which the participe:~"lts identify 
as "ready." 

2g. Earliest possible Oommencement of the MOPning Session. 
A variety of means should be explored to ensure that 
casrs are ready for judicial attention by the time judges 
are· ready to take the bench,j,pcj.udip.g staggering hours 
for Ass~st~nt Distr:i,ct A~;eBrfi'E~ys and Legal Aid attorneys, 
Legal Aid ~ntervie~vs with defendants on the day before:,. 
a scheduled apperance, etc. .' . , . 

* See Cl:"iterion 1112 - Fraction of Cases Disposed of per D 
Appendix H,p.139. ay, p. 77, 

**See Appendix A. 
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3. Reduction of 'Unwarranted 'Absences 

Another source of wasted Court time is the absence of one or more 

of the ~ssential participants in a case, resulting in an adjournment. 

Several methods which would help to minimize such absences are outlined 

below. In addition, the use of split calendars and the resulting re

duction in waiting time (see above) could be expected to reduce absences. 

3a. Mope E~tenBive Appliaation of Sanations. A variety of 
penalties, or sanctions, for absence, lateness, alid delay , * have been established by the Court. -However, they have 
rarely been applied by the Court's judges. Since our 
findings suggest that the sanctions can, in fact, be 
effective, we recommend that they be applied whenever 
warranted. Perhaps a more automatic procedure by which 
they are invoked is required. 

, 3b. Establishment of a Court-Wide AaaeZepated Adjou:PY/.ment 
CapabiZity. In instances where, for one reason or 
another, it is impossible to predict with certainty 
that a scheduled ~ppearance cannot result in progress, 
for instance because of a valid excuse for the absence 
of a necessary party, there should be a means, of obtain
ing an adjournment in advance. While the MAP accelera
ted adjournment 'capability has been used only infrequently, 
it has also not been abused. Further, there is reason to 
believe that its limitation to MAP has resulted in a lack 
of awareness of the capability on the part of potential 
users. 

3c. EVening Court Houps. The parties who are most often found 
to be absent are civilian and police witnesses. In order 
to facilitate their attendance, the possibility of evening 
Court hours ,'3hould be explored. Such hours would enable 
civilians to appear after work and police officers to ap
pear even when scheduled on the 4 p.m. to midnight tour of 
duty. One means of enabling evening hours would be a fr-ur 
day work week (with longer hours of operation each day) for 
'Certain employees, a possibility v1hich seems to enj oy some 
popularity among Uniformed Court Officers. 

*See Appendix A. 
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4. Encouragement of More Intensive Case P.reparation. 

Three practices which have been ~ound to contribute to better prepa

rati0n of cases by both defense and prosecuting attorneys are the following. 

4a. 

4b. 

4c. 

Continuity of LegaZ Aid Representation. Continuity of 
representation of individual clients by individual Legal 
Aid attorneys is a recently achieved reality throughout 
the MAf and all-purpose portions of the Court. It has 
meant better prepared attorneys and better repr~sented 
defendants. While such continuity requires increased co
ordination of case participants, it should be encouraged. 
An extension of ,Legal Aid continuity to include the de
~edant's initial arraignment appearance is favored by 
many Legal Aid attorneys. Two mechanisms which might be 
subjected to experimentation are (a) to assign sufficient 
numbers of attorneys to the post-arraignment parts to 
enable them to cover the arraignment parts as well, and 
(b) to arraign defendants directly in the post-arraign-
ment parts. ' 

Continuity of Prosecution by Assistant Distriat Attopneys. 
While continuity with a given case from one appearance to 
the next seems to be less important for Assistant District 
Attorneys than for Legal Aid attorneys,* we have found 
that continuity on the same day is important--both for the 
quality of the prosecution and the job satisfaction of 
Assistant District Attorneys. Accordingly, specilization 
to the extent of the involvement of more than one Assistants 
on a particular case in a single day/should be avoided. 

"",' '"., ' 

Defense - Proseaution Conferenaes. Aside from problems of 
coordination, the pre-calendar conferences required." in MAP 
proved to be a substantial succe,9~' Before being iible to 
recommend that they be adoptedt;:hroughout the court, how
ever, we would want to investigate the extent to which 
improved facilities and coordin;ation could reduce the 
additional numbers of attorn,eys used for the conferences 
in MAP. 

UNRESOLVED ISSUES AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER EXPERIMENTATION 

There is still a tremendous need to develop means of making more 

effective use of Court resources. This evaluation has identified sub

stantial inefficiencies in both the MAP and all-purpose portions of 

*Because of the written complaint and the continuity provided by the 
arresting police officer. 

". :.: 
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the Court. In thif:J rega.rd, three important iss.ues have been raised by' 

the M.A.P proj ect but remain unresol.'Ved: 

• 

• 

Is it cost-effective to add clerical and administrative staff 
to perform case-assembly and other coordination activitie~ 
in order to save the time of judges? 

Is it cost-effective to add Assistant District At70rneys and 
Legal Aid attorneys in order to save the time of Judges (by 
making it possible for some attorneys to prepare cases while 
others are active in the courtrooms)? 

:Ls the distinction between "calendar" and "backup" parts 
operationally useful, and how many parts should comprise 
the basic Court unit? 

The first two of these issues were not resolved because the coor

dination staff and attorneys were not used in such a way as to keep the 

MAP judges busy. Further, inadequate provision was made in the design 

of the MAP experiment to make it possible to identify the specific causes 

of observed performance with any degree of certainty. The third issue 

is raised by our findings (a) that the MAP calendar part acted as a 

bottleneck in the flow of cases through the complex, (b) that much of 

the work performed by the calendar judges throughout the Court is of 

very limited judicial content, and (c) that the backup parts throughout 

the Court were not kept busy. 
Some recommended experiments to investj,gate these issues are out-

lined below. Clearly, a good deal of additional detailed planning would 

be required before any could be implemented. 

'1\1.!- ~)=Eel:'imeht to Test the Cost Effectiveness of Administrative 

- su~p6*'€.,Staff 
An active,a9l;t\;tn:l,~t17ative support staff which screened every case 

befol:'e it cou14· b~ cail$.tl before a judge would save considerable amounts 

of, judges' time. The range of activities of such a support unit would 

include monitoring the presence of all necessary parties in each case 

(e.g., by means of an expanded check-in operation), matching defense 

and prosecuting attorneys for a conference if required or requested, 

assembling the necessary parties, determining "readiness," assigning 

. ,J 
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each case to an appropriate courtroom, and, perhaps, granting adjourn

ments in specified circumstances. 

To be successful, such a unit would have to screen and assemble 

every case and, in general, be much more active and formal than the 

similarly described activities which have been a part of the MAP system. 

Further, there would have to be a waiting/assembly/conference area, 

separate from the co,urtroom, in which such a unit could operate. Since 

the most suitable su.ch areas are the present calendar-part court1;'ooms, 

two alternative physical arrangements could be suggested: first, the 

calendar-part judge could preside in an appropriately remodeled adjoin

ing room of the type now used for backup parts. (This alternative was, 

in fact, tried in MAP for eight weeks just prior to the commencement 

of the second-phase evaluation effort; ::t,t was abandoned, however, pri

marily because of the poor physical characteristics of the small 

adjoining courtroom). Alternatively, one of the three pairs of calendar

part courtrooms located across the hall from each other on the second 

and' fourth floors of the Criminal Cou.rt building could be used: the 

judge would preside in one, while the other was used as the waiting/ 

assembly/conference area. 

We recommend that one such arrangement be tried on an experimental 

basis to determine whether enough additional dispositions can be gene

rated to offset the cost of the additional support staff. 

This' experiment would also be designed to test the usefulness of 

distinguishing between calendar and backup parts within the above frame

work, and to determine the optimum number of parts in the complex. 

Thus, for e:ll:ample, the complex could be initiated with one "calendar 

part" and one "backup part;" however, after an appropriate period of 

time, cases could be divided equally between the two parts, and, later, 

additional parts could be added if required. 

In accordance with the recommendations presented earlier, no assem

bly activity would be permitted in any operating courtroom, all parts 

would adjoin each other, requests for jury trials would be granted by 

adjourning cases to the special jury parts, the calendar (probably one 

for the entire complex) would be split into morning and afternooi1 sec

tions and carefully regulated as to size, and so on • 
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An Experimentto.Tes~.·.~h~.~of3~-:-:f~~~c~~ye~e~s of Additional Assistant 

District 'Attorneys arid Legal Aid' Soc:l,ety Attorneys 

We recommend that the experiment outlined above be initiated with 

the numbers of attorneys normally present in a pair of all-purpose 

parts. As the experiment progressed, one question to be addressed 

would be whether that type of system can operate at all efficiently 

with the normal comp1eme~t of attorneys. \~atever the result, several 

extra defense and prosecuting attorneys should be added after a suit

able per:Lod of time :l.n order to determine their impact on the operations 

Their cost-effectiveness would tHen be evaluated in of the complex. 

detail. 

At the same time, a pair of all-purpose parts should be staffed 

with additional attorneys and their cost-effectiveness evaluated in 

that context. It may be noted that a number of Legal Aid attorneys 

feel that even one additional attorney per all-purpose pair would 

improve representation tremendously. This pair would be distinct 

from the continuously operating base case of the all-purpose system. 

The uses to which the extra attorneys could be put include defense

prosecution conferences s~ch as those conducted in MAP, preparation of 

cases on the day preceding their scheduled appearance, and staggered 

h 'l' th rs are pl:esented in the courtpreparation of certain cases w ~ e 0 e 

room. 

A SllPplementary Experiment to Test the UsefulnE!ss of Distinguishing. 

Between Caleandar and Back~~ Parts 

The first experiment suggested above included the testing of e 

complex consisting of a central administratiVf~ unit screening cases 

and, assigning them to two or more identical parts .... There' would 'be. no 

IIcalendarll part" as such partsnow$x:Lst~ in that Phl3,8e of the ~xperi

menta 

Another framework in which to test the effects o.f merg,ingthe 
. d 11 11 calendar and backup functions is that of the ~ndepen ent or pure 

all-purpose part: a single part with its own calendar, performing all 

functions exc'ept jury trials. During the second-phase evaluation period, 
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the average number o:e dockets cale!lldared per pa,t't.'J;lG-r'Any.was:;e?~~ul to 
-,-,. __ • ,: b 

be less than 40 for both the MAP and al1-purpo~e po:r:t;iori§qf.;·:(he<~Co1..lrt. 

Thus, to pull its own weight, an :Lndependent part would haV'e. to handle 

about that number, which does not seem unreasonab1e.* Depending on 

the availability of courtrooms and personnel, it might he desirable 
to test such a part. 

Some Considerations of Experimental Design and Implementation 

Above we have suggested three interrelated experimenta: projects. 

While each can be tested independently, . their full value will not be 

obtained until all the results can be thoroughly analyzed and compared. 

In any event, great care must be continuously exercised to ensure that, 

at each stage, there are suitable versions of the basic all-purpose 

system with which to compare the performance of the experimental projects. 

In addition, particularly close supervision is required in order 

to ensure that there are always the .proper numbers of parts and personnel 

in each system (recall that an excessive number of each in MAP produced 

substantial amounts of idle time which, in turn, have made certain cost

effectiveness comparisons meaningless). 

Finally; in any further experimentation four weak features of MAP 
must be ~trengthened: 

• CZose pZanning and oooperation with the Dist~:ot Attorney's 
Offioe and the Lega-Z Aid Sooiety. A number of serious prob:
lems in the MAP project stemmed from a poor adaptation of 
the District Attorney's Office to the MAP structure and from 
a poor coordination of the activities of the various attor
neys assigned to the complex. Some of these difficulties 
could have been antiCipated or solved more quickly had there 
been a greater involvement on the part of these agencies in 
the planning and ~upe~ision of the project. 

• operation by Court pepsonneZ. From top to bottom, the 
operation of the MAP experiment by "external" personnel 
caused substantial friction with existing Court personnel. 
Future experiments should be operated and administered by 
the Court. 

*During the first-phase evaluation, single parts frequently 
handled more than 60 dockets per day. 

'< " 
", 
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• Extensive 'briefings on new pX'oaedures. WhiJ,e ·e:f~G'(rte, ... 
were made to publicize neW' procedures introquced in 11AP, 
there remains today substantial confusion ca~cerning 
many of the procedures in use (e.g., the spi1'tca1e~~a:r) . 
and available capabilities (e.g., the Accelerated AdJourn
ment Office). Future experiments will require more in
tensive educational campaigns and written documentation. 

• TaiZoping Court opepations to judiaial aharaateX'istias. 
One of the most important results of this evaluation is 
the finding that judicial characteristics can be subjected 
to quantitative analysis and the results used to tailor 
Court operations to the available judges. For example, 
calendar sizes can be adjusted to an optimum number for 
each 1udge: Further, judges who are to presid~ in inter
act:Lug parts can be selected in such away a~ to maintain 
balan.ced workloads within a complex and cons~stent produc
tivity for the complex as a whole. Any new experiments 
should attempt to optimize performance with such metnods. 

APJ;>ENDIX A 

DlRECTJ:VES·· ESTABLISHING·· SANCTIONS;.;AWD:ADMINI STRA'tlYE 
ADJOURNMENTS' IN THE MANHATTAN MASTER CALENDAR PROJECT 

CRIMINAl. COURT 
DiPeative IV 

CITY OF NEW YORK 
. ' , 

To Judges of the Criminal Court: 

Pursuant to the authority vested in me on February 8, 1971, by 
the ~ppellate Division of the First Judicial Department and the Appel
l~te Division of the Second Judif!ial Department, I hereby direct that 
the following sanctions shall be ppplicable within and during the oper
ation of the Master All Purpose (MAP) experimental program in the 
County of New York: 

Defense Counsel: 

Two latenesses or one non-appearance shall result in a reference 
to the, Administrative Judge for consideration which appears appropri
ate under the circumstances. 

Defendant: 

One non-appea~ance or a lateness which has resulted in adjourn
ment of an otherw:i:s'e ready case without reasonable excuse or expla
nation may result in the imposition of costs upon reinstatement of 
bail after forfeiture or the fixation of bail, if the defendant had 
previously been released on his own recognizance. 

Proseaution: 

If without good reason the People are not ready on two occasions, 
the case is to be dismissed for lack of prosecution. 

Defense; 

If without good reason the defense is not ready on two occasions, 
th.e case is to be moved for trial or hearing. 

Poliae: 

If a police officer is late or fails to appear then the Adminis
trative Judge will notify the officers's commanding officer. 

The term "Lateness" or "Nqn-Appearance" means those fer which no 
legal excuse is present. 

These sanctions shall be applicable to all continuance and ad
journment situations arising on or after March 1, 1971. 

David Ross, 
Administrative Judge 
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CRtMi~#)ili' gOURT. -- CIT.( OF:;':~~l?t;YORl< 
Upe cti v~ V. . 

T() Judges "f the Criminal COUI;·t anci· coui"t C1e;ck.s': 

'Pursuant to the authcn:it;1' ve~ted in~e by th.~ Appe11att{ Diyision 
of the First Judicial Department and the A;ppellate Divi$ionof the 
Second .. Judicia1 Department, I herebya.i;l,tl;lp,ri,z,e the application..of the 
~tt'~;'cher(sic) guidelines for the' granting c>£"j\dmini::;ttative Adjc:iurn
menta by the Maste'!' ~l,! Purpose (MAP) experimental ptograln. in,' th,e 
Cauri.tyq£ New York~>: , . '. 

." c._I" c,.-< 

These·gv{d~i:l..w~s may be applied to all cases processed throl.\gh 
the MAP experiJl1ental program commencing on March 8, 1971. 

Telephone requests should be made by calling 566-1088. 

Requests by mail must contain name of defendant, docket number, 
scheduled date, name, address and telephone number of attorney making 
request and should be addressed to: 

Accelerated Adjournment Office Room 210, Criminal Courts Build
ing, 100 Centre Street, New York, New York 10013. 

Administrative Adjournments 
An Accelerated .Adjournment Office (AAO) will receive requests 

from Defense Counsel and the District Attorney for .adjournments by 
telephone and letter. 

Two types of action will be carried out by the AAO:Advancement, 
or moving a case to a date preceding the scheduled court appearance, 
and Adjournmen·t, or moving a caSe to a date succeeding the scheduled 
appearance. 

The following persons can request action through the AAO: the 
District Attorney and Defense., G,oy:tv~e1. Complainants and prosecution 
witnesses, including police ~p~~c~s can request action through the 
District Attorney; defendants and "defense witnesses can request act
ion through Defense Counsel. No request for action will be accepted 
from the defendant; all requests must come from Defense Counsel. 

Action can onl\' be taken with the consent of both sides; that is, 
defense and prosech~.~Q.n must agr~e both to'the action requested;, and to 

T.; . .'!-.-r .. r-;." 0' 

a date for the resc');i~e:U;iilfed~ppe~T.ante. No request for ·action will be ac-
c.epted during' the, two''':t~6l\l~t;:,d~j;~lm1ltediately preceding the scheduled 
appearance and there wiii be a :thni'f.'>Qf.;"t'hree requests for action on a 
single case. One person or office owlll >~.~ limited to two requests per case. 

Cases in which a bench warrant has been stayed to the ori~inally 
scheduled date, or in which a bench warrant had been issued previous
ly, cannot be adjourned; such cases can be advanced. Cases marked 
"Final" against either party cannot be adjourned but may be advanced. 

.-:,., .. 
~!, ., 
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Defense Counsel, when ~king a request for action, Will state his 
intentions for the new date. Private Defense CPtlU;:?el.,gha:J,l.,.reaffirm 
the reason given for each request in a letter to the MQ{~: . 

,<-'Following are the specific guidelines and criteiia which will be 
in effect: . . 

1. JAIL 
A j ail case can only be adj ourned up 

original'd,ate. If the defendant already 
or more Calendar days, the case can only 

to five court daysa,fter the 
has been in' j ail for t"lelve 
be adjourned two court days. 

Person Requesting 
Police 

Defense Counsel 

Defendant 
Complainant 
Prosecution Witness 
Defense Witness 

2. NON-JAIL 

Pepson Requesting 
Police 

AcceptabZe Reason 

Official Reasons from the Police Department's 
Rules and Procedures.: 

(a) Illness 
(b) Vacation 
(c) Official Duties 

(1) Appearances before Grand Jury 
(2) Appearance in higher court 
(3) On current arrest 

(d) Authorized Leave for 
(1) Death in immediate family 
(2) Extraordinary emergency 
(3) Military Service 

Incapacitating illness or death in immediate 
family. 

Any actual engagement in Supreme Court or in 
Criminal Court where the defendant is also in 
jail; in either circums tanc,e, a calendar .. call 
in another court will not be an acceptable 
reason. 

Ineapacitating illness. 
Incapacitating illness or death in immediate 

family. 

AcceptabZe Reason 
(a) Illness 
(b) Vacation 
(c) Official Duties 

(1) Appearance before Grand Jury 
(2) Appearance in higher court 
(3) On current arrest 

(d) Au.tho:t;'ized leave for 
(1) Death 1li'd,mm~diate family 
(2) Extraord!1i:~tt:~.;emergency 
(3) Military se~vibe 

(e) Day off 
(f) Conflicting tour of duty 
(g) Special assignments 

, 
" 
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Defense Counsel 

Defenc1ant 

Complainant 
Prosecution Witness • 
Defense Witness 
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(a) Any conflicting trial in ano~het cpurt 
(b) Just retained 
(c) Out o~ town 
(d) Vacat;:ti1:a 1i'i.", 
(~) Illness . ." , ...... ,. . 
(f) Death iIlI imme.cliat~ fa.mily' 

I • . . 

. Not 'bein~r PJ?eparJ~d is U11acceptabte 

. p.art:i;(.;:i~allt in predisJ?~$·it1;OR.,J?rogram; program 
not completed YE:t .".~ '.' .',. : ,:, 

(a) Youth Council .(sic) Btt'reau and the same 
other reasons for all other witnesses listed below 

(a) Illness 
(b) Out of town 
(c) Vacation 

David Ross, 
Administrative Judge 
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Appendix B 

FINDINGS 

In Sectiori II of,thete~t.~e presented a list of 23 criteria used 

in evaluating the operations of the MAP Project. These criteria are 

eRumerated in Table 4, below. In this appendix we present our detailed 

findings concerning each criterion. 

qUALITY OF JUSTICE 

For the purpose of evaluating the performance of the MAP project 

in terms of the quality of justice, we have identified six relevant 

aspects of Court operations and ten criteria for measuring them: 

• The amount of individual attention given to each case 
(Criteria #1, #2, #3). 

• The nature of the dispositions rendered (Criterion #4). 

• The~peed with which cases are processed (Criterion #5). 

• Subjective factors affecting the .quality of prosecution, 
defense representation, and adjudication (Criteria #6, 
117, #8). 

• The balance of power within the courtroom (Criterion #9). 

• The understandability of Court proceedings (Criterion #10). 

These criteria are discussed below in turn. 

Criterien #1 - Number of Cases Calendared per Part per Day 

One indication of the amountpf individual attention which can be 

devoted to each case is provided,by the number·of cases calendared in 

. each part per day (see also Criterion #3: Time Spent per Case Appearance). 

The figu:"f.,e,s for each all-purpose part and for each part in the M.AJ;l: t;!0mplex 

durin~ '~h;~p~eriod January through May 1972 are shown in TableS ;:kAs 

*These figures were obtained from the Court's "F4" Calendar Summaries. 
While the accuracy of these summaries with regard to dispositions has been 
questioned -- see Appendix D -- there is no question with regard to the 
number of cases calendared. 

,," 

~', .... , 
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Table 4 

ENUMERAT10N OF CRITERIA 

1. Number of cases calendared per part per day 

2. Number of cases handled per Assistant District Attorney and per 
Legal Aid Society attorney per day 

3. Time spent per case appearance 

4. Case dispositions 

5. Number of adjournments per case, duration of cases, and time 
between successive appearances 

6. Continuity of representation by the Legal Aid Society 

7. Subjective ratings (by participants and observers) of the effects 
of any changes in the legal tactics or procedures of counsel 
and judges ~ 

8. Subjective ratings of the quality of representation and the 
quality of justice 

9. Subjective ratings of any change in the balance of power 

10. Subjective ratings of the understandability of Court proceedings 
to defendants and the public 

Krocessing Efficiency 

11. 

'.;l;Z, 

Time spent by judges hearing eases, waiting for cases, and in recess 

Fraction of calendared cases disposed of 

Numbel; of cases disposed of per partJ!~t: day 
~.:: 1 " }; r, 

Number_ of cases 
pe-r Legal Aid 

d:tsposed of per}.;~siStan:t· Dist1:lict .. ,A.ttorney 
S'ociety attorne~i'<~er day ·· .. ·.·;':.i·~o~·,. 

':~ ( 

15. Cost per caae disposed of ~. 
,-,".-,..J,;J ~.'. 

and 

16.' Fraction of cases in whi~b. henahwarrants ~ie issued. and executed 

* Number of adjournments per case and duratiotlof Qa;:~';:~~.~" 
;.' 

17. Reasons for adjournments 

18. Fraction of cases requiring tuu1tip1e calendar calls and re'tisons for 
multiple calendar calls 

19. Subjective ratings of processing efficiency and of the amount of 
time wasted per appearance 
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Table 4 (Cont'd.) 

," ',' . ~ " ... ' 

Burden bn Participants 

* Number of adjournments per case 

20. Time spent by defendants in detention and the number of appearances 
per case by defendants in detention 

21. Subjective ratings of burden and/or convenience 

Peripheral Criteria 

22. Subjective ratings of changes in job satisfaction 

23. Subjective ratings of changes in the dignity and decorum of the 
courtroom 

*Already included as a crited.on earlier in the table 

i. 
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Table 5 

A.VERAGE NUMBER 011 DOCKETS CA.LENDARED PER DAY* 
January 1 Through May 31, 1972 

Average Number Number of 
Part of Dockets Per Day Sessions 

.J;';':.~.~:~~;~~.~~::----------------~------~~~~~~~~~~----~~~~~---

All~Purpose Calendar Parts 
AP-l 
AP-3 
AP-5 

, All-Purpose Backup Parts 
AP-2 
AP-4 
AP-6 

MAP Calendar Part 
MP-I 

MAP Backup Parts 
HT-l 
RT-2 
HT-3 
HT-4 

Jury Trial Parts 
Jury I 
Jury II 

71.
6 1 71.6 70.5 

68.3 

22.9 1 
25,0 22.5 
19.5 

109.8 

12.0 
13.6 
11.8 
12.9 

4.7 
6.5 

1 12.3 

} 5.6 

*Sou~C'e of data: Cour.t's IlF4" Calendar Summaries. 

105 
105 
105 

105 
105 
102 

105 

24** 
103 
103 
102 

100 
102 

**One of the two HT parts on the second floor was closed beginning the 
week of February 7. While the remaining part was altepnately called HT-l, 
llT-2, and HT-l!2, we shall consider part HT-l to have been the closed part 
and part HT-2 to have been the continuously operating part. 
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shown, the present felony and misdemeanor parts of' the' C01.itimaybe 

grouped into five categories according to the nature of the parts' 

activitj.es: all-purpose calendar, all-purpose backup, MAP calendar, 

HAP backtip~ and jury trial J?arts.* 

Note that the nature of the va.J;'ious parts' activities is clearly 

reflected in the table: AP-l, AP-3" andAP-5 are 1l1,odel'ately high-volume 

parts, averaging 70.5 docket numbetsper day on ,the calendar. In these 

parts, the various parties involved in each case are assembled, quick 

conference:;;; are held, guilty pleas maybr;i accepted and sentences imposed, 

or charges may be dismissed; cases requiring hearings or trials are 

transferred to the respective backup parts. MP-l is a high-volume part, 
** ,averaging 109.8 docket numbers per day on its calendar. The nature 

of the activities in MP-l is generally similar to that in AP-l, AP-3, 

and AP-5, except that there were originally four and are now three 

backup parts instead of one, and conferences and part of the case 

assembly work are accomplished by extra attorneys or administrative 

personnel either outside the courtroom or within the courtroom but 

without requiring the attention of the judge. Finally, the various 

backup and special trial parts are low-volume parts handling nearly all 

of the hearings and trials for felony and misdemeanor cases in the Court. 

As indicated in the table, the all-purpose backup parts averaged 22.5 

dockets per part per day, the MAP packup parts averaged 12.3 dockets 

per part per day, and the jury trial parts averaged 5.6 dockets per 

part per day when in session.*** 

*During the first phase of this evalus.t;i,QJ,1." seven types of parts 
were identified: these five plus all-purpose calendar/independellt parts 
and all-purpose extra backup parts. While these types of parts continued 
into the current evaluation period, they were essentially terminated in the 
beginning of February, and we therefore exclude them from our evaluation. 

**As indicated earlier, not Slll of these cases are called in the MP-l 
courtroom; an average of ten to fifteen cases per day are sent directly to 
one of the MAP backup parts or are "administratively" adjourned without 
being called. 

***The larger size of the all-purpose backup calendars relative to 
those of th~ MAP backup parts is explained by two factors: The existence 
of time-consuming jury trials in the latter, and the practice of calen
daring numerous c~ses in the former solely for sentencing, payment of 
fines, and review of probation. 
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Overall y th~MAP, complex averaged 35. 7 dockets per part per day, 

'Whil'e the all-purpose parts averaged 38.6 gockets per part per day. * . 
Although a comparison of these overall f,iguresis of littleoperational..'" 

significance, in view of the large dif:terences in modes of operation., 

they do provide an indication of the rE!lative activity of the two 

portions of the Court. 

Of greater significance, however, are the trends in the various 

calendar sizes. Experienced observers of Court operations have been 

aware that the number of cases on calendars in the Criminal Court had 

become .excess~ve several years ago and has been decreasing for some 

time. 

In the first-phase evaluation report, it was indicated that the 

average number of cases calendared per part per day in all adult felony 

and misdemeanor arrest parts in Manhattan had declined some 20 percent 

to 25 percent from the first half of 1970. In the intervening year 

there has been a further reduction of calendar sizes by SOme 10 percent. 

This continuing reduction in daily workload and courtroom congestion 

is felt by some to have contributed as much to improved conditions in 

the Criminal Court as most of the structural and procedural reforms 

introduced. 

Also of significance here is the fact that there has been a definite 

trend towards still smaller calendars in the MAP complex continuing 

through the January-through-May 1972 period. For example, the average 

number of dockets calendared during the first half of this period was 

118.9 per day il'l;j?Iart MP-l and 13.7 per day in .the HT parts. The corre

Sl)onding call~1il.{'la,r s;he~.au,I:ing the second half oQf the period were 100.6 

per day in part l':fl?-l and 11.,4 per day in the HT parts. There was no 

significant trend in the'al1-purpose parts. 

'*In making th±s calculation, we take into account the fact that 
about. 75%0£ the jury part cases originated in the all-purpose. portion 
of. the Court, the remainder being attributed to the "youth" portion 
of t;he Court, which we do not consider here. 
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Criterion #2 - Number of Cases Handled Per Assistant District Attorney 

.§Ed Legal Aid Attorney 

The amount of attention which an attorney can devote to eac~ Case 

is governed by the number of cases he mus t handle. In Table 5 above, 

we have presented the average number of dockets calendared per day in 

each part over the period January 1 through May 31, 1972. In order to 

accommodate the wide range of calendar sizes, different numbers of 

Assistant District Attorneys and Legal Aid Society attorneys are as

signed to the various parts -- some provided, routinely by each office, 

with additional personnel in the MAP complex made possible by its 

supplemental funding as an experimental ~roject. 

Neither of these offices maintains records which would indicate 

the number of attorneys who were actually in each part each day. 

However, based on discussions with members of the administrations of 

these offices and of the MAP proj ect, as \-7ell as on the observ.ations 

of the evaluation staff, we estimate the average actual staffing during 

the period from February 7, when the number of MAP backup parts was 

reduced from four to three, through May 31 to have been as follows: 

o Assistant District AttoPneys. Four to seven -- averaging 
perhaps six -- were generall present in the MAP complex: 
one in each part and the remainder conduct.ing conferences 
or assembling cases. An estimated average of eight were 
present at any given time in the all-purpose and jury 
trial parts: one in each all-purpose part plus approxi
mately two conducting or preparing all-purpose case~ in 
the jury parts. Over the two portions of the Court as a 
whole, these figures indicate that the averag~ number of 
As:;istant District Attorneys per part-day was 1. 5 in the 
MAP cOlDplex and about 1.1 in the all-purpose parts. 

o LegaZ Aid Society Attorneys. Eight to nine plus one super
vising attorney were generally present in the MAP complex. 
The number of attorneys present at any gne time in the 
all-purpose and jury parts is estimated to have been about 
15 (all-purpose cases appearing in a jury trial part are 
generally handled by an attorney from the originating part). 
Over the two portions of the Court as a whole, these figures 
indicate that the average number of legal Aid attorneys was 
2.4 per part-day in the MAP complex and 2.0 per part-day in 
the all-purpose parts. 
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Before applying these-staffing estimates to the calendar ~igures, 

it should be noted that a substantial number of cases a1'.e transferred 

bet1~een parts on the same day. Such cases, which will then appear on 

the calendar of each part, are generally accompanied by the Legal A~d 

attorney in the tr.ansfer but generally require the attetltion of a 

different Assistant District Attorney in er.ch part. In both the MAP 

complex and the all-purpose parts it has been found that ,a;pproximate1y 

12 pf<rcent anell 10 percent , respectively, of the cases '~~iI~d <.tfiea:~h 
,;,: " 

part are transferred in this fashion. Correcting for such douhle .... count-

ing in the case of Legal Aid attorneys, we may calculate the average 

number of dockets handled per attorney per day. The results of these 

calculations are presented in Table 6. 

As shown, the daily case10ad per Legal Aid attorney in the MAP 

complex has been about 21 percent smaller than that in the all-purpose, 

portion 0f the Court, reflecting the smaller average calendar size and 

the larger number of attorneys per part. Similarly, the load on the 

~ Assistant District Attorneys is shown to haye b'eBn about 37 percent 

smaller, again reflecting both the smaller a~er~ge calendar size and 

the heavier staffing. 'In the case of the Legal Aid attorneys, this 

saving ~s enjoyed abqut equally by each attorney. However, among the 

'Assistant District Attorneys there is a wide disparity: the "calendar 

Assistant" in part MP-1 experiences a much greater case10ad than that 

of any Assistant in the all-purpose parts, while the other Assistants 

in the MAP complex experience a very much lower case10ad (see Criterion 

1122 -. Job Satisfaction). 

The effects of these figures were reflected in the responses of 

the various Legal Aid attorneys and Assistant Distl:ict Attorneys inter

viewed: both groups .. ended to appreciate the benejEits of the extra 

time available in the MAP complex for interviewing defendants or'com

p1ainants (respectively) and ~Titnesses and for con:Eerring with each 

other. In some instances, Assistant District Atto'rneys went so far as 

to complain that in MAP they often had too little to do when assigned 

to the ccnferencing function. We shall return to the broader topic of 

the quality of representation and justice below (Criterion 118). 
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Table 6 

ESTI~TED NUMBER O~ CASES HANDLED PER ASSISTANT 
DISTRICT ATTORNEY AND PER LEGAL AID SOCIETY ATTORNEY PER DAY 

Portion 
of Cpurt 

MAP Complex 

All-Purpose Parts 

Average Number of Dockets 
Handled per Day per: 

Assistant Legal Aid 
District Attorney* Society Attorney** 

22.1 dockets 14.5 dockets 

35.1 dockets 18.3 dockets 

*Ca1culated by dividing the number of dockets calendared per 
part per day by th~ number .of Assistant District Attorneys available. 
In the c~se of the MAP complex, the ten or so dockets per day that 
are transferred to a backup part without being called in the calendar 
part were first removed from the count of calendared dockets in part 
MP.,.l. 

**Calculated by subtracting the number of same-day transfers 
from the number of dockets calendared and dividing by the estimated 
number of attorney-days. 
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Criterion #3 - Time Spent per Case Appearance 

A more direct measure of the individual attention which can be de

voted to each case (see also Criterion 111 .- Number of Cases Calendared 

per Part per Day and Criterion 112 - Number of Cases Handled per Assistant 

District Attorney and Legal Aid Attorney) is the actual amount of time 

spent on each case. To compare the operations of the MAP and all-purpose 

portions of the Court with respect to this measure, some 130 part-days 

of operations in the MAP complex and some 60 part-days in the all-purpose 

parts were observed. Analysis of the resulting data has revealed a 

number of interesting relationships. 

First, in the various calendar parts, the amount of time spent on 

each case was found to depend more on the judge and on the number of 

cases to be heard than on the distinction between the MAP and all-purpose 

portions of the Court. This result is best illustrated with our findings 

for the judge - whom we shall refer to as Judge A - on which we have 

the greatest amount of data. Figure' 2 presents the relationship observed 

between the average amount of time spent per.case on a g~ven day (includ

ing time spent on any recalls of the same case) and the number of cases 
, * called that day. The points on this graph represent the combinations 

of'average time per case and number of cases called for each of the 

days on which part MP-l was observed while this judge was presiding. 

Also shown is the stt1aight line (the "regression" or "least squares" 

line) which best fits these points. This line identifies an underlying 

relationship between time per case and number of cases called wherein, 

as one might expect, the average time spent on each case falls as the 

number of cases called rises. This relationship may be ShOWlL to be highly 

statistically significant ("significant at the .001 level"). The point 

on the line which corresponds to the average number of calls per day -

77 ~ 4 - and the overall average time per call - 2.99 minutes - is also 

shown. 

*Here, a "case" is defined as the collection of dockets called before 
a judge at the same time - an average of 1.3 per call. For cases which were 
called more than once in the same day, the amount of time is taken to be the 
total time spent on that case; such a case is still only one "case called." 
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This particular judge was also observed presiding in one o~ the 

all-purpose calendar parts (though only for four days). There, the 

average time spent per case called was observed to be 3.38 minutes. 

While this is substantially larger than the 2.99 minutes o?serve~ in 
".-; 

the MAP calenda,r part, the corresponding number of calendar ca.s~~ .. 
. , ... : ." 

called in the all-purpose part was substantially smaller,.;" aver~(g:i.ng 

only 44.3 per day. Referring to Fig. 2, the reader will observe..that 

the regression line indicates that, had only 44.3 cases been d.hfle.d . ,., .. ',/ ..... 

in the MAP calendar part, one would expect Judge A to average 3.36 

minutes per case - almost exactly the average observed in both the MAP 

and all-purpose calendar parts. Thus, these findings suggest that pro

cedures in the MAP calendar part have little impact on the amount of 

time spent by a judge on each case. The size of the calendar, however, 

can have a significant impact. 

The other judges observed in the MAP and all-purp~se calendar parts 

all spent more time on each case than did Judge A, even with equivalent 

case···loads. Similar relationships between time per case and cases called, 

as well as similar differences between judges, were found in the various 

backup parts. However, because of the small numbers of cases and the 
, 

great variabili~y in the length of time required for hearings and trials, 

the results for the backup parts are less interesting and significant. 

If we ignore differences between judges and aggregate all observations 

in each part, we obtain the average figures presented in Table 7. Referr

ing to this table, the !eader may observe t~at the average time per case 

was about four and one-half minutes in the all-purpose calendar parts, 

three and one-half minutes in the MAP calendar part, twelve in the all

purpose backup parts, and twenty-one minutes in the MAP backup parts. 

The relative magnitudes of these various times are as one should expect, 

reflecting, at least in part, the relative number of cases handled 

per day and the existence of jury trials in the MAP backup parts but 

not in the all-purpose backup parts. However, recalling the findings 

presented above for Judge A, the difference in time per case between the 

MAP and all-purpose calendar parts appears larger than would be explained 

by the case-loads alone. A good part of this difference must be attributed 
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Table 7 

AVERAGE TIME SPENT PER CASE* 

Average 

Part 
Time per 
Case 

All~Purpose Calendar Parts 4.5 Min. 

All ..... Purpose Backup Parts 12.1 Min. 

MAP Calendar Part 3.4 Min. 

MAP Backup Parts 20.9 Min. 

Jury Trial Parts (N O' T 

*Source of data: direct observation, 

Average Number 
Cases 'per of Cases 
Day Observed 

53 .• 7 Cases 2504 Cases 

16.2 Cases 206 Cases 

73.6 Cases 2797 Cases 

8.5 Cases 727 Cases 
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to the different mix of judges presiding in the two portions of the 

Court. We shall return to this question of separat~ng the effects of 

the presiding judges from the effects of the structural and procedural 

differences repeatedly. 

Criterion #4 - Distribction of Case Dispositions 

In attempting to assess the quality of the judicial process, one 

must certainly consider the nature of its outputs: case dispositions. 

While it is not possible to say whether a particular pattern of dis

positions is appropriate or not, it can be useful to compare patterns 

and to investigate the sources of any differences. Immediately, how

ever, one is faced with the problem of separating characteristics of 

the presiding judges from other characteristics of the parts under 

consideration. 

Accordingly, we have conducted comparative analyses of the dis

position patterns associated with individual judges, and have found 

the following, 

First; of seven possible dispositions - dismi~sed, pleaded guilty, 

bench warrant unexecuted, transferred to the Grand Jury or Supreme 

Court, convicte'd, acquitted, and "other" -: only the first two' (dismissed 

aud pleaded guilty) varied significantly between judges. We shall 

therefore, associate the pattern of the remaining dispositions, over 

which the judge has little control, with the type of part in question. 

Second, no significant differences could be faund between the 

pattern of dismissals and guilty please associated with any judge when 

he sat in one'all-purpose calendar and that when he sat in another all

purpose calendar,part, or between that when he sat in an all-purpose 

calendar part and that when he sat in the MAP calendar part. We, there

fore~ associate the relative magnitudes of dismissals and guilty pleas. 
- (~. 

with the particular judge. In this regard, we identified large differ-

ences between judges, but found it possible to divide the 15 judges 

who sat in any of the calendar parts during the January-through-May 1912 

period into three groups, characterized by the ratio of dismissals to 

guilty pleas, as shown in Table 8. The mix of dismissals and guilty 
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Table 8 

RATIO OF DISMISSALS TO GUlLTY ~LEAS 
FOR THREE GROUPS OF CALENDAR JUDGES* 

Number of Ratio o.f DiSll}issals 
Judges to Guilty Pleas 

1 .66 

9 .96 

5 1.26 

::uz:z;::;:o;:::;=x::~;p);;.-.. ··>," .. ,·,£, ...... ~."..'I"!:;r; 

)'1 

: ~ 

Number of Cases 
Dismissed or 

Pleaded, Guil ty 
, _'J, ____ '. 

.... ~ ,.-. 
.. f~! .•.. 

528 

5687 

2618 

*Source of Data: Court"s "F4" Calendar Summaries. 
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pleas ",Tithin each group is statistically almost identical, while the 

differences between groups are highly statistically significant.* Thus, 

it is possible to quantify this very important characteristic of judicial 

performance and to use thi;:),~~~~,f~acterization in analyzing the operatiop,s 
"f:;~ .: .. 

of the Court. 

Finally, the differences bet:We;~l;l judies in~t~~;:~;.&~t'ious backup and 

jury t;i'ial parts was found to be both less signi:f.ic.~p.t~~it 't¢§.f'i im-
~ , " .' ' .,' ,. > ' ' • • 

porta~~ in view of the l1)~Ch smaller numbers of cas~~/:i;nvoiv.e:d. According."::" 

ly, we shall associate 'f.he disposition patterns in the backup parts with'\ " 

the parts themselves. 

Before bringing all this information together, let us determine 

whether the mix of judges who actua~ly sat in the MAP and all-purpose 

parts were sufficiently different to have caused the pattern of dis

positions in the two portions of the Court to differ. The number of 

judges in each 'of the three groups who sat in the various calendar parts 

is shown in Table 9. Applying these relative weights to the correspond

ing ratios of dismissals to guilty please given in Table 8, one finds 

that the !lverage ratio was 1. 02 for the judges in both the MAP and all

purpo$e calendar parts. Thus, while the various Judges differed sub

stantially among .. each other, the mix of judges in the two parts was such 

that the composite dismissa1-to-gui1ty plea liatio was the same in the 

two types of calendar parts. 

The above analysis demonstrates that we may now make a direct com

parison of the patterns of di~positions in these two portions of the 

Court. This is done in Table 10.** These distributions are based on 

some 5000 dispositions in the MAP complex and some 9900 dispositions in 

the all-purpose parts. 

------~.)~~' * " Chi-square tests of homogeneity show no significant difference 
within groups at better than the .50 level of significance, with dif
ferences bet'~een groups at the .001 level of significance. 

~!~~* 
c~~ As befc~re, 75 percent of the activity of the jury trial parts is 

alJ!i:;lcated t9, ,);:1.\,e all-purpose parts, the remainder being allocated to the 
youth palrts~,,~rltich are not included in this analysis. The figures pre
sented were oibtained from the Court's "F4" calendar sunnnaries. While the 
accuracy of t\hese' summaries h~s been questioned,. t.b~ investigl1lti9n described 
in Appendix D' iJ'ldicates that they are, suff.iciently accurate for our purposes . 

. ... - ___ '"U''' 
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Table ~ 

DISTRIBUTION OF JUDGE~DA~S IN THE ~P AND ALL~PURPOSE 
CALENDAR PARTS AMONG THREE GROUPS OF. JUDGES 

GJ;.QUP ot, ) Judge-Days in 
~, J':"::<u,c.;.; .• ··~c;,.~~>-=,e:.::.s ______ ~'Mi# .. ,t\P¥. ::.", .. ¥~~Mi.:.Part 

A 

B 83 

C 22 

Judge,",:q~YR in 
AU.,.Purpf!&..e 'I.1lEit'ehtlar Part:; 

22. 

225 

93 

~-.-...,. ... "l\ 
!f 
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Disposition 

Dismissed 

Pleaded Guilty 
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Table 10 

CASE DXS~OSITIONS* 
January Through May, 1972 

MAP 
COrl!plex 

36.7% 

35.8% 

Bench Warrants issued 
8 .• 8% less executed+ 

To Supreme Court++ 

Convicted 

Acquitted 

Other++-!-

Total 

14.8% 

1.4% 

1.6% 

0.9% 

100,0% 

All-Purpose 
Parts** 

37.2% 

36.5% 

9.0% 

15.2% 

0,,7% 

0,9% 

0.5% 

100.0% 

'~Source of data: Court's lIF4ff Calendar S'Ummaries. 
**AP-l through AP8 and 75% of the jury trial parts. d 
+A bench warrant is issued when a defendant fails to make ~ s~h~du~e t 

liE ., ti "of a warrant signifies the return of tee en an 
appearance. h ~hecu ~n t ril~ or bv arrest The difference between warrants 
to Court .,.. w et er 'Vo un a.l .I • b f d fendants for 
issued and executed is' 'Used as an estimate of ~he num ~~ 0 ati~n and who will 
whom warrants were issued during the period un er cons er 

never return. d and held for the grand 
++Indicted, waived to the grand jury, or examine 

jury. . t d to a mental hospital, 
+++Transferred to another jurisdiction, comm~t e 

abated by death. 

, .-

--------.----~--. ,~R_·~~~~=_ __ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~M~e,re~l,!~",;*.~=,~,,~;m,~~~~.~-;·-=-=-=-~~~~f 
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Comparing the two patterns, the only significant diffe:rences* at'e 

seen to be the larger fraction of cases disposed of by trial (convicted 

or acquitted) and "other" in the MAP complex. However, the difference 

in trials is explained, at least in part, as follows: Some 3 percent 

of all dockets considered in the MAP backup parts originated ~n the 

all-put'pose portion of the Court. Vit'tually all of these cases were 

set1t to the MAP backup parts for trials, particularly ju,ry trials. 

Another aspect of the disposition of cases is the:':pa,ttern of sen

t~nces imposed on those found guilty (by plea or trial). Table 11 pre

sents a summary of the sentences in 532 cases of a sample selected 

'randomly from among all cases which entered the MAP and all-purpose 

portions of the Court between January 1 and May 15, 1972 (see Appendix 

C). This table suggests that sentences in the all-purpose parts in 

cases which began as felonies may have been somewhat lighter than those 

in the MAP complex. However, the differences are not statistically 

significant (at the ".05 l'evel") because of the relatively small sample 

sizes. If the sentences were, in fact, significantly lighter, one would 

expect to find a higher rate of guilty pleas, which was not the case. 

Criterion #5 - Number of Adjournments per Case, Duration of Cases, 

and Time Between Successive Appearances 

Since justice suffers unless cases are disposed of promptly, three 

timing statistics are of particular importance in evaluating the oper

ations of the Court: the average number of appearances per case, the 
** average duration of cases entering the Court, and the average length 

of time between appearances. Table 12 presents these figures for samples 

of felony and misdemeanor cases received in an adult (felony or misdemeanor) 

hearing or trial part during the period January through May 31, 1972. 

*A chi-square test of "goodness of fit" shows that these differences 
are statistically significant at the .001 level. 

**Whe number of weeks until final disposition (including the sentencing 
appearance for those defendants who were found guilty). 
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Table 11 

SUMHARY OF SENTENCING PATTERNS* 

~ ., 

"-.-

Felony Arraignment Charge Misdemeanor Arraignment Charge 

Defendant Defendant _Defendant t Defendant 
In Jail On Bail Ox: ROR In_Jail On !3ail Or ROR 

MAP 1 All-
MAP 

J A11- MAP 
I A11- HAP 1 All.-

1 ' I I 1 
I Purpose 1 Purpose I Purpose IPu~pose 

f I t I 
I 

Sample Size 52 I 37 69 I 62 66 I 57 97 I 92 I 1 I J - Cases I Cases Cases I Cases Cases I Cases Cases I Cases 
Percent of Cases I J 

I I 1 I 
Sentenced to I I I 1 

I I j, I 
Prison 77% I 59% 7% I 8% 68% 1- 69% 8% 1 7% I I ..f' 1 

Fin~" " 0% 1 0% 38% I 45% 0% I . _ .,2% 61% I 63% I I I I 

Rel~!3~~* 23% I 41% 55% I 47% 32% , 29% 31% I 30% I 1 1 I 
I 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 

Average Length I I 1 I 
1 I I I 

of Prison Sentence 6.0 Ho. 14.6 Mo. 8.2 Mo. I 6.0 Mo. 2.4 Mo. i2.8 Mo. 1.8 Mo. I 2.5 Mo. 
O' 1 I I I 

I J I I 
I I I J 
I 1 - - -

. ______ L __ ~_. 

*Source of data: Court paper~.for a sample of 1494 cases which entered the MAP or All-Purpose 
portions of the Court between January 1 and May. 15,1972 - see Appendix ~. 

**"Release" consists of any of four sentences: "time served", unconditional discharge, 
conditional discharge, and probation. 
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Average Number of 
App1earances Per 
Case After 
Arraignment 

Average Duration of 
Cases After First 
Appearance tn the 
MAP or All-Purpose 
Portion of the 
Court 

Average Length of 
Adjournment 
Periods 

Table 12 

APPEARANCES) DURATION, AND ADJOURNMENT PERIODS* 

.~..,. . AJ..l- r 
Purposel MAP 'Purn"",,,, HAP l> __ ~l- MAl> I A] 1-

Felony Arraignment Charge rJlsdemeanor Arraignment Charge 
Defendant I - i Defendant I 

-------.... ~t;.Lt::llciam: Defendant 
In. Jail On BailOr ROR In Jail On BailOr ROR 

MAP All-: 

1 
0'\ 
U1 
I 

'1/ 
'il 
"I 
i 

',I 

:1 
;I 

:1 
,I 

; 

1 I, 

I 

I 
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Note tha:
i
·" :tn order to isolate the post-arraignment processing of cases, 

all figul'<f\S pertain to that portion of the life of a case beginning with 

the time of its first appearance fo~{,OU{ing arraignment (cases disposed 

of at arraignment are not included). Details concerning the methods used 

for determining these statistics are presented in Appendix G. 
Referring to this table, the reader may compare the performance of 

the MAP and all-purpose portions of the Court separately for felony and 

misdemeanor cases, and s~parate1y for cases in which the defendants 

were in jail (for a11Qr most of the duration of the case) or released 

on bailor their own recognizance. 
Statistical eomparisons reveal that, in all instances except mis-

demeanor cases in the all-purpose parts, "jail cases" required signifi

cantly fewer appearances per case (at the .05 case level of significance) 

than did "bail cases. 1I However, comparisons of the MAP complex with 

the corresponding types of cases in the all-purpose parts reveals quite 

similar performance. For felonies, MAP disposed of jail cases in sig

nificant1y* fewer ~ppe~rances, while disposing of bail cases in signifi-

* cant1y more appearances; in neither case, as the table shows, is the 

difference large. For misdemeanors, the number of appearances required 

to dispose o'f cases (after arraignment) was not statistically different 

in the two porti9ns of the Court. 
'With respect to average duration, jail cases were disposed o~ sig-

nificantly more quickly th~n bail cases (at .05 level of significance) 

in every subsamp1e. However~ the only statistically significant differ

ence between the MAP and all-purpose portions of the Court is that for 

felony bail cases; and again, the dtfference is small. 

Weighting the bail and jail figures presented in the foregoing 

table in proportion to the sampled numbers of such cases in each of 

the two crime categories, we may calculate the average number of 

appearances and the average duration for felonies and misdemeanors 

in the two portions of the Court. The results are presented in 

Table 13, together with the corresponding figures for the preceding 

three years. 

*Statistically significant at the .05 level of significance 
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Table 13 

FOUR-YEAR COMPARISON OF APPEARANCES AND CASE DURATION 

Average Number of Appearances Avel:age Duration of Cases 
Per Case In Hearing Or Trial After Received In a Hear-

Parts (After Arraignment) ing or Trial Part 
Group of ., . 

Cases Felonies Misdemeanors Felonies Misq.emeanors 

j 

1969+ 3.5 3.4 9.4 Wks 13.1 Wks 

* * 
1970++ 3.0 2.6 9.1 Wks 6.2 Wks 

1971 * * * -It 

A1l-Purpose+++ 2.8 2.3 5.8 Wks 4.7 Wks 

1971 * * MAP++++ 2.5 2.0 4.9 Wks 3.8 Wks 

1972 * * All-Purp~sell 2.5 2.3 3.0 Wks 3.8 l-lks . 

;;;;~/f 2.5 2.3 3.0 Wks 3.3 vlks 

, +Based on 8., sample of 268 felonies and 
++Based 

250 misdemeanors. 

-rtt\:Based 
on a sample of 292 fe1on:!.es and 152 ,misdemeanors. 
on a sample of 224 felonies and 153 misdemeauvrs: 

Based on a sample of 209 felonies 
if Based 

and 112 misdemeanors. 

IllIBased 
on a sample of 366 felonies and 346 misdemeanors. 
on a sample of 381 felonies and 320 misdemeanors. 

* Difference between figures that are s ' 
found to be statistically significant heparat:ed by an asterisk were 
or better. Thus, for example both that t e .05 level of significance 
the court disposed of felonie~ fast·~ ~7and All-Purpose portions of 
differ from each other. er n 2 than in 1971, but did not 
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Referring to Table 13, the reader will observe consistent improve

ment w:i.th only one exception as one moves down each column in the table. 

Thus, for example, the average duration of felony _cases in hearing and 

trial parts in the Manhattan Criminal Court fell from 9.4 weeks in 1969, 

to 9.1 weeks in 1970, to 5.B weeks in the all-purpose parts in 1971, to 

4.9 weeks in the MAP complex in 1971, to 3.0 weeks in both portions of 

the Court in 1972. However, because of the limited numbers of cases in 

the va~ious samples, not all of the differences are statistically signif

icant. Those differences between adjacent figures which are significant 

(at the ,,05 level of significance or better) are indicated by an 

asterisk. Thus, for example, both the MAP and all-purpose portions of 

the Court disposed of felonies faster in 1972 than in preceding ye9rs 

but did not sign:i"ficantly differ from each other in either i971 or 1972. 

This table clearly shows that the numbex of appearances per case 

has remained unchanged from last year to this, except for a slight 

increase for misdemeanors in the MAP complex. Duration, however, 

especially for felonies, shows significant improvement in both portions 

of the Court. In addition, the MAP complex may be seen to I:ave dis

posed of misdemeanors Significantly more qUickly than did the all-purpose 

parts this yea; and more quickly than both portions of the Court last 

year. This instance, however, is the only one in which the all-purpose 

parts and MAP have differed from each other this year. 

Criterion 116 - Continuity of Representation by the Leg.i'il Aid Society 

Continuity of representation by the Legal Aid Socie,ty was one of 

the important objectives of the Court reogranization. Unfortunately, 

there are no readily available records which indicate the number of 

attorneys who have been involved in past cases. Therefore, in eval

uating the extent to which this goal has been achieved, we b,ave had 

to rely on information obtained through observation, interviews, and 

questionnaires. 
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Most of the Legal Aid attorneys questioned appear to feel that the 

most important result of the reorganization into the MAP and all-purpose 

systems has been their ability to provide indiVidual, continuous repre

sentation to their clients.* Attorneys assigned to both portions of the 

Court during the January-through-May period have indicated that continu

ity is near-perfect (the absence of an attorney on vacation being one 

of the few allowable reasons for a different attorney to handle a case). 

It is now common pr~ctice for Legal Aid attorneys to refuse the request 

of a presiding judge to represent another attorney's client. 

The attorneys in both portions of the Court appear (from 

satisfaction. 

However, while the Legal Aid attorneys are quite pleased with this 
newly 'won right t many Court 

personnel and Assistant District Attorneys 
are calling for a return to the earlier system in which any attorney 

could represent any defendant. The primary reason is the increased dif-

ficulty in assembling ready cases' oft,~ ..... .:'44V ............ L .t, i 
' -'" -,.~ ...... 0.:1L. <lo..\,.orney S out of 

the courtroom interviewing defendants or witnesses, or performing other 
duties. 

* Except in thlt. .case of j'ury trials. Assistant D' 
are i d • ~strict Attorneys 

ass gne ' to COU~ ; parts on a monthly basis and do not feel a need 
for continuity .. o£._c~ntac.t With a case. While such continuit Has 
generally rated as desirable,1I it was felt by most of thos Y , 
t~8t the combination of the D~strict Attorney's case file a:dq~~:t~~~~d 
~~nued presence of the arrestl.ng officer provided sufficient continuit 

n mos~ cases. For jury trials and other special circumstances Ass!:-
tant D~strict Attorneys do maintain individual continuity. ) s 
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Criterion IJ7 - Subjective Ratings (By Participants and Observers) of the 

Effects of any Changes in the Legal Tactics or Procedures of Counsel 

and Judges 

None of the participants questioned (or our own obserVers) have'felt 

that the 1~ and all-purpose system~ differ significantly in the legal 

aspects of Court procedures -- e.g., the hearing of motions, the conduct 

of trials, the setting of bail, the imposition of sentences, etc. 

Criterion #8 - Subjective Ratings of the Quality of Representation and 

the Quality of Justice 

Ultimately, the quality of representation and the quality of justice 

depend on the individuals who fill the roles :,n the system. However, 

given the personnel, the system can further or hinder the achievement 

of justice. Two aspects of the system particularly affect the quality 

of justice: the case10ad on the judge and the attorneys, and the contin

uity of defense representation. 

With regard to caseload, it is clear that the lower the load, the 

greater the attention which can be devoted to e~ch case. In this regard, 

most of the Assistant Distrl.ct Attorneys and Legal Aid attorneys who 

were questioned felt that the reduced case10ad per attorney in the MAP 

complex (see Criterion #2) made it possible to devote more time to inter

views and conferences, thereby enabling them to arrive at "a more equitable 

disposition." 

It should also be noted, however, that those Assistant District 

Attorneys who handled the relatively larger MP-l calendar reacted 

oppositely, feeling that th(:!y had too little an opportunity to familiarize 

themselves with each case. Similarly, many have noted the adverse effect 

wh~Sh large calendars have on the temper of presiding judges. 

Concerning the continuity of representation by Legal Aid attorneys, 

every, one of them questioned felt very strongly that the continuity that 

has been achieved -- both in the all-purpose parts and in the MAP complex 

has definitely improved the quality of their representation. Not only do 

they tend to feel better able to put on a vigorous defense, but they feel 

that their rapport with clients has improved. 

-- - -.... -..... --
.:..,~.: ... --~...,.;.- .... 
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Criterion #9 - Subjective Ratings of Any Change in the Balance of 
Power in the Courtroom 

On the whole, there appear to be rio .majt;ir differences,:'n the balance 

of power between defense and prosecution in the MAP and all-purpose sys

tems. Nevertheless, a number of factors have led to small dif~e~ences, 
particularly favoring the Legal Aid Society in the MAP Complex. 

While continuity of representation has strengthened the hand of 

Legal Aid attorneys throughout the Court, this effect is somewhat magni
In the first place, cases are not supposed to be called fied in MAP. 

until a conference has taken place between defense and prosecution, and 

Legal Aid attorneys can thereby influence the sequence in which cases 

are called. In the all-purpose parts, the Assistant District Attorneys 
have primary control over calendar calls. S d b econ, ecause of the way 
in which the ~ complex is spread through the Cov~t bui~ding, it is more 

common for Legal Aid attorneys ·to be busy in other p .. )rtiQllS of the com

plex when their cases are called. Third, the multiplicity of ASSistant 

District Attorneys available for conferences and in the baCkup parts in 

MAP, together with the minimal controls over activity in the complex, 

opens numerous opportunities for "judge" and DA-shopping." Finally, while 

the conferences in MAP give both the Legal Aid attorney and the Assistant 

District Attorney greater familiarity with the case, only the former is 

directly involved when the case is later called; the "conference Assistant" 

(District Attorney; generally can convey his familiarity only through 

notes in the District Attorney's case files. The assistant-who must 

handle the case bE::!fore the judge :Ls thereby often less well prepared than 
if there had been no conference. 

Compared to the earlier system of specialized parts, the hand of 

the pros:cution has been strengthened in both the MAP and all-purpose 

systems -- particularly with respect to the private bar ~- through the 

~limination of much of the "judge-" and "DA-shopping" and the unnecessary 
delays which .fQrmerly existed. 

Finally, the very intimate relationship between (a) the balance of 

power and (b) calendar sizes and pressures to d~spose of ... - cases appears 
to have had varying effects. Several Assistant District 1I.ttorneys hay.e 

" , 

, " 
~. " 
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said that pressures 
, both the MAP complex and to dispose of cases ~n 

"the a.ll-purpose parts have made themselves felt in the extent of the 

1 bl ' d t offer. Others, however, charge reductions they, nave. fe t 0 ~ge 0 

d 1 d . throughout the,Court have 'made it have felt that reduce ca en ars 
. 1 " possible to hold out for "better peas. 

Griterion 1/10- Sub' ective Ratin s of the Understandabilit of 

Court Proceedings to Defendants and the Public 

l 'k uniformly rate the understandability Observers and attorneys a ~ e 

defendants and the public as minimal in both of Court proceedings to 

portions of the Court. 
d " th h' h the substantiv~ parts The basic problem is the spee w~ w ~c 

of Court proceedings are conducted. Hours can be spent wai tij~,~, only 

to have onets case called and disposed of in a blur. 
;s aggravated by the larger calendar and. the In t1AP, this problem. 

fact that the defense and prosecution may have come to an agreement on 

the Conference, out of sight of the defendant and the a disposition in 
public. In addition~ the noise and confusion in the MAP calendar part 

is generally so great (see Criterion 1123 - Subjective Ratings of Dignity 

and decorum of- 'the Courtroom) as to make it all but impossible to hear 
On the other hand, the larger from the audi!~nce area of the courtr,oom. 

MAP staff and the existence of the check-in table outside the courtroom 

do provide services not available in the all-purpose parts. 

PROCESSING EFFICIENCY 

of cr;teria used in our evaluation is concerned The second group • 

with the efficiency with which cases are processed. Here, six aspects 

of e~ficiency are considered: 

• 
• 
• 
• 

The utilization of judicial time (Criterion #11); 

The rate at which ~ases are disposed of (Criteria /112, 

iJl3, 1114); 
The cost per case disposed of (Cr5.terion 1115); 

f · d t thr.ough bail-and parole-jumping The loss of de en an s 
(Criterion /116); 
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~ The speed with which cases are processed (already 
treated as Criterion #5); and 

• The causes of adjournment and delays (Criterion #17, 
1118, 1119). 

Criterion #11 - Time Spent by Judges Hearing Cases, Waiting for Cases, 

and in Recess 

Based on detailed observation of some 130 part-days of operation 

in the MAP complex and some 60 part-days in the all-purpose parts during 

the first half'of this year, it has been possible to determine the 

utilization of the time of judges and other Court personnel and retjources. 

In Table 14 we present the average starting and closing times of 

the morning and afternoon sessions in the MAP and all-purpose calendar 

and backup parts. These times Were determined on the basis of the presence 

of the judge in the courtroom. Also shown are the average times at which 

the first case in each type of part was called. This table indicates a 

fairly regular pattern of opening and closing times. The only particularly 

interesting points to be noted are the post-ten o'clock opening times 

of all but the MAP calendar part, and the late afternoon opening time 

of the MAP backup parts. In all these instances, the judge was generally 

available at or near the nominal 9:30 a.m. and 2:00 p.m. opening times; 

however, no cases were ready. . 
Table 15 gives a breakdown of the uses to which the hours in each 

session were put. As shown, the average length of time from opening to 

closing, excluding only the lunch recess, varied from about four and one

half to five and one-half hours. However, from this time should be de

ducted: time spent in recesses other than for lunch; time spent on the 

bench waiting for cases to be called; and time spent with cases, waiting 

for conferences to be held or for the necessary parties to be assembled. 

In the MAP c':llendar part, all of these times -- during which the judge 

(as well as most of the other Court personnel) was inactive -- averaged 

just under an hour and a half per day, with the result that a net of 

4.0 hours was spent actively processing cases. ' 

;r, 
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TablE 14 

HOURS OJ)' COURTROOM OPERATION* 

Average Time of Event -
nAl' All,,,":Purpose MiD? 

Ca,lenaa,'t' Calendar Backup 
Event Part Parts Parts 

Opening of Morning 
Session 9:44am lO:OOam lO:12am 

Close of Morning 
Session l2:S7pm l2:S6pm l2:57pm 

Opening of Afternoon 
Session 2:16pm 2:17pm 2:18pm 

Close of Afternoon 
Session 4:25pm 4:29pm 4:27pm 

J)'irst Case Called 9:47am lO:OSam lO:22am .. 

*Source of data: direct observation of 190 part-days. 

All-Purpose 
Backup 
Parts 

lO:13am 

l2:5lpm 

2:29pm 

4:23pm 

lO:19am 
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Table 15 

UTlLIZATIOl'l OJ)' JUDICIAL TDlE* 

Average Duration of Period 

Period MAP All-;Purpose MAP All .... Purpose Calendar Calendar Backup Backup _. Pa:rt: Parts Parts Parts 

Time from Opening to 
CLosing, Ilxcluding Lunj~h S.4Hrs S.lHrs. 4.5Hrs. 4.9Hrs. 

Inac1;j.ve- Time: 

Recesses Other than Lunch .7Hrs. .6Hrs. l.lHrs. .3Hrs. 
On Bench Waiting for Cases .SHrs. .SHrs. .SHrs. 1.2Hrs. 
With Cases Waiting fol.' 

Conferences, Assembly, 
etc, .2Hrs. .5Hrs. .1Hrs. .3Hrs. 

Time Spent Ac~ively 
Processing Cases 4.0Hrs. 3.5Hrs. 2.8Hrs. 3.lHrs . 

"eSource of data: D~rect observation of 190 part-days, 

\ 
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In the other parts, these inactive periods consumed sli~ht1y more 

time, redu'cing the average active time to 3.5 hour:; per day in the all".. 

purpose calendar parts, 2.8.hours in the MAP backup parts, and 3.1 hO'lrs 

in the all-purpose backup parts. Thus, in the backup parts ".."" whether 

MAP or all-purpose -- less than two-thirds of a judge's day was spent 

(on the average) actively processing cases, the remainder being spent 

waiting for cases to be s~nt £rom the appropriate calendar part. 

Comparing the figures for the MAP iand all-purpose calendar parts, 

several observations may be made. First, recesses other than for lunch 

added to approximately the same amount oi time in the all-purpose calendar 

parts as in the }L~ calendar part. In spite of the heavier District 

Attorney and Legal Aid staffing in the MAP complex, there were simply 

not sufficient numbers of ready cases being generated. Second, the 

amount of time. ·13Pe.nt waiting for cases in the MAP calendar part was 

found to be about the same as that in the all-purpose calendar parts, in 

f h in ,.An of staff whose function it was to identify spite 0 t e presence ~~ 

and assemble cases which were ready to be called before the judge. Third, 

the time spent by the judge waiting for conferences and case-assembly 

was about 20 minutes less per day in the MAP calendar part than in the 

all-purpose calendar parts. This saving can be attributed, at least in 

part, to the MAP practices of determining readiness and conducting p.ro

secution-defense conferences prior to ealling each case. 

ThuH, it would appear that the NAP assembly and conference procedures 

have not, in practice, led to very considerable savings of courtroom time 

between cases -- apparently no more·than 15 minutes per day.* Further, 

it should be recalled that the amount of ionactive time per day is closely 

dependent on the number of cases docketed per day: the larger the calen

dar, the less inactive time. Thus, the relative amounts of inactive time 

in the'MAP and all-purpose calendar parts reflect not only the procedures 

in effect but also the often arbitrary size of the daily calendar. Thus, 

if the MAP calendar were to be reduced, for example, one would find more 

*In addition, however, the amount of time spent on each case has been 
reduced somewhat by the conferences and other procedures -- see Criterion 
U3 - Time ~pent per Case Appearance. 
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inactive time; and, if the all-purpose calendars were to be increased, 
the amount of inactive time l'ould fall. 

Finally, in considering the relatively short active period for all 

the backup parts, the reader should keep in mind the fact that, during 

the inactive period, the parts were available for hearings and trials. In 

the absence of a carefully designed experiment, it is difficult to estimate 

the extent to which such availability contributed to the dis?osition of 

cases in the culendar parts (by forestalling requests for dilatory adjourn

ments to a separate ,hearing or trial part). Such an experiment would ap

pear to be a useful endeavor. It would also seem to be in order to explore 

means of transferring some of the activity in the calendar parts into the 

backup parts in order to better spread existing workloads. 

Criterion #12 - Fraction of Calendared Cases Disposed of per Day 

Quantitatively speaking, the output of the Court is dispositions, and 

c.oncern :w::i.th efficiency and with the ability of the Court to keep pace 

with its case--load inevitably leads to a concern with dispositions. 

The rate at which cases are disposed of clearly depends on many fac

tors. Three of the most impo":'tant factors, which we shall t.onsider here, 

are the characteristics of the judge, the number of cases on the daily 

calendar, and the type of part under consideration. The analysis which 

follows demonstrates that all three must be considered if meaningful con
clusions are to be drawn. 

We begin with the relationship between the calendar size and the frac

tion of caSes on a day's calendar which are disposed of by a particular 

judge in a particular calendar part. In Fig. 3 we present a graph of the 

* ,fraction disposed of versus calendar size for a particular judge _ 

"Judge BII - who presided in a particular all-purpose calendar pal"t for 

seven weeks during the evaluation period.** One point is shown for each 

*Fraction disposed of is calcu14~ed by dividing the number of dispo
sitions by' the number of dockets calendared, excluding dockets in which 
bench warrants were issued 

** Source of the figures: the Court's "F411 Calendar Summaries. While 
these summaries may understate dispositons by several percent (see Appendix 
D), the extent of understatement is about'the same for all portions o! the 
Court. 
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Fig. 3 - Judge B: fraction of cas~s disposed of (excluding cases in 
which bench warrants were issued) vs. number of dockets 
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* day, as well as the regression line which best fits these points. 

This relationship was found to be statistically signific~nt at the .05 

level of significance (i.e., the chance that the" ~nderlying relation

ship is best represented by a horizontal'liI).8"is less than 5 percent). 

We shall now consider Judge B's underlying disposition fraction on any 

day to be given by this straight line, with random deviations superimposed" 

on it. Thus, for example, on days when 'Judge B sits in the part under 

consideration with a calendar of 40 cases, we would expect qim to dispose 

of 34.4 percent; with a calendar of 100 cases, he would tend to ,dispose 

of only 24.6 percent of them (on the average) . 

In a similar fashion, we have derived corresponqing relationships 

for Judge B using data pertaining to periods when he sat in other all

purpose calendar parts and the MAP calendar part, both this year and 

last year. A comparison of all these relationships revealed no signifi

cant difference among them.** 

In other words, we have found a relationship between disposition 

fraction and calendar size which characterizes the pe,rformance of Judge 

B in any calendar part 

This same proce~ure was followed for the nine other judges who 

have presided in either the MAP or all-purpose calendar parts during 

the evaluation period and who have presided in both types of calendar 

parts at some time since their origination in February 1971. 

Of the total of ten judges (including Judge B) it was found that 

eight could each be characterized by a single relationship for both the 

MAP and all-purpose calendar parts. For each of the remaining two, 

*We ignore the fact that different judges may have replaced Judge B 
on a few of the days under consideration. While correction for any such 
days would improve the precision of the relationship, failure to do so 
still yields results which are sufficiently accurate for our purposes. 

**In the ~p calendar part, only approximately 90 percent of all the 
cases on the calendar are actually called in the calendar part. The re
mainder are administratively transferred to another part. Accordingly, 
when comparing the relationship between disposition fraction and calendar 
size, we adjust the MAP calendar size to reflect only the 90 percent 
which, on the average, are called before the judge. 

: !e; 
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no differences were found among the all-purpose parts, but the jvd~e's 

performance did differ between the MA? and all-purpose calendar p~rts. 

Having characterized each judge by one or, at most, two relation

ships between disposition fraction and ,calendar si~e, ~he ju(';ges were 

then compared with each other. These compar,isons make it possible to 

identify three groups of judges which differ from each other but with

in which no statistically significant differences exist. 

One group - "Group D" - consists of six judges characterized by 

a single relationship for all parts. A f'3cond group - "Group E" - con

sists of two judges characterized by a different but single relationship. 

The third group - IIGroup F" - consists of two judges characterized by 

one relationship for the all-purpose ~alendar.parts and a second rela

tionship for the MAP calendar part. It is interesting to note, however, 

that the all-purpose relationship for Group F is the same as the single 

relationship for Group E. 

These various results are summarized in Fig. 4. Here, for example, 

the reader may s~e that a Group E or F judge in an all-purpose calendar 

part with 80 cases on the calendar can be expected to dispose of some 

36.8 percent of the cases, while a Group D judge would, dispose of only 

28.9 percent. 

A comparison 'of the slopes of the various lines in Fig. 4 is 

particularly interesting. In every case except the tlo.'O Group F judges 

in Part MP-l, larger calendars lead to a smaller fraction of cases dis

posed of. Thus, as the calendar size increases, less and less time can 

be spent on each case, and the likelihood that anyone will b~ disposed 

of falls. To cope with the rising number of cases, these judges either 

grant adjournments more leniently or transfer more cases to other parts. 

For the Group F judges in the MAP calendar part, there appe,ars to be a 

counterv.ailing psychological effect: as the calendar size increases, the 

judge tends to set a faster pace and to accept fewer excuses for delay. 

Both of these patterns can readily be observed in the courtroom. 

We may now compare the fraction of cases disposed of in the MAP 

calendar pa:r:t with that in the all-purpose calendar parts, correcting 

for the effects of both the judge and the calendar size. To illustrate 
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the methOd, let us apply the relationships presented aboVe to the ~ 
calendar part. In Appendix H we derive £ormulas for calculating the 

expected long-run fraction of cases disposed of. The necessary infor~ 
mation on calendar size and judge-days sat in the various calendar P?rt

s 

during the January-through-May period is summarized in Table 15. Using 

the information for the MAP calendar part, together with the regression 

line relationships presented in Fig. 4, one may calculate the expected 

fraction disposed of in the MAP calendar part to have been 29.3 percent. 

This compares favorably with the actual ratio of total dispositions to 

total calendared less total bench warrants, which was 28.0 percent. 

This relatively small discrepancy could be reduced by avoiding several 

simplifying assumptions which we have made. For example, we have used 

the relationship between the fraction disposed of and calendar size for 

the groups'of judges, rather than for the judges individually; and we 

have assumed that the average calendar size was the same for all judges, 

* which was not the case. Nevertheless, the above figures are close 

enough for our purposes. 
NO\o1, let us inquire as to what would have been the percent of cases 

disposed of had phe same judges who sat in the ~ calendar part sat in 
the all-purpose caZendar parts~ and for. the same relative lengths of time. 

Referring to the all-purpose row in Table 16 and to Fig. 4 we may esti

mate that the percent disposed of would have been 35.7 percent. With 

the judges who actually sat in the all-purpose calendar parts, the 

percent was actually 32.5 percent. These results are summarized in 

Table 17. 
The above analysis shows rather clearly that, while the sll-purpose 

calendar parts did actually dispose of a larger percentage of cases than 

did the MAP calendar part, they would have disposed of eVf-n more if they 

had had the same judges. It should be noted here that, as we shall see 

below, at least part of this difference is explained by the practice, 

* Alternatively, this discrepancy indicates, in part, the price paid 
for allowing the calendar to vary to the extent that it did. 
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followed in the all-purpose parts but not in the MAP complex, of calendar

ing several kinds of non-clisposable cases, such as cases on for'sentencing 

or probation review, primarily in the backup parts. 

The same type of analysis performed above for calendar parts could 

be performed for the backup parts. However, since the backup parts 

contribute a relatively small share of total dispositions, and since there 

is much less variability in calendar size, we shall ignore any differences 

between judges and the effects of calendar size therein. 

Table 18 presents the final results for the two portions of the 

Court. As shown in this table, the fractions of cases actually disposed 

of in the MAP and all-purpose portions of the Court were very close: 31.3 

percent in MAP, and 29.9 ~ercent in 'the all-purpose parts. Using the tech

niques developed above to correct for variations in the characteristics of 

the judges who presided and in the number of cases on the calendar, the frac
tions become identical . 

One comparison which stands out in this table is the difference in 

disposition rates between the MAP and all-purpose bCl-ckup parts. However, 

as suggested above, an examination of the calendars of those parts reveals 

the cause: in the all-purpose backup parts nearly one-half of all cases 

calendared have, in preceding appearances, been "disposed of" -- as this 

term is defined by the Court -- whi~e almost none of the cases in the MAP 

backup parts have been "disposed of." The additional appearance is being 

made for the purpose of sentencing, payment of a fine previously imposed) 

or review of probation previously imposed. If such cases are excluded 

from the count of docket numbers appearing on the AP-2 and AP-4 calendars, 

the disposition rate is found to be very close to that for the MAP backup 
parts.* 

Conversely, however, if the MAP calendar part were to place such 

cases on the calendars of its backup parts, the disposition rate in the 

MAP calendar part would rise to just about that found for the all-purpose 
ca.lendar parts. 

*This observation also helps to explain the much greater size of 
the all-purpose backup part calendars -- see Criterion #1. 
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Table 18 

PERCENT OJ; CASES DISPOSED 011 PER DAY* 
MAP AND ALL."..FUR,POSE CALENDAR PARTS 

January through May, 1972 

:MAP 
Percent of Cases 

Disposed of 
Calend,aT 

Part 

Actual Percent of Cases 
Disposed of** 

Estimated Percent,of Cases 

28,0% 

that Would Have Been Disposed 
witp the Mix of Calendar 
Judges who Prmsided in the MAP 
Calendar Part 29.3% 

All~Purpose 

Calendar 
Parts 

32,5% 

35.7% 

*J?ercent d:l,spps~d of is defined to be the number of dispositions 
divided by the number of calendared cases less the number of calendared 
cases in which bench warrants were issued, 

**Source.of data: Court IS "F411 calendar summ'aries. 
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The overall disposition rates for the MAP complex as a whole and 

for all the all-purpose parts taken together are not altered by this 

effect. 

Criterion #13 - Number of Cases Disposed of per Part per Day 

* In Table 17 we have already presented the fractions Qf cases dis-

p()sed of per day in the various types of parts, and, in Table 4, the 

average numbers of cases calendared per day. These figures may be com

bined with the information on bench warrants presented below under 

Criterion #16 to yield numbers of dispositions. The results are 

presented in Table 19. Again, we present both the actual figures for 

the January-through-May~period and the results which would have been 

obtained had the judges who sat in the MAP calendar part also sat in 

the all-purpose calendar parts. 

As in the case of the number of dockets calendared per part per 

day (Criterion 111), we find large differences in disposition rates 

among the various parts, reflecting the differing nature of their 

operations. However, when all MAP parts and all all-purpose and jury 
** parts are aggregated, the difference in actual dispositions per part 

per day between the two systems becomes negligible. Using the methods 

presented above for the fraction of cases disposed of, the estimate for 

the all-purpose parts -- had the MAP calendar judges sat in the al1-

purpose calendar parts ~- rises above that for the MAP portion of the 

Court. 

In interpreting these figures, one must recall that the load on the 

various parts -- in terms of the extent to which the parts are kept busy 

differs substantially from one part to another. In particular, as noted 

in connection with Criterion #11 above (time spent by judges hearing 

cases, waiting for cases, in recess), the all-purpose calendar parts 

have not been quite as buay as the MAP calendar part. On the other hand, 

* Excluding cases in which bench warrants Were issued. 

**Excluding 25 percent of the activity of the jury parts, which is 
attributed to other portions of the Court. 

I' , ' 
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the ratio of backup parts -- which are the least busy -- to calendar 

parts is three-to-one in the MAP complex bu t only one-and-one-hal:l;-,to

one in the non-MAP Parts. Referrin~ to the data on part hours presented 

earlier in Table 10, the reader will recall that the judges in the MAP 

backup parts have averaged only about 2.8 hours per day actively process

ing cases. Thus, there was a substantially greater amount of inactive 

time in the MAP complex than in the all-purpose parts. 

Based on these observations, it does not seem unreasonable to 

suppose, for example, that the caseload in the MAP backup parts could 

have been handled by fewer parts: perhaps two, or two full-time and one 

part-time. If there had been only two backup parts, for example, each 

* would have required an average of 4.2 hours of active time per day, 

and the average number of dispositions per part per day in the entire 
, ** complex would have been 14.0 l.nstead of 10.5. There seems to be 

little reason why some reduction of backup parts could not have been 

accomplished. Of course, this is only one of many alternatives which 

could be explored. Although the Simple elimination of an all-purpose 

backup part would be less feasible, alternative forms of operation could 

similarly be investigated, for the all-purpose parts • 

CriteEion #14 - Number of Cases Disposed of per Assistant District 

Attorney and per Legal Aid Society Attorney per D~ 

Because of the different staffing levels in the various parts, 

the productivity of Assistant District Attorneys and Legal Aid attor

neys cannot be determined directly from the information presented above 

* Table 14 indicated that the four backup parts averaged 2.8 hours 
of active time per p'a~t per day, Or 8,4 hpu~s for all three together, 
Divided two ways, this amount of active time would require 4.2 hours 
per part per day. It may be pointed out that, in the first-phase ~val-. 
uation, there were four parts operating for 2.1 hours of active time 
per gay. It was, at that time, estimated that three backup parts could 
have handled the case load with 2.8 ho'urs of active time per part per dayl 

**At 10.5 dispositions per part per day, the entire complex (4 parts) 
was disposing of 42.0 cases per day. Divided three ways, this rate would 
imply 14.0 dispositions per part per day. 
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with regard to dispositions per part per day. However, in connection 

with Criterion 112 (Number of Cases Handled per Assistant District Attor

ney and Legal Aid Attorney), we have already presented the necessary 

staffing data. Specifically, we have estimated that approximately nip.e 

to ten Legal Aid attorneys (including one supervising attorney) were 

presented during the period from Febr.uary 7 through May 31, 1972 in the 

MAP complex at any time, and that roughly 15 were available in the a11-

purpose parts: about 2.4 per part-day in the MAP complex and 2.0 in the 

all-purpose parts. The number of Assistant District Attorneys present 

is estimated to have averaged six in the Master Calendar Complex and 

eight in the all-purpose parts. 

Applying these figures to the disposition figures given in Table 19, 

we obtain the estimated numbers of dispositions per attorney per day in 

each portion of the Court, presented in Table 20. As shown, because of 

the heavier staffing of the MAP complex with both Assistant District Attor

neys and Legal Aid attorneys, relative to the all-purpose parts, the actual 

disposition rate per attorney in MAP was substantially smaller than that 

in the all-purpose parts -- about 19 percent less for Legal Aid attorneys 

and 28 percent less for Assistant District Attorneys. Further, if we 

apply the findi~gs of the preceding subsection relative to the number 

of dispositions which would have been obtained in the all-purpose parts 

had they had the same calendar judges Vlho sat in the MAP complex, the 

difference becomes even more striking: approximately 22 percent fewer 

dispositions per Legal Aid attorney per day in the MAP complex, and about 

31 percent fewer per Assistant District Attorney. 

Criterion 1115 - Cost per Case Disposed of 

Because of the different levels of staffing in the MAP and all

purpose portions of the Court, the costs of operating these two systems 

differ substantially. We shall compare these costs in terms of the 

dollar cost p~r case disposed of for aZZ aourtroom-reZated personneZ. 
We shall not directly take into account such secondary costs as those 

for administrative, investigative, clerical, and other support functions, 

or for overhead items. However, it is reasonable to assume that these 

costs would add to the direct costs at approximately the same rate for 
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Table 20 

ESTIMATED AVEMGE l'l1JJ1BER OF CASES Dl:Sl'QSED Olf l'E1.\ DAYl'ER 
ASSISTANT DISTRICT ATTORNEY AND ~ER LEGAL Ar.DSOCIETY ATTORNEY* 

Februarr 7 Throtig~~ay 31, 1972 

Average DispoSitio~--------------~MAP~'~--------------~~~----------
per Attorney per Day Al1~l'urpose 

Est~mated Ayerage Number of 
Dockets Disposed, of per 
Attorney per Day, Using the 
Actual Numbers of DispOSitions 

Assistant District Attorneys 

Legal Aid Society Attorneys 

Estimated Average Number of 
Dockets Disposed of per 
Attorney per Day, Using the 
Estimated Numbers of Cases 
Which Would Have Been Disposed 
of with the Mix of Calendar 
Judges who l'resided in the 
MAP Calendar Fart*** 

Assistant District Attorneys 

Legal Aid Society Attorneys 

Complex Parts** 

7,0 dockets 

4,4 dockets 

7.2 dockets 

4,5 dockets 

9.7 dockets 

5.4 dockets 

10.5 dockets 

5.8 dockets 

*Calculated by dividing the total number of dispOSitions in each portion 
of the Court by the estimated number of attorney-days 

**Including 75% of the jury trial parts. • 
***See Table18 under Criterion 1113 .., Number of Cases Disposed of per 

Part per Day. 
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the two portions of the Court under consideration. It should be noted 

that we are alSo laxcluding those costs in the MAP project Which are 

clearly due. to itl3 experimental character. 
In Table 21 ~~e present approximate figures for the staffing and 

salary levels for 12 types of courtroom related personnel in the MAP 

complex and the three pairs of all-purpose calendar and backup parts.* 

The staffing figures were obtained as follows: 

• Court Cle'rk II, Court Clerk I, Assistant Court 
Clerk, Clerk, Uniformed Court Officer, and 
Court Assistant. The personnel figures for 
these positions are taken from the Court's 
lists of personnel assigned to each part. 

• Judge and Court Reporter. The Chief Clerk of 
the Court estimates that, allowing for vaca
tions, sick days, etc.~ roughly 1.25 judges 
and 1.16 Court ~eporters are required for each 
full-time Court part. 

• Legal Aid Attorneys. The numbers shown are 
the number of attorneys nominally assigned 
to each part. For the sake of comparison, 
we postulate the existence of a supervising 
attorney for the all-purpose parts equivalent 
to the one in the l1AP complex. 

• Assistant District Attorneys. We estimate 
that approximately 1.2 assistants are re
quired for each full-time MAP or all-purpose 
part. Xn addition, we estimated earlier that 
roughly two Assistant District Attorneys were 
required to handle the 75 percent of the j~ry 
parts attributable to the all-purpose portion 
of the Court, which implies about' 3.2 assistants 
for two full-time jury parts. 

• MAP Assistant. The}~ Project Director identi
fies rour MAP assistants as performing courtroom-
related functions. 

The salary figures presented in Table 21 were derived from a number 

of sources, primarily the budget for the MAP project. In addition, figures 

for several Court job titles not included in the MAP budget (e.g., Court 

*We have not included here the position of Police Coordinator recently 
added in the MAP complex, since many of the functions performed by this offi
cer are provided for the all-purpose parts by the central Police check-in 
room in the CourtbuiJ.ding. 
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Reporter) were derived by calculating the factor by which the MAP figures 

differed from the Court's official minimum rate for each job title, and 

applying that factor to the other job titles. The salary for judges is 

fixed by law (we do not include the very recently enacted increase). 

Finally~ to these salary figures must be added the costs of associ

ated fringe benefits. The rates (percent of salary) specified in the 

MAP Project budget are 26 percent for Court employees (in which category 

we shall include the four MAP assistants, since, in ~ permanent system, 

these positions would be filled by employees of thfl Court), 15 percent 

for Legal Aid Attorneys, and 20 percent for Assistant D.istrict Attorneys. 

The results of converting these figures to a p~r-part basis and a 

* per-disposition basis are presented in Table 22. As noted above, a 

comprehensive accounting of all relevant costs would add to these figures; 

however, the relative costs of the MAP and all-purpose portions of the Court 

can be expected to remain essentially unchanged. Thus, the 11AP complex is 

shown to havetcost approximately 31 percent more per Court part. Using actu

al disposition figures (obtained f:rom the Court's "F4" calendar summar.ies), 

MAP turns'out to have been about 33 percent more costly·p~r case disposed 

of. Finally, if one takes into account the fact that the mix of calendar 

judges who presid,ed in the MAP calendar part would have disposed of more 

cases in the all-purpose parts than did the mix of judges who actually 

presided in the latter, lt~ qecomes 42 percent more costly per disposition. 

These added costs of the MAP system stem from heaverier staffing in 

almost every position, including Court Clerks and Uniformed Court Officers. 

Whether the numbers of personnel assigned were actually needed is question

able. In p,art) the heaviel;' staffing in these Court staff positions was 

necessitated by tlje fact that, the MAP complex was spread allover the 

Court building. Ho~ye\Ter, it was not uncommon for there to be many per

sonnel of all types standing idle in the MAP calendar part; 

One v~ry important cost-related item which we have not included 

here is the physical space required by each portion of the Court. 

Because of the,4ifferent part-structures, the all-purpose portion of 

the Court requires a mix of one large calendar courtroom for everyone 

1'We consider full-time operation to be 250 days per year. 
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Table 22 

COSTS OF COURTROOM-RELATED PERSONNEL 
PER PART AND PER CASE DISPOSED OF 

Costs 

Cost per Part per Year 

Cost per Case Disposed 
of, Using Actual Numbers 
of Dispositions 

Coat per Case Disposed~ of, 
Using the Estimated 
Numbers of Cases Which 
Would Have Been Disposed 
of With the Mix of 
Calendar Judges who 
Presided in the MAP 
Calendar Part** 

MAP All-Purpose 
Complex Parts* 

$264,000 per Part $201,000 per Part 

$100. per Disposition $75. per Disposition 

$98. per Disposition $69. per Disposition 

*Parts AP-l through AP-6 and 75 percent of the jury parts. 
**See Table~8 under Criterion #13 - Number of Cases Disposed of per Part 

per Day. 
'. 
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and one-half small backup courtrooms -- twice the ratio for the MAP com

plex. However, this subject is better dealt with in terms of the 

allocation, rather than the ~, of available space. 

Criterion #16 - Fraction of Cases in which Bench Warrants 

are Issued and Execttted 

Under Criterion #4 - Distribution of Case Dispositions, we have 

already estimated that 8.8 percent of all cases in the MAP complex and 

9.0 percent of all cases in the all-purpose parts terminate with 

* unexecuted bench warrants. It is also of interest to separate these 

percentages into their two components: the percent of cases in which 

bench warrants are issued, and the percent Qf issued warrants that are 

subsequently executed (through either re-arrest or voluntary surrender 

of the defendant). This is done in Table 23. 

It must be emphasized that the available figures covering the 

fraction of warrants that are executed are highly unreliable. In the 

f:l.rst place, there is no guarantee that a warrant will be executed in 

the same part as that in which it was issued. A particular difficulty 

in this regard is presented by the closing of part AP-7 in the beginning 

of February. Second, the estimation procedures utilized here assume 

that Hsteady-st,ate" conditions prevail. On the contrary, however, 

many important changes have been made recently. For example, a nertl 

system was recently put into effect whereby NYSIIS (the New York State 

Identification and Intelligence System) provides J.IJcal authoritie,s with 

information of all outstanding warran'ts in the State. In addition, the 

Manhattan District Attorney's Office hCl-s been making special efforts to 

prosecute defendants for bail jumping wherever appropriate. In spite 

of these difficulties, the figures presented in Table 23 al?e corrobol.·ated 

reasonably well by the 1500-case sample described in Appendix C. For 

c~ses in the sample. there is no question about ,l7hen and where the warrants 

*Estimated as the number of warrants issued less the number executed 
during the January-through-May period, expressed as a fraction of dis
positions ~lus terminations and unexecuted warrants. 

r 
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Table 23 

BENCH WARRANTS ISSUED AND EXECUTED 
January Through May, 1972 

Percent of Warra.nts 
Issued and Executed 

Estimated percent of cases in which 
bench warrants were issued** 

Estimated percent o£ issued warrants 
that were executed**jc 

Estimated percent of defendants lost 
through bail-and parole-jumping**** 

MAP 
Complex 

18.5% 

52% 

8.8% 

All-Purpose 
Parts* 

17.8% 

49% 

9.0% 

. *Parts AP-l through AP-8 and 75 percent of the jury trial parts. 
**Calculated as follows: The average numbers of dockets appearing on 

the daily calendars in the various parts have been presented in Table 4. 
Subtracting the number of cases transferred within each complex yields the 
average number of docket-appearances per day. Using figures for the number 
of warrants issued, obtained from the Courtfs IfF4" Calendar Summaries, one 
may then determine the percent of appearances resulting in warrants issued. 
Finally, using the number of appearances per case presented in Table12, and 
weighting the. felony and misdemeanor figures by the relative number of such 
cases, one obtains an estimate of the average number of warrants issued 
per case. Since the number of dockets in which more than one warrant is 
issued is negligible compared to the number in which one is issued, we have 
an estimate of the peJ:'cent of cases. in which a warrant is issued. 

***Calculated by dividing the estimated percent of defendants who never 
return, from the third line of the table, by the percent of, cases .in which 
warr.ants were issued, from the first line, and subtracting from one. 

****Estimated by dividing the number of warrants issued during the January
through-May period less the number executed by the sum of cases disposed of 
and the aforementioned difference between warrants issued and executed. 
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were issued and executed. On the other hand, however, there is then the 

problem that some of the warrants outstanding on the May 15 cutoff will 

later be executed. 

Keeping these reservations in mind, the figures presented in Table 

23 do suggest that there were no significant differences between the 

'HAP and all-purpose portions of the Court with respect to warrants 

issued and executed. 

It should also be remembered that the figures presented above are 

expressed as fractions of all cases, including cases in which the defen

dants were in jail. Since approximately one-third of the defendants in 

both portions of the Court were detained in jail, one may convert the 

figures in Table 23 to fractions of cases in which the defendants had an 

opportunity to jump bailor parole by multiplying the first and third 

rows by one and one-half. 

Criterion #17 - Reasons for Adjournments 

Since the start of the MAP project, a member of the project staff 

had recorded reasons for adjournments granted in the MAP calendar part. 

The figures for some 3000 adjournments during the period February,l 

through May 31)' 1972, supplied by the MAP Project Director, are repro

duced in Table 24. In the course of performing other duties, our own 

observers also recorded reasons for adjournment, using a somewhat 

abbreviated list of alternatives and for a smaller number of adjourn

ments -- about 1200. These results are presented in Table 25. 

A comparison of these two tabulations reveals significant differ

ences in percentages and even rank order. Many reasons can be suggested 

as factors contributing to these differences.* However, what is impor

tant is to identify the most commonly recurring reasons, rather than to 

determine the precise distribution. Utilizing the MAP-supplied figures, 

*For example: (1) The limited size of the sample collected by our 
observers means that allowances for sampling errors must be made. (2) 
The MAP tabulation covers the entire period from Febr,uary 1 through May 31, 
while ours covers only selected days in February, March, and April. (3) 
The selection of an appropd.ate category is subject to a substantial 
amount of judgment. And so on. 
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then, the most common reasons for adjournment and their relati~e ~re

quencies are as fOllows:* 

• Consent (excluding administrative adjournments) 
(19 perce,nt). 

• For sentencing (including investigation and sen
tence, and record and sentence) (13 percent). 

• Absent civilian complainant or prosecution witness 
(excused or unexcused) (12 percent). 

• Referral (drug program, Vera, YCB) (8 percent). 

• To pay fine (7 percent). 

• Absent defense attorney (5 percent). 

• Absent Police Officer (excused aT. unexcused) 
(5 percent). 

• Further processing (including return on warrant 
and "continued") (5 pe'rcent). 

• Tim(~ needed for defendant to retain counsel 
(own or Appellate Division) (5 percent). 

Together, these nine reasons are reported to have accounted for 79 per

cent of all ,adjournments in the MAP calendar part. 

One group of causes of adjournments which should be avoidable and 

to which the sanction poliCies are directed is the absence of one or 

'* more parties. The figures given in either Table 24 or Table 25 show 

that such absences taken together accounted for some 26 percent of all 

adjournments. In part MP-l, while this percentage is less than the 35 
percent ,cited during the first phase of this evaluation 1 there is 

still considerable room for improvement. The policy of applying sanc

tions to those responsible for unnecessary delay is invoked very rarely. 

Table 26 presents the evaluation staff's tabulation of reasons 

for adjournments in the all-purpose calendar parts. While the relative 

frequencies for the various reasons are not the same as those for the 

MAP calendar part, there are no particularly unusual differences. We 

may note that a.djournments due to absences accounted for some 30 percent 

-------
* Each other reason accounted for 3 percent or less of the total. 
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Table 24 

MAP PROJECT'S TABULATION OF REASONS FOR ADJOURNMENT IN PART MP-l* 
February 1 Through~y 31 t 1972 

FREQUENCY OBSERVED 

REASON Number Percent 

Prosecution Request 562 18.1% 
1. Ab~ence of Police Officer 90 2.9% 
2. Absence of Civilian Complainant 345 11.0% 
3. Absence of Civilian Witness 2 .1% 
4. Absence of District Attorney 1 .0% 
5. Absence of Co-Defendant 9 .3% 
6. Time Needed for Preparation 23 .7% 
7. Time Needed for Laboratory Report 27 .9% 
8. Case Pending Grand Jury 59 1.9% 
9. Another Case Against Defendant 4 .1% 

Peneling 
10. Other 2 .1% 

Defense Request 658 21.2% 
1- Absence of Defendant 88 2.8% 
2. Absence of Witness 14 .5% 
3. Absence of Attorney 89 2.9% 
4. Absence D.f Attorney Engaged'n 76 2.5%. 

Another Court 
5. Time Needed for Preparation 57 1.8% 
6. Time Needed for Retaini,ng Attorney 84 2.7% 

6A. Time Needed for Attorney to be 66 2.1% 
Assigned by Appellate Division 

7. Application to Remove to Supreme 
Court 

8. Motion Pending Undecided 1 .0% 
9. Other Case Pending 24 .8% 

10. Other 15 .5% 
1L Return on Bench Warrant 144 4.6% 

Consent 590 19.0% 

1. To Negotiate Plea 18 .6% 
2. Other 529 17.1% 

3. By MO 8 .2% 

4. Co-Defendant's Case Adjournment 35 1.1% 
for This Date 

. ~"""""-'-.-.",,*, .... , 
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Table 24 (Contfd) 

MAP PROJECT'S TABULATION OF REASONS 10R ADJOURNMENT IN PART MP~l* 

REASON 

D. Court 
1. Absence of Officer Previously 

Excused 
2. Absence of Witness Previously 

Excused 
3. Absence of fnterpreter 
4. Absence of Court Reporter 
5. Absence of Doctor 
6. Absence of Finger"" Print Record 
7. Absence of Pre-Sentence Report of 

Probation 
8. Absence of Pre-Sentence Report of 

Other Agency 
9. Could Not Be Reached 

10. Ready and Passed 
11. Pre-Disposition Referenc~ - Youth 

Counsel Bureau 
12. Pre-Disposition Reference - VERA 
13. Pre- Disposition Reference - Drug 

Rehabilitation 

14. Other 
15. Narcotics Addiction Hearing 
16. Narcotics Examination 
17. Psychiatric Examination 
18. Medical Examination 
19. Continued 
20. Prisoner Not Produced 
21. Record and Sentence 
22. Investigation and Sentence 
23. To Pay Fine 
24. Mistrial 
25. For Sentencing 
26. No 3-Judge Bench Available 

Total 

*Source of figures: MAP Project observers • 
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Table 25 

THE NEW YORK CITY-RAND INSTITUTE'S TABULATION OF 
REASONS FOR ADJOURNMENT IN PART MP-1 

February, March, and April 1972 

REASON 

Prosecution 
A. Absent Police Officer 
B. Absent Civilian Complainant 

or Witness 
C. Absent D.A. 
D. Time Needed for Preparation 

by Prosecution 
E. Prosecution - Other 

Defense 
F. Absent Defendant 
G. Absent Defense Witness 
H. Absent Attorney 
1. Time Needed for Preparation 

by Defense 
J. Time Needed To Get Attorney 
K.. Defense - Other 

Court 
L. Missing Report 
M. Referral (e.g. YCB, VERA) 

N. Examination (Drug, Medical, 
Psychiatric) 

O. For Sentencing 
P. To Pay Fine 
Q. No Time Left 
R .. Further~Processing 
S. Court - Other 

Corrections 
T. All 

Consent 
U. All 

Other 
V. All 

Unknown 
W. All 

Total 

F R E QUE N C·Y 

Number 

251 

326 

549 

18 

73 

3 

25 

1245 

80 
117 

8 

46 

52 
_ 2 
76 
57 

38 
101 

27 
69 

28 

149 
68 

1 
127 

80 

18 

73 

3 

25 

* Source o~ data: direct observation. 

o B S E R V E D 

Percent 

20.2% 

26.2% 

44.1% 

1.4% 

5.9% 

.2% 

2.0% 

100.0% 

6.4% 
9.5% 

.6% 

3.7% 

4.2% 
.2% 

6.1% 
4.6% 

3.0% 
8.1% 

2.2% 
5.5% 

2.2% 

12.0% 
5.5% 

.1% 
10.2% 

6.4% 

1.4% 

5.9% 

.2% 

2.0% 

--------------------
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Table 26 

THE NEW YORK CITY-RAND INSTITUTE'S TABULATION OF 
REASONS FOR ADJOURNMENT IN THE ALL-PURPOSE CALENDAR PARTS 

February, March, May, and June 1972 

REASON 

Prosecution 
A. Absent Police Officer 
B. Absent Civilian Complainant 

or Witness 
('. Absent D .A. 
D. Time Needed for Preparation 

by Prosecution 
E. Prosecution -~Other 

Defense 
F. Absent Defendant 
G. Absent Defense Witness 
H. Absent Attorney 
I. Time Needed for-Preparation 

by Defense 
J. Time NReded To Get Attorney 
K. Defense - Other 

Court 
L. Missing Report 
M. Referral (e.g. YCB, VERA, Drug 

Program) 
N. Examination (Drug, Medical, 

Psychiatric) 
O. For Sentencing 
P. To Pay Fine 
Q. No Time Left 
R. Further Processing 
S. Court - Other 

Correcti.ons 
T. All 

Consent 
!.T. All 

Other 
V. All 

Unknown 
W. All 

Total 

* Source of data: direct observation. 

FREQUENCY OBSERVED 

Number 

288 

224 

582 

2 

36 

5 

70 

1207 

104 
149 

2 
24 

9 

29 
2 

78 
55 

19 
41 

24 
59 

24 

182 
44 

1 
206 

42 

2· 

36 

5 

70 

Percent 

23.9% 

18.6% 

48.1% 

.2% 

3.0% 

.4% 

5.8% 

100.0% 

8.6% 
12.4% 

.2% 
2.0% 

.7% 

2.4% 
.2% 

6.4% 
4.6% 

1.6% 
.3.4% 

2.0% 
4.9% 

2.0% 

15.1% 
3.6% 

.1% 
17.1% 

3.5% 

.2% 

3.0% 

.4% 

5.8% 
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of all adjournments in the all-purpose calendar parts.* 

Criterion #18 - Fraction of Cases Requiring Multiple Calendar 'Calls, 

and the Reasons for Multiple Calendar Calls 

One of the important goals of the 14AP project is to ensure that 

cases called before the calendar judge are ready for action by that 

judge. Toward this end, two members of the MAP project staff at the 

check-in table and one in the }~-1 courtroom attempt to reduce the 

likelihood that cases are called when necessary parties are not yet 

present. Further, the defense-prosecution conferences are aimed, in 

part, at determining the readiness of the two sides. Thus, one 

should expect that the fraction of cases which are called and must be 

set aside for recall would be smaller in the MAP complex than in the 

all-purpose parts. 

A moderate degree of success for these efforts is indicated by 

the following figures, based on the observation of 38 days in the 

MAP calendar part and 47 part-days in the all-purpose calendar parts: 

15.2 percent of all cases called in the }UP calendar part had to be 

set aside for recall, compared to 26.4 percent in the all-purpose 

calendar parts (highly statistically significant). 

The predominant reasons for these recalls were much the same 

in the two portions of the Court and much the same as the reasons 

for adjournment (see above). Absences, however, stand out as the 

primary l7ause of recalls: about 48 percent in the MAP calendar part 

and 46 percent in the all-purpose parts. Again, it could be expected 

that absences would fall with a more consistent'application of the 

available sanctions. Alternatively, better coordination of activity 

and the design of Court operations in such a way as to bring to bear 

poaitive incentives for timeliness must be considered. 

* The difference between 26 percent in part MP-l and 30 percent in 
theall-purpose parts is statistically significant at the .05 level of 
significance. 
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Criterion #19 - Subjective Ratings of Eff;ciency and Wasted Time 

There continues to be a great deal of everyone's time wasted through

out the? Court. The findings presented under Criterion 1111 - T~me Spent 

by Judges Hearing Cases, Waiting for Cases and in Recess indicated that 

the MAP conference and assembly procedures have, to some. extent, reduced 

the amount of time wasted by the calendar Judge. However, many Assistant 

District Attorneys feel that the additional amount of time that is wasted 

as a result more than compensates for the judge's saving. The several 

"conference Assistants" frequently have little or nothing to do and 

feel tha.t much of the effort they do expend is later duplicated either by 

another cGnference Assistant or by the Assistant who handles the calendar 

call, or may even be found to be unnecessary. Some have, therefore, 

suggested that conferences not be held until after the calendar call. 

In addition, the problem of ineffective use of the backup parts 

continues. One judge presiding in one of the MAP backup parts was led 

to complain that he "spent more time waiting than ki " wor ng. 

time: 
The following are three of the most commonly cited causes of wasted 

• Early morning delays before aftorneys begin 
to conduct interviews and conferences. 

• Inability to locate an.d assemble the necessary 
partie~, especially Legal Aid attorneys. 

• Laxity on the part of judges in applying sanctions 
and in reprimanding those responsible for delays. 

In MAP, the fact that the complex is spread allover the Court 

building, together with its larger scale and complexity, has simply 

proved too great for the modest efforts that have been made to coordi~ 

nate the activities of the complex. 

BURDEN ON PARTICIPANTS 

The third grQUp of criteria used in our evaluation deals with the 

burden of Court proceedings on those who participate in them. The 

three areas selected for investigation are: 
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• The frequency of Court appearances (already treated 
as Criterion #5); 

• The burden of Court proceedings on the Department 
of Correction (Criterion #20); and 

• Subjective factors contributing to burdens or con
veniences (Criterion #21). 

Criterion #20 - Time Spent by Defendants in Detention and the Number 

of Appearances per Case Made by Defendants in Detention 

Two important ways in which Court proceedings.affect the Depart

ment of Correction are the following: First, the larger the numbe~ 

of appearances per case required of defendants in detention, the 

more frequently must each such defendant be produced in Court by the 

Department; and, second, the longer the overall duration of cases in

volving defendants in detention, the more crowded a:re the Department's 

detention facilities. 

:In Table 11 under Criterion lIs - Number of Adjournments per Case, 

Duration of Cases, and Time between Successive Appearances, we present

ed data concerning the number of appearances per· case and the duration 

of cases made in each post-arraignment portion. of the Court, separate

ly for "bail" and "jaIl1" case~. 

In Table 27 we combine the felony and misdemeanor subsamp1es, in 

proportion to the relative numbers of such cases for those defendants 

who spent all or most of the life of their cases in jai1.* As shown, 

the average duration of cases in the two portions of the Court was 

identical - 1.3 weeks (to obtain total duration one must add the 

average length of the first adjournment~ which was found to be 0.7 

weeks for jail cases). While the table shows a slight difference in 

the numbers of appearances required in the two portions of the Court, 

the difference is not statistically significant (at the .10 level of 

significance). 

*The portion of the latter type of cases' spent out of jail is 'com
pensated for by those cases we have excluded in which the defendants 
spent less than half of the time in jail. 

-' 

Table 27 

APPEARANCES 'AND CASE DURATION - DE~ENDANTS IN JAIL* 
January Through May, 1972 

....... ---.- "'._-- .. _-- ---.. -~,.~ .. . .. ", .. _ .. _- .......... _ ..... - ----.. ~-...-----. 
Average Number of .--------. "-'-Average Duration of Cases After 

Portion of Appaarances per Case Fi rst Appearance i.n the HAP or 
Court After Arraignment All -Purpose Portion of the Court 

MAP Complex 1.8 apps. 1.3 wks. 

All-Purpose Par,r: 2.1 apps. 1.3 wks. 

*Cases in which the 
case in detention. 
~ases, of which 519 were 

defendant spent all or most of the life of the 
,,~f .lil~ta: Court records'or a sampl~ of 1494 

J a~ cases--see Appendix C .. 
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Criterion #23 - Subjective Ratings of Changes in the Dignity and __ 0( 

p'ecorum of the Courtroom 

As in the case of many of the criteria already discussed, decorum 

il t h n el involved. and dignity of the Courtroom depend primaI' y on e perso n 

'th f rther or detract Hm.,ever, the nature of courtroom operations can e~ er u 

from these ends. In particular, the ability of the judge and the court

room staff to maintain decorum and to maximize dignity is inversely pro-

portional to the num er 0 perso b f ns engaged in activities in the front 

of the courtroom, and also to the number of cases on the calendar (both 

of which pertain to the operations of the calendar parts; dignity and 

decorum in the backup parts is more completely dependent on personali

ties, which have not been affected by the MAP project per se). 

With regard to courtroom activities that are peripheral to matters 

before the judge, a variety of factors cause the volume of such activity 

in the MAP calendar part to greatly exceed that found in the all-purpose 

calendar parts: 

• 

• 

• 

In MAE, an average of ten Legal Aid attorneys 
(including one supervising attorney) operate 
out of the calendar part -- about twice the 
number present (on the average) in an all
purpose calendar part. While some of the ac
tivities involved in picking up cases and 
papers meeting and interviewing defendants 
and Wi;'nesses, and conferring with Assistant 
District Attorneys take place outside of the, 
courtroom, much continues to take place with~n 
the courtroom (in both the MAP and all-purpose 
calendar parts). 

The fact that prosecution-defense conferenc:s 
are rarely permitted to be held before the Judge 
in part NP-l results in numerous .confer(mces 
within the courtroom while the judge hears other 
cases. 

The additional Assistant District Attolmeys who 
conduct conferences and assemble cases for.the, 
MAP calendar part are frequently invo]~ed ~~ d~s
cussions w'ith the "calendar Assistant" pollce 
officers, and civilian complainants and witnesses 
within the courtroom. 
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• The representative' of the District Attorney's 
Appearance Control Project performs her duties 
within the MP-l courtroom. 

• A Police coordinator is now stationed in the MAP 
calendar part. 

• A MAP staff coordinator is stationed in the 
calendar part, attempting to identify ready 
cases. 

• There are frequently as many as nine Uniformed 
Court officers in the front of the MAP calendar 
part, often engaged in conversations with each 
other. 

On several occasions, our observers have counted 20 to 30 people engaged 

in activities in front of the rail, with only 5 to 10 people sitting 
in the audience area. _ 

The noise and confusion which results from this amount of activity 

is difficult to describe. On at least one occasion, the Court reporter 

said she would not continue unless quiet was restored. Assistant Dis

trict Attorneys, Legal attorneys, and Court personnel alike describe 

the MAP calendar part with such terms as "chaos," "pandemonium," "the 

zoo," "the arena." Similarly, the larger MAP calendar leads to larger 

numbers of nefendants, private attorneys, complainants, 1~itnesses, 
police officers, friends, and relatives who must sit and wait in the 

courtroom. The noise level of the conversations among such members of 

the audience rises rapidly as their numbers increase, as do the frequency 

and volume of Court Officers' admonishments to be quiet, to put away 

reading matter, to stop smoking, to take off one's hat, and to take a 
seat. 

When asked to assess dignity and decorum, most Assistant District 

Attorneys, Legal Aid attorneys, and Court person.nel (Clerks and Officers) 

responded in terms of calendar sizes and their effects. An additional 

point of view was offered by several Legal Aid attorneys. They felt 

. that the dignity of the Court had been substantially enhanced by the 

rise in status afforded Legal Aid attorneys by their ability to provide 
continuity of representation. 
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Appendix C 

DESCRIPTION OF CASE-HISTORY SAMPLES 

As indicated in Section I of the text, information concerning 

the complete history of Court appearances was collected for samples 

of cases processed through the MAP complex and through the (felony 

and misdemeanor) all-purpose parts. In addition, data collected for 

earlier studies* was supplemented and reprocessed to yield comparable 

information for cases which entered the Court in 1969, 1970, and 1971. 

Since the present evaluation covers the period January through 

May, the focuS of the above-mentioned samples is on this five-month 

period. The following methods were used to generate these samples: 

Of all those cases arraigned in the January-through-May period, we 

selected every fifth case which was not disposed of at arraignment 

and which was adjourned to one of the parts in the MAP complex to 

appear on or before May 15, and every tenth case which was not disposed 

of at arraignment and which was adjourned to any of parts AP-l through 

AP-8 to appear on or before May 15. 
The following data for each case were recorded on the form shown 

in Fig. 5: the docket number, the arraignment charge, the final 

disposition (including the Supreme Court indictment number, if any), 

the sentence (if any), the type of defense counsel, the type of 

security (bail, jail, ROR), the date and part for every Criminal Court 

appearance, and an indication of whether or not a bench warrant was 

issued at each appearance. The sources of these data included the 

General Clerk's Office adjournment and docket books, the case papers, 

and daily calendars. 
The data were punched onto cards and processed using the computer 

program SPSS (Statistical Packa,ge for the Social Sciences). 

*Jennings, J., liThe Flow of Arrested Adult Defendants Through the 
Manhattan Criminal Court in 1968 and 1969," R-638-NYC, The New York City
Rand Institute, January 1971; and Jennings, J., "Evaluation of the Manhattan 
Criminal Court's Haster Calendar project: Final Reports--February 1-June 30, 
1971", R-1013-NYC, The New York City-Rand Institute, August 1971. 
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Figure 5 

DATA COLLECTION FORM 

SERl; DOCKET I YEAR 
__ I 1 I I .1141 
1-8 

n PAG.E NlThlBER 
'gI FOR THIS DOCKET 

CD 
10-11 ARRAIGNHENT CHARGE 

!lNAL DISPOSITION 

DISHISSED 

PLEADED GUILTY 

BENCH WARRANT 

SUPREHE COURT: -

CONVICTED 

ACQUITTED 

i'IND;:m;:I~CTl1=E:::NT~NO-.-

-

~ECURITY - TYPE 

ill BAIL 

o JAIL 

m PAROLE 

m UNKNOlo/N 
17 

SECURITY - PERIOD 

[!J THROUGHOUT 

12] HORE THAN HALF 

!II UNKNOHN 
18 

NlThlBER OF APPEARANCES 

OTHER: ------
INCOHPLETE (AS OF 5/31/72.) 

rn (THROUGH 5/31/72.) 
19-20 

SENTENCE 

[9] NOT GUILTY 

[2J DISCHARGE (UNC. OR COND.) 

121 PROBATION 

ill TIME SERVED 

m FINE 

!II FINE OR IMPRISONHENT 

o N.A.C.C. 

l2J IMPRISONMENT 

[il OTHER: -------
@ UNKNOlo/N 

c=r=J MONTHS IMPRISONMENT 
14-15 (UNDER 30 DAYS = 01) 

COUNSEL 

[!] LEGAL AID 

ill PRIVATE 

~ APPOINTED BY APPELLATE DIVISION 

[II OTHER: -------
[2] UNKNOWN 
16 

APPEARANCE DATES 

DATE 

I I I I blitl 
21-26 

I I I I hl:zl 
31-36 

I I I I bl.11 
41-46 

I I I I 111.2j 
51-56 

I I II 1z1:2l 
61-66 

I I I I 171.11 
71-76 

PART 

181~ I 
27-29 

I I I I 
37-39 

I I I I 
47-49 

I I I I 
57-59 

I I I I 
67-69 

I I I I 
77-79 

I CODER: 

ACTION 

II] BW 

~ NO BW: 
30 ----
[I] BW 

o NO BW: 

40 

!II BW 

III NO BW: 
50 

II] BW 

12] NO BW: 
60 

II] BW 

12] NO BW: 
70 

CD BW 

I2J NO BW: 

80 

ON ALL CONTINUATION PAGES , FILL IN ONLY DOCKET, PAGE NU}IBER, AND APPEARANCE DATES 

" i' 
I. 
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Th.e numbeJ;'s of cases. ip. the. t~Q aa1l}p1es a,re s.hQWU in Ta,b1e 28. 

In ordeJ;' to ensure that the t~o samples. were c9~l?ara,b1e, the samples 

were compared tn the Fo11o~ing attributes~ and no statistically-signifi

cant differences were found (at the .05 level of significance): the 

fraction of "jail" vs. "baU" c<lses~ the fraction of Legal Aid vs. 

private counsel cases, the severity of the charges, and the types of 

crime charged. 
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Table 28 

NUMBER OF CASES tN CASE HISTORY SAMPLES 

Types of MAP 
. Cases Complex: 

Felonies 381 

Misdemeanors 320 

Violations 31 

Other* 7 

To.ta1 739 
~ 

All-Purpose 
Parts 

367 

347 

38 

3 

755 

*Primari1y defendants arrested as fugit~ves 
jurisdictions. • from other 

,J 
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Appenditt D 

ACCURAC¥ 01i' THE. COURT \ S . ";F4". CALENDAR, SUM;W\RIE~ 

Beginning with Xa,rch 1971, the clerk of each Court pal:'t ha.s been 

required to complete a form re;ferred to as the "F4" Calendar Summary. 

A copy of a completed form for part AF-5 covering the month of April 1972 

is included here as Figure 6. Thl.s form, which is prepared from 

the completed calendars of each part, presents, for ea.ch day in the 

month, the number of dockets calendared, the numoer of bench warrants 

issued and executed, the numbe.rs of hearings and trials held, the 

number of final dispositions of each of eight types, the total number 

of final dispositions, and the number of sentences imposed for guilty 

pleas and for convictions after trial. 
Based on a careful investigation in 1971~ we have concluded (a) 

that there are, in fact, accuracy probl-ems with "F4" tabulations, (b) 

that total dispositions are generally understated by several percent, 

(c) that there is no particular bias favoring either the MAP complex 

or the all-purpose parts relative to the other, and (d) that the "1"4" 

Calendar Summaries are sufficiently accurate for the purpose of com

paring the performance of the MAP complex with that of the all-purpose 

parts. 
The Court will soon implement procedures for preparing these forms 

on a computer, thereby alleviating many of the current problems. 

~Jennings, J., "Evaluation of the Manhattan Master Calendar Project: 
Final Report-- February 1 - June 30, 1971," R-1013-NYC, The New York City-
Rand Institute, August, 1971, Appendix D. 
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9:00 ~- '-oolo.. -'1 -- -. -," . ..-..--- -
9:01 
9:02 
9:03 -9:04 
9:05 . - -9:06 , 

, . 
9:07 
9:08 
9:09 
9:10 
9:11 

-
9:12 
9:13 . 
9:14 
9:15 
9..:16 
9:17 
9:18 -' 9:19 

-, 9:20 
9:21 
9:22 

.9:23 
9:24 
9:25 
9:26 
9:27 
9:28 

-

'1-1 
9:29 -.. ..:.~~~ '-.- .. -

TOTAL 
.. -- .. - ..- -- - ... - -. - -

OBSERVER: 

COMMENT ON: 

- T.ACTICS, PROCEDURES 
- QUAL. OF REP., JUSTICE 
- UNDERSTANDABILITY 
- EFFICIENCY, WASTE· 
- BURDEN, CONVENIENCE 
- DIGNITY. DECORUM 

REASONS - CODES 

PROSECUTION 
A. POLICE ABSENT 
B. WITNESS ABSENT 
C. DA AnSENT 
D. TI~m TO PREPARE 
E. PROSECUTION - OTHER 

DEFENSE 
F. DEFENDANT ABSENT 
G. WITNESS ABSENT 
H. ATTORNEY ABSENT 
I. Tum TO PREPARE 
J. TINE TO GET ATTORNEY 
K. DEFENSE - OTHER 

COURT 
L. MISSING REPORT 
U. REFERRAL (YCB,DRUG) 
N. EXAM (DRUG,MED,PHYS) 
O. FOR SENTENCING 
P. TO PAY FINE 
Q. NO Tum LEFr 
R. FURTHER PROCESSING 
S. COURT - OTHER 

T. CORRECTIONS 

U. CONSENT 

V. OTHER (SPECIFY) 

W. UNKNOWN 

I 

I ...... 
I-' 
\0 
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, I 
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR CRIMINAL COURT OBSERVATION FORM (#3) 

1. Fill in the identification on the top line of the "TOTALS" page as 
indicated: DATE, PART, JUDGE, OBSERVER. Subsequent pages need not 
be reidentified unless they become separated. 

2.. Note the time the Court session begins on the STARTING TIME (ON BENCH) 
line. 

3. 

4. 

As each case is called or recalled, note the time by placing a mark on 
the appropriate line in the eolumn CHECK WHEN CALL OR RECALL. 

For every minute of the Court session - starting with the minute 
given as the "starting time" - indicate the activity of the judge 
by placing a mark for each minute in one of the four JUDGE columns. 
Note that there should be one and only one of these columns checked 
for every minute of the session. Where an activity lasts for less 
than a minute, indicate the primary activity for that minute. The 
allowable activities are the following: 

• ACTIVE: Judge is engaged in any activity while the participants 
in a case are before him. 

• WAITING: Judge is waiting for any particip'ant, report, etc. in 
ord~r to proceed with the case before him. Included are confer
ences between participants (not held at the bench), waiting for 
the participants to ceme forward, waiting for the Court reporter, 
etc. 

• WAITING FOR CASE: No case has been called since the start of the 
session .. or since the judge completed his participation in the pre
ceding case. 

• RECESS (OFF BENCH): Judge has left the bench tempora-rily" but the 
session is expected to continue. Do not include the lunch recess. 

5. For every case, indicate (once) whether the j\ldge made any JUDICIAL 
RULING in the case - for example, legal decisions, settling disputes 
as in the case of contested adjournments, hearing testimony, accepting 
guilty pleas, re-evaluating bail, marking cases "final," etc. There 
should be a check in either the YES or NO columns for each call or 

'. recall.';:\, 

6. For each call or recall, ':'fi~a:t'd~tethe OUTCOME:df the· appearance. If 
several defendants receive differen~ outcomes, more than one column 
should be marked. The allowable out'Fomes are the following: 

• FINAL DISPOSITION: The case has been terminated and no further 
substantive appearances are expected - except perhaps for the 
imposition of a sentence, the payment of a fine, the review of 

• 

• 

• 
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probation conditions, etc. The common types of final dis
positions include dismissal, guilty plea (with or without 
the imposition of a sentence), transfer to the Supreme Court 
holding for or waiving to the Grand Jury, conviction after ' 
trial (with or without sentencing), acquittal, transfer to 
Family Court or to another jurisdiction. 

ADJOURNMENT - REASON: The case has been scheduled to re-appear 
~n a ~pecific date in the future. Indicate the reason by enter
~ng (~nstead of a check) the letter code from the list at the 
right of the form which most closely corresponds to the reason 
for the adjournment. 

TO OTHER PART (SAME DAY): The case has been sent to another 
part of the Court for. further processing on the same day. 
Included here should be the situation in which a case is "marked 
ready" for action in a backup part and set aside until that part 
becomes available. 

RECALL - REASON: The case has been set aside but will be called 
again for further processing in the same part. Indicate the 
reason by entering the appropriate code from the list at the 
right of the form. 

7. Enter in the COMMENTS area.any explanations 6f unusual entries or 
other significant observations. In particular, note comments on the 
topics listed in the upper-right-hand corner of the form: TACTICS, 
PROCEDURbS; QUALITY OF REPRESENTATION, JUSTICE; UNDERSTANDABILITY: 
EFFICIENCY, WASTE; BURDEN, CONVENIENCE; DIGNITY, DECORUM. 

8. At the close of the session, note the time (the minute after the 
last time shown for the judge activity) on the "TOTALS" page on 
the line CLOSING TIME (OFF BENCH). Also, compute and record the 
number~ of minutes in the session by subtracting the "Starting Time" 
from the "Closing Time." 

9. On each completed page, add up the number of marks in each column 
~nd enter the sum on the TOTAL. line. Thus, the "total" line should 
~nd:! ... "te the number of calls and recalls; the number of minutes 
spet, by the judge in each type of activity (be sure that each full 
page indicates 30 minutes of judge-time); toe number of calls or 
recalls in which there was and was not a, judicial ruling; the number 
of each type of outcome,. 

10. Transfer the total line from each page to the appropriate line on 
the TOTALS page. Add each column to fill in the DAY TOTAL line. 
Also, add the "Time in Session" for the morning and afternoon and 
record on the line TOTAL TIME IN SESSION. 
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11. Make the following consistency checks: 

• "Total Time in Session" should equal the sum of the four "JUDGE 
TIME" columns. 

• The sum of YES's and NO's for "Judicial Rulings" should equal the 
total number of calls and recalls. 

• The su~ of the five OUTCOMES should equal or exceed the total 
number of calls and recalls. 
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Appendix F 

. l 

SAMPLE INTERVIEW OUTLINE: LEGAL AID SOCIETY ATTORNEY 

: ,} 
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THE NEW YORK CITY - RAND INSTITUTE 

545 Madison Avenue 

New York City 

EVALUATION OF THE HANHATTAN }fASTER CALENDAR PROJECT 

QUESTIONNAIRE: LEGAL AID SOCIETY ATTORNEy~ 

NAME (Optional) POSITION and PART DATE 

TIHE IN POSITION PRIOR ASSIGN}ffiNTS (PARTS, YEARS, ETC.) 

The New York City - Rand Institute is presently eni\'iged in a study 

whose aim is to evaluate the effects of the Master Cale~d~"r (,'MAP") Project 

and the All-Purpos~ Parts on Court operations. The results of the study ~vill 

be reported to the Appellate Divisions and the Criminal Cou~t Administration. 

We would like you to help us by answering a number of questions regard

ing your experiences in the Court. ALL ANS~olERS WILL BE STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL; 

'olE WILL NOT IDENTIFY OUR SOURCES OF INFORMATION. 
i 

Please return your completed questionnaire in the attached envelope at 

the earliest possible date. 

Thank you. 
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1. ,What dQ you think are the most significant differences between the 

All-Purpose Parts and the Master Calendar (MAP) complex (parts MP-l, 

HT-l, HT-2, HT-3, HT-4)? 

lao What are the relative advantages of each? 

lb. In which system would you prefer to work? 

MAP No Preference __ All-Purpose 
Don't 
Know 

2. What are the most significant differences between the system of 

specialized parts which existed prior to February 1, 1971, and the 

current MAP and All-Purpose systems? 

2a. Overall, do you think that the MAP system is an improvement over 

2b. 

the earlier system? 

__ MAP Better __ Earlier Better 

About 
the 
Same 

Don't 
know 

OVerall, do you think that the All-Purpose system is an improve-

ment over the earlier system? 

__ All-Purpose Better Earlier Better 

About 
the 

__ Same 
Don't 
Know 
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Are you familiar with the policy requiring pre-appearance conferences between 

Assistant District Attorneys and defense counsel in the MAP Complex? 

Yes No 

~ 3a. Do you think that it would be a good idea for 

the DA and defense attorney to discuss each case 

before it is called before the judge? 

Yes No Don't Know 

3b. Why? 

3c. How often are the conferences actually conducted? 

__ Usually Sometimes __ Rarely Don't Know 

3d. Do you think the conferences lead to more equitable dispositions? 
More No Less 

_EqUitable Diffe!'ence __ Equitable 

3e. Do you think the conferences save the judges I time? 

Sometimes __ Rarely 

3£. Do you think the conferences waste the attorneys' time? 

__ Usually Sometimes ___ ltarely 

3g. What other advantages 01:' disadvantages do the conferences have? 

3h. How could the conference policy be improved? 

4. 

, ! 
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Are you familiar with the policy of granting HadministrativeH and "accelerated" 

adjournments in the MAP Complex? 

__ Yes No 

4a. Do you think clerks should be allowed to grant 
adjournments in certain types of situations? 

Yes __ No Don't Know 

4b. Explain. 

4c. Do you think that adjournments should be granted 
by te~ephone or mail in certain circumstances? 

4d. Explain. 

4e. Do you think it is easier to get an administrative adjournment than 
a judicially granted adjournment? 

Administrative 
Usually 
Easier 

Little 
Difference 

Judicial 
Usually 
Easier 

Don't 
Know 

4f. Do you think the privilege of obtaining administrat,ive adjournments 
is (can be) abused as a means of delay? 

Yes No Don't Know 

4g. Do you think administrative adjournments in Court should be extended 
to the All-Purpose Parts? ' :~ 

Yes No Don't Know 

4h. Explain: 

-------------------------_ .. ------
41. Should accelerated adjournments by mail or t~lcphone be extended 

to the All-Purpose Parts? 

Yes No Don't Know 

4j. Explain: 
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5. Are YDU familiar with the use Df a "split calendar" in the MAP Complex 

(i.e., the scheduling of some cases fDr nODn Dr 2 pm)? 

Yes No - -
~ Sa. Do YDU think this wDuld be a gDDd idea? 

~ 
Yes No DDn't KnD'v --- - -

5b. Explain: 

5c. ApprDximately hDW many cases are scheduled for noon Dr 2 pm each day? 

5d. Whose time - if anyone's - dDes split calendaring save? 

5e. HDW much? 

Sf. Whose time _ if anyone's - dDes split calendaring waste? 

,. 

5g. How much? 

5h. ShDuld split calendaring be. extended to the All-Purpose Parts? 

Yes No Don't Know 
- --- ---
5i. Explain: 

. 

: 
, 

, , 
.J 
.1 

if 
,( 

- ---------~-~--------~--~~~ 
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6. Are you familiar with the "sanctions" for absence, lateness, and delay? 

6c. 

6d. 

6e. 

Yes No 

~.~----------------------~ 
~ 6a. Do you think there should be penalties imposed 

on individuals responsible fDr unnecessary delay? 

Yes ND DDn't Kno\-1 

6b. Explain: 

To what extent have they influenced the behavior of attorneys, pDlice 

Dfficers, and others? 

DD YDU think the sanctiDns are usually applied when they are warranted? 
Only 

____ Generally SDmetimes ____ Rarely 

Are the penalties effective in reducing absence, lateness, and delay? 

Very 
Effective 

Partially 
Effective Ineffective 

6f. ShDuld the penalties be different? 

6g. 

6h. 

No 
__ Change ._,._, ,8 tronger Weaker 

DDesn't 
Natter 

What undesirable effects - if any - dD the sanctions have? 

DD YDU faVDr retention Dr elimination Df the sanctiDns? 

RetentiDn EifminatiDn Don't KnDw 

DDn't 
Know 
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7. Are you familiar with the operations of the MAP Complex (parts MP-l, 

HT-l, Wr-2, HT-3, HT-4)? 

7a. Do you think it is feasible to operate the MAP backup parts 

(HT-I, HT-2, HT-3, HT-4) without their own calendars, relying 

exclusively on cases fed from the MAP calendar part (MP-I) or 

the "administrative unit"? 

Yes No Don't know --.--. -
7b. What are the advantages of "calendar-less" backup parts? 

7e. The disadvantages? 

7d. Should these backup parts be operated l<1ithout calendars? 

Yes No 
On a 
Test 

----nasis 
Don't know 

B. Do you feel that the differences between the MAP, All-Purpose, 

and the former sys tern of specializ'ed parts (which existed prior to 

February 1, 1971) significantly affect your role as a defense attorney? 

No Don't know 

8a. In what ways (if "yes")? 

------------------------------,----,------------------------
8b. In which system are (were) you able to devote the most attention 

to ea~h case? 

8c. Do you feel that these differences signifi.cant1y affect the role 

of Assistant District Attorneys? 

Yes No 

Sd. In what ways? 

Be. In practice, to what extent are you able to maintain continuity 

of representation with indiVidual clients (excluding arraignment)? 

1n ~: ________________________________________________ _ 

In All-Purpose Parts: __________________________________________ _ 
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8f. How often have your clients been rep1:."esented by other Legal 

Aid attorneys when appea~ing in a part to which you were also 

assigned? 

In MAP: _Frequently Sometimes __ Rarely Never 

In All-Purpose: ____ Frequently Sometimes __ Rarely 

Never 

Sg. What are the roost common reasons for the change of attorneys? 

Sh. Did you later resume representation of these clients? 

In :MAP: __ Always 

In All-Purpose: ____ Always 

Sometimes ____ Rarely or never 

Sometimes __ Rarely or 
Never 

,8:i..UQW often have you represented clients who had originally been 

assigned to another Legal Aid attorney when that attorney was 

working in the same part? 

In HAP: _Frequently Sometimes Rarely 
-..,..,..-

Never 

In All-Purpose: ____ Frequently __ Some times _Rarely 

Sj. 

Sk. 

Never 

What are the most common reasons for the change of attorneys? 

------'-',-, -----------------------:--
Did the or~ginal attorneys later resume representation of 

these cJi.ents? 

In HAP: ~_Always 

In All-Purpose: ____ Always 

Sometimes ____ Rarely or never 

Sometimes _Rarely or 
never 
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9. In what ways have the differences between ~he MAP, All-Purpose, and 

specialized systems aided or hindered the following participants? 

9a. Legal Aid attorneys: 

9b. Private attorneys: 

------------------------------------------------------------

gc. Assistant Distric~ Attorneys: 

·9d. Judges: 

.~. M' _______________________________________ _ 

ge. Others: 

10. Do you feel that the differences between the MAP. All-Purpose, and 

specialized systems have affected the "quality of justice rendered"? 

Yes No 

In what ways? 
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11. Have the differences between these three systems changed the 

balance of power in the courtroom? 12d. Your satisfaction \vith your j'ob; 

No __ .-;HAP Comments: 

__ All-Purpose 

"1:,'1:8,( :1:n what ways? __ Specialized 

12. Rank the three systems - MAP, All-Purpose, and specialized parts 

(pre-February 1, 1971) - with regard to the following issues, and 

explain your rankings. (Use the ranks 1-2-3, with "I lueaning 

same rank.) 

l2a. General efficiency and lack of wasted time. 

Comments: ----------------------------
__ All-Purpose 

__ Specialized 

l2b.The understandability of Court 'proceedings to defendants and 

12c. 

the public. 

.HAP Comments: 

~ll-Purpose 

_Specialized 

The convenience of p:lTticipatin3 in Court proceedings (for private 
atto~neys, defendants, witnesses, etc.). 

HAP Commen ts : 

__ All-Purpose 

_Specialized 

l2e. The dignity and decorum of Court proceedings. 

__ -:;MAP Comments: 

___ All-Purpose 

_____ Specialized 

13. As part of our evaluation we will be recommending potential improve-

ments to the Appellate Divisions and the Criminal Court administration. 

Thank you for your assistance • 

---.----------------------------------------~--'----------------------------

Other comments: 

- ______ 0 ______ -----------
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Appendix G 

METHOD OF ANALYSIS OF THE NUMBER OF APPEARANCES PER CASE 

AND THE DUF~TION OF CASES 

Because the focus of this evaluation is on the January~through

May period of this year, the case-history data collected for the 

purpose of determining the post-arraignment number of appearances 

per case and the post-arraignment duration of cases (see Appendix B) 

was cut off at May 15. Cases wh:i.ch were still.pending on that date 

could be classified only as "incomplete." 

Clearly, if one simply discards all cases which were i~complete, 

one biases the results in favor of the shorter cases. The alternative 

o£assuming . (conservatively) that all incomplete cases will make only one 

additional appearanca--which has been used in some past studies--also 

biases the results, particularly if one is comparing sets of cases 

containing different fractions of incomplete cases. A third alternative, 

that of taking only cases which began early in the five-month period, 

reduces the problem but does not solve it and makes it impossible to 

utilize data pertain.ing to that period of" operation which would reflect 

the effects of refinements made in the course of the.project.* 

A final alternative developed for this evaluation avoids all of 

these difficulties: it utilizes information pertaining to the entire 

period of. operation and yields the frequency distribution for the number 

of appearances or the case duration which is most likely to have pro

duced the pattern of appearances or case duration observed for both 

complete and incomplete cases. In addition, it provides a method of 

making statistical comparision between two sets of cases. 

The method, which is an application of what is knovffi as maximum 

likelihood estimation,is illustrated below for the number of appear

ances per casein a hypothetica1saml,>le. 

*An alternative at the other extreme--that of looking only at in
complete cases and estimating total appearances etc. from the number 
already maae--has its o~Yn difficulties and als~'requires the discarding 
of information concerning the early operation of the project. 
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Suppo&e a sample contaip.s. 112 c;3,~es., of ~h:!.,ch. lQOhad been cQm

pleted by :May 15, wh:Ue 12 ·aases were still incomplete. Further. suppose 

that the numbers of post-arraignment appearances made by the 100 

complete cases were as fo11o\'1:s; 56 cases \'1:ere,ciisl'osed of i.n one 

appearance, 27 took two appearances, 10 took three appearances, 5 

took four appearances, 1 took five appearances, and 1 took seven 

appearances. Of the 12 incomplete cases, suppose that 3 had made 

one appearance prior to May 15, 7 had made two appearances, 1 had 

made four appearances, and 1 had made five. 

While the maximum likelihood formulas must be determined mathe

matically, they turn out to have an intuitive interpretation: Of 

the 112 cases in question~ 56 were completed in one appearance, while 

the remaining 56 are known to have taken longer (for the comple~e 

cases we know exactly how many appearances ~.yere made, but for the incom

plete cases we know only that they required mOt'e tban some number.). 

Thus, the most likely estimate of the fraction of all cases which would 

be completed in exactly one appearance is 56/112, or 50 percent. We 

may now discard the 56 cases which took one appearance and the three 

which were incomplete after one--they ,can tell us no more. Of the 53 

remaining cases, 27 are known to have required exactly two appearances, 

while 26 are known to have taken more. Therefore, of the unassigned 

50 percent of the frequency distribution being derived, the most likely 

fraction to require exactly two appearances is 27/53, or 51 percent. 

Thus, 51 percent of 50 percent, 9r 25 percent of all. cases are esti-

mated to require two appearances for disposition. This procedure is 

then repeated ul~til the entire distribution is determined. * 

* When the sample under consideration includes ~~'incompiete case 
which has ma.de as many appearance& as or mo:t;'e than the largest number 
observed for a complete case, theJ;'e wi.1l remain a (small) unallocated 
portion ~f the estimat:d distribut:i:,on. This eventuality does not affect 
the stat1stical compar1son of the distribution with another by means of 
the likelihood ratio test. However, in order to obtain an average value 
one must arbitrarily assign this remainder to some number of appearances: 
We have chosen to assign it to the next higher number above that already 
obse:ved. Note, however, tha~ if this procedure is required at all, it 
app11es to only a fraction of the incomplete cases and therefore intro
duce~ much less distortion than would the practice of simply assuming 
all 1ncomplete cases would be completed in one additional appearance. 
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One may th.en calculate th.e eattrnate.d ayera,ge numher o,t; appearances 

per case-.... 1. 98 in tld.a i,.nstance. 

The distl;':/.,bution produced in this ~as1ri.,im JD,ay- then be sub~ ected 

to statistical comparisons with other distrtbuti,ons tn order to dete'!"

.mine whether any' d:t.f:£;erences a1;e si:.gntficant. The ve1i.icle for such 

* compar;i;aons is known as the 1i.ke1:i:,hood rati.o test. This method I' with 

only alight modificat:i:ons, may also be used for case durations. 

*This test is similar to the more commqn chi-s.quare test of 
significance wh:i:ch cannot be applied here cecause of the need ~o 
distinguish between complete and incoml?lete cases. The likelihood 
rat:i:o test is described in most.Dooks-on mathematical statistics: 
for example, Rao, C. R., Linear'Statistical'])tference and its 
Applications, New York, John Wiley, 1965, pp. 349 ff. 
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Appendix H 

DERIVATION OF A FORMULA FOR THE 

LONG-RUN FRACTION OF CALENDARED CASES DISPOSED OF 

One of the most important measures of Court performance is the fraction 

of calendared cases disposed of each day. In Appendix B we show that, on a 

particular day, the fraction of cases, excluding those in which bench 

warrants are issued, that will be disposed of depends on the total number 

of cases on the day's calendar (including cases in which bench warrants are 

issued). Further, we show that different judges exhibit different relation-
... 

ships between the fraction disposed of each day and the calendar size. 

One question which arises in any attempt to compare the performance 

of distinct portions of the Court in which different judges have sat is 

how to determine what the long-run fraction of cases disposed of would be 

with a particular judge or mix of judges presiding. Here: by "long-run 

fraction disposed of", we mean the fraction obtained by dividing the total 

number of dispositions during the period of interest by the sum of the number 

of cases calendared each day during that period, exclusive of cases in which 

bench warrants were issued. 

Below, we show that, in general, when the fraction disposed of depends 

on the calendar size, the long-run fraction disposed of is not the same as 

the fraction disposed of on an average day. At the same time, we obtain 

an expression which enables one to calculate the long-run fraction. 

In our analysis of the fraction of cases disposed of by different 

judges, described in Appendix B, it was found that one could express the 

fraction disposed of, f.(t), by some judge i on some day t as a constant 
1 

(for judge i) plus the product of another constant (for judge i) and the 

number of cases on the calendar, c(t), plus some random deviation, ei(t): 

We shall suppose that there are M judges (i = 1,2, ... ,M), that judge 
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i sits in the Court part under consideration for Ti days, and that the 

tota.1 length of the period of interest is T days, where 

H 
T = I Ti 

. 1 J.= 

, 
W h 11 1 ttl 2 T refer to the particular days on which judge i sat esa e ="""i 

(whether or not they were consecutive), c(t) represent the tota.l number of 

cases calendared on day t, and yet) represent the number of cases calendared 

exclusive of bench warrant cases. We may then write the total number of 

dispositions, Di , for this judge as follows: 

Di =tI~ y(tl.[ai + bic(tl + ei(tl] 

= Ii(aiy(t) + bic(t)y(t) + y(t)ei(t») 
t=l 

Ti Ti Ti 
= a. I yet) + bi I c(t)y(t) + I y(t)ei(t) 

J. t=l t=l t=l 

Now, let us write the average total calendar size on the days during 

which judge i sits as c., the average calendar size exclusive of bench 
J. 

warrant cases on those days as Yi' the covariance of the total calendar 

size and the calendar size exclusive of bench \Varrants on those days as 

cov(ci'Yi)' and the covariance of the calendar size exclusive of bench 

Warrants and the random deviation in the fraction disposed of as cov(y.,e.). 
J. J. 

Hathematically: 

T 
ci 

1 Ii c(t) = 
Ti t=l 

1 Ti 
Yi = , T. I yet) 

J. t=l 

1 Ti( 
- ciJ (y(t) - Yi) cov(ci,y i) = - tIl c(t) T. 

J. 

1 Ti .. - I c(t)y(t) - CiYi ' and Ti t=l 

* H The expression ITiis simply a shorthand way of writing: the sum of 
i=l 

the Ti's for every value of i from 1 to M. 
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y. He. (t) 
J. J. 

Since the deviation e. (t) is purely random, its mean and covariance \\lith y 
J. 

may be taken to be zero. Substituting the other abbreviations just intro-

duced into the expression for total dispositions for judge i, we have: 

We may now add the d:lspositions for each judge i to yield the total number 

of dispositions, D: 

M 
D = I D. 

i=l J. 

M 
= I [aiT.y. + biTic.Y. + b.T.cov(ci,y·)] . 1 J. J. J. J. J. J. J. 

J.= 

M M H 
= I aiTiYi + L biTic'Yi + L b.T.cov(c"Yi) 

i=l i=l J. i=l ). ). J. 

For simplicity, let us suppose that the calendar sizes and bench warrants 

issued during the various judges' tenures are not statistically different. 

In other words, we may simply drop the subscript i from the c's and y's, 

giving: 

M M M 
D = Y I aiT. + cy L biTi + cov(c,y) I b.Ti i=1 J. 1=1 i=l J. 

To further simplify the notation, let us introduce the symbols a and b to 

represent, respectively, the average of the ai's and bi's, the constants for 

each judge being weighted by the length of time that judge sits: 

1 H 
a = -T L aiT. 

. 1 J. J.= 

1 H 
b = T I b.Ti i=l J. 

, and 
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This gives us: 

D = T[ay + bey + bcov(c,y)] 

Next, we may write an ~xpression for Y, the total number of cases 

calendared during the period under consideration, exclusive of bench warrant 

cases, as follows: 

M M 
Y = 1: 1: y(t) 

i=l t=l 

M 
= 1: tiYi 

i=l 

= Toy 

Finally, we obtain the long-run fraction of cases disposed of, F, by 

dividing D by Y: 

D 
F = Y 

= Tray + bey + bcov(c,y)] 
T'Y 

Referring to the final expression, the reader will note that the first 

two terms are, in £~ct) the fraction that would be disposed of on an averag~ 

day. The existence of the third term indicates that, (a) whe.n the fraction 

of cases which judges dispose of on a given day depends on the calendar 
'I: 

size (i,e., b is not zero), and (b) when the calendar size varies, then 

the long-run fraction disposed of is different from the fraction disposed 

of on an average day. 

* tn general, the covariance of c and y will be zero if and only if 
the calendar size remains constant. 

" 
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We may note that, for most judges, the value of the coefficient b 

is negative, indicating that the larger the calendar, the smaller is the 

fraction disposed of. Since the covariance is a1,.;rays positive, this 

means that the more variable the calendar size, the smaller will be the 

long-run fraction of cases disposed of. 

These results are utilized in the analysis of dispositions in 

Appendix B. 
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